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“If were to live the life twice.
I would like to be a tree.
Standing in the dust firmly, without happiness and sadness.
A half of my body will be sleeping in the earth peacefully.
A half of my body will be dancing with the wind joyfully.
A half of my body will be providing green shade for passers-by willingly.
A half of my body will be bathing in the sunshine warmly.
So quiet and proud …”
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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors, initialed by the isolation of graphene in 2004,
have drawn a great research interest thanks to their remarkable mechanical, electrical,
optical, and optoelectronic properties. Their layered structure, originating from the
strong in-plane covalent bonds and weak out-of-plane van der Waals interactions,
allows such materials being stable with atomically thin geometry. Thanks to the
ultrathin

nature

and

dangling-bond-free

surface,

various

advanced

heterostructures-based devices with superior performance have been demonstrated
without being hampered by their lattice mismatch, which make them as promising
candidates for future nano-electronic and optoelectronic applications. As novel 2D
members from III – VIA semiconducting group, Gallium selenide (GaSe) and Indium
selenide (InSe), are barely explored but recently both reach exciting promise in theory
achievements and application research. Thanks to their unique electron band
structures and strong light-matter interactions, they both are sensitive to external
stimuli, which can be advantageous for certain applications but also brings drawbacks
for others, thus motivates the goal of this thesis that exploring how the environment,
light and strain play roles on the properties of these materials.
Two dimensional materials are especially sensitive to the environmental atmosphere
and to external stimuli due to their layered structures and large surface-to-volume
ratio. Thus, in the first part of this thesis, the interaction between air species and thin
GaSe and InSe flakes has been discussed. Thin GaSe can be degraded completely
after being exposed in the air for several days, during which macro- and micro-scope
surface morphology evolution, chemical composition variation, and laser-induced
degradation, as well as how it leads to the photodetector breakdown as a function of
exposure time in air have been fully presented. On the contrary, thin InSe shows a
different

environmental

interaction

mechanism:

the

performance

of

InSe

photodetector can be significantly modified, and even reaching a long-term stable
behavior in air, without obviously changing the surface morphology and crystal lattice.
Both these observations are related to the interaction between air species (e.g. O2 and
H2O) and the defects (e.g. selenium vacancies) in the materials. The failure of GaSe
photodetectors can be attributed to a full transformation from crystalline GaSe to
amorphous Ga2O3 by air species, while the performance variation of InSe devices
may be related to the passivation of selenium vacancies in the system. Based on these
understandings, both long-term stable photodetectors based on thin GaSe and InSe
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have been realized using hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) encapsulation protection (for
GaSe) or controllable air exposure (for InSe).
Thanks to the dangling-bond-free surface of 2D semiconductors and the deterministic
transfer methods, one can fabricate pure van der Waals (vdW) metal-semiconductor
interfaces, without direct chemical covalent bonding that typically leads to chemical
disorder and Fermi-level pinning (FLP). This kind of vdW metal-semiconductor is
thus an ideal system to study the Schottky junctions. The defects passivation effect in
InSe introduced by air species not only can modify the material properties but also
reduces the fermi level pinning at the metal-InSe contact interface. Various Schottky
contact based on thin InSe with different van der Waals electrical contacts have been
investigated. The Schottky barrier height at the interfaces of Au-InSe, Pt-InSe and
InSe-Gr (graphite) are determined to be approximately 460 meV, 540 meV and less
than 100 meV, respectively. Taking advantage of the large contact barrier difference,
the transport properties of Schottky diodes based on engineered asymmetric van der
Waals contacts of thin InSe, including Au-InSe-Gr and Pt-InSe-Gr, have been
investigated.
The dangling-bond-free nature of the surface of 2D materials leads to high mechanical
resilience against mechanical deformation. This has motivated a whole sub-field of
research focused on using mechanical deformation to tune the electronic properties of
2D materials. The mechanical properties of GaSe and InSe were barely explored at
the moment of the elaboration of this thesis and thus to decide to measure the Young’s
modulus of InSe to access its suitability in strain engineering applications. Using
buckling metrology method, the Young’s modulus of InSe is experimentally
determined to be 23 ± 5 GPa, which makes thin InSe one of the most flexible 2D
materials. Subsequently, the biaxial strain tunability of thin InSe, including
piezoresistance effect, band gap modulation, and strain engineered optoelectronic
devices has been discussed. Interestingly, it is further demonstrated that how the strain
tunable band gap can be exploited to tune the spectral response of InSe
photodetectors.
This thesis demonstrates the great promise of 2D III-VIA semiconducting materials,
especially GaSe and InSe, for future electrical and optoelectronic applications. These
results, on the one hand, reveal the important role of traps induced by defects in
tailoring the properties of devices based on 2D materials, on the other hand, show the
reliability of electronic and optoelectronic properties of van der Waals Schottky
IV
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contacts, which are both attractive for different applications, such as strain
engineering and flexible electronics.
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RESUMEN
La investigación en semiconductores bidimensionales (2D), iniciada con el
aislamiento del grafeno en 2004, ha atraído un gran interés de la comunidad científica
gracias a sus notables propiedades mecánicas, eléctricas, ópticas y optoelectrónicas.
Su estructura en capas, que se origina a partir de los fuertes enlaces covalentes en el
plano y las débiles interacciones de van der Waals fuera del plano, permite que dichos
materiales sean estables con una geometría atómicamente delgada. Gracias a la
naturaleza ultrafina y la superficie libre de enlaces desapareados, se han demostrado
varios dispositivos avanzados basados en heteroestructuras con un rendimiento
superior sin verse obstaculizados por diferencias entre sus parámetros de red, lo que
los convierte en candidatos prometedores para futuras aplicaciones nanoelectrónicas y
optoelectrónicas. El seleniuro de galio (GaSe) y el seleniuro de indio (InSe), como
nuevos miembros 2D del grupo de semiconductores III-VIA apenas explorados,
prometen emocionantes descubrimientos teóricos y en investigación aplicada. Gracias
a sus estructuras electrónicas y sus fuertes interacciones luz-materia, ambos son
sensibles a los estímulos externos, lo que puede ser ventajoso para ciertas aplicaciones
pero también presenta inconvenientes para otras, por lo que motiva el objetivo de esta
tesis que es explorar cómo el medio ambiente, la luz y la tensión juega un papel en las
propiedades de estos materiales.
Los materiales bidimensionales son especialmente sensibles a la atmósfera ambiental
y a los estímulos externos debido a sus estructuras en capas y su gran relación
superficie-volumen. Así, en la primera parte de esta tesis, se ha discutido la
interacción entre las especies atmosféricas y las láminas delgadas de GaSe e InSe. Los
copos de GaSe se puede degradar completamente después de haber estado expuestos
al aire durante varios días, durante los cuales la evolución de la morfología de la
macro y micro-superficie, la variación de la composición química y la degradación
inducida por láser, así como la forma en que GaSe fotodetectores se terminan
descomponiendo con la exposición al aire se ha presentado. Por el contrario, copos
delgados de InSe muestran un mecanismo de interacción ambiental diferente: el
rendimiento de fotodetectores de InSe se modifica significativamente, incluso
alcanzando un comportamiento estable a largo plazo en el aire, sin cambiar de forma
evidente la morfología de la superficie y la red cristalina. Ambas observaciones están
relacionadas con la interacción entre las especies presentes en el aire (por ejemplo, O2
y H2O) y los defectos (por ejemplo, las vacantes de selenio) en los materiales. El fallo
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eléctrico de los fotodetectores de GaSe puede atribuirse a una transformación
completa de GaSe cristalino a Ga2O3 amorfo por especies de aire, mientras que la
variación de rendimiento de los dispositivos InSe puede estar relacionada con la
pasivación de las vacantes de selenio en el sistema. Sobre la base de estos
conocimientos, tanto los fotodetectores estables a largo plazo basados en GaSe
delgado como en InSe se han realizado utilizando protección de encapsulación de
nitruro de boro hexagonal (h-BN) (para GaSe) o exposición de aire controlable (para
InSe).
Gracias a la superficie libre de enlaces desapareados de los semiconductores 2D y los
métodos

de

transferencia

determinista,

se

pueden

fabricar

interfases

semiconductor-metal de tipo van der Waals (vdW) puras, sin enlaces covalentes
directos que normalmente conducen al desorden químico y la fijación del nivel de
Fermi (“Fermi level pining” FLP). Este tipo de contacto semiconductor-metal tipo
vdW es, por tanto, un sistema ideal para estudiar las uniones Schottky. El efecto de
pasivación de defectos en InSe introducido por especies atmosféricas no solo puede
modificar las propiedades del material, sino que también reduce la fijación del nivel
de Fermi en la interfaz de contacto metal-InSe. Se han investigado varios contactos de
Schottky basados en copos delgados de InSe con diferentes contactos eléctricos de
van der Waals. Se ha determinado que la altura de la barrera de Schottky en las
interfaces de Au-InSe, Pt-InSe e InSe-Gr (grafito) es aproximadamente 460 meV, 540
meV y menos de 100 meV, respectivamente. Aprovechando la gran diferencia de
barrera de contacto, se han investigado las propiedades de transporte de diodos
Schottky basados en contactos asimétricos de van der Waals diseñados de InSe
delgado, incluidos Au-InSe-Gr y Pt-InSe-Gr.
La naturaleza libre de enlaces desapareados de la superficie de los materiales 2D
también conduce a una alta resiliencia mecánica contra deformaciones mecánica. Esto
ha motivado todo un sub-campo de investigación centrado en el uso de la
deformación mecánica para ajustar las propiedades electrónicas de los materiales 2D.
Las propiedades mecánicas de GaSe e InSe apenas se habían explorado en el
momento de la elaboración de esta tesis y por tanto se decidió medir el módulo de
Young de InSe para debatir sobre su idoneidad en aplicaciones de ingenierí
a de
deformaciones. Utilizando el método de metrología de pandeo, el módulo de Young
de InSe se determina experimentalmente en 23 ± 5 GPa, lo que hace que el InSe
delgado sea uno de los materiales 2D más flexibles. Posteriormente, se ha discutido la
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capacidad de sintonización de deformación biaxial de InSe delgado, incluido el efecto
piezoresistivo, la modulación de banda prohibida y los dispositivos optoelectrónicos
de ingeniería de deformación. Curiosamente, se demuestra además cómo se puede
aprovechar la banda prohibida sintonizable por deformación para ajustar la respuesta
espectral de los fotodetectores InSe.
Esta tesis demuestra el potencial de los materiales semiconductores 2D III-VIA,
especialmente GaSe e InSe, para futuras aplicaciones eléctricas y optoelectrónicas.
Estos resultados, por un lado, revelan el importante papel de las trampas inducidas por
defectos en la adaptación de las propiedades de los dispositivos basados en materiales
2D, por otro lado, muestran la fiabilidad y reproducibilidad de las propiedades
electrónicas y optoelectrónicas de los contactos Schottky tipo van der Waals, que son
atractivos tanto para aplicaciones, como la ingenierí
a de deformación y la electrónica
flexible.
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CHAPTER 1

1
INTRODUCTION

While

the research on three-dimensional (3D) materials runs in

parallel with the development of human society, research on
two-dimensional (2D) materials can be traced back to only 80 years ago.
In this chapter, the history including rising and development of 2D
materials will be firstly discussed. Subsequently, a brief introduction of
the state-of-the-art on 2D materials research, especially focusing on 2D
gallium selenide (GaSe) and indium selenide (InSe), consisting of
isolation, characterization, and their device applications. In the last part,
the motivations of the research carried out in this thesis will be stressed.
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1.1 The rising of 2D materials
1.1.1 From bulk materials to 2D materials
Anything made up of matter with one or several elemental constituents is termed as
materials.1 If a solid state material has three spatial dimensions with macro-scales
(typically larger than 100 nm), we usually refer to it as a bulk or three-dimensional
(3D) material. Within 3D materials, 3D crystalline materials are those whose
constituents (atoms, ions or molecules) are arranged in a long range ordered
microscopic structure, forming a crystal lattice that extends in all directions.2 The
properties of 3D crystals are mostly determined by the crystal lattices parameters
and/or constituent periodic arrangements.
In the case of materials which have at least in one dimension in the sub ~100 nm scale
they can be called low dimensional materials or nanomaterials.3 The research field of
nanomaterials was envisioned by Richard P. Feynman with the talk entitled “There is
plenty of room at the bottom” in 1959.4 From this point, nanomaterials can exist in
zero-dimensional (0D), one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) forms,5 as
shown in Fig. 1-1. Zero-dimensional (0D) nanomaterials, the first type of discovered
nanomaterials, refer to the materials wherein all the dimensions are within the
nanoscale (smaller than 100 nm). The most common examples of 0D nanomaterial are
nanoparticles and fullerenes.6 One-dimensional (1D) nanomaterials, were explored 6
years later after the discovery of 0D nanomaterials in 1991,7 and can be defined as
nanomaterials with two dimensions in nanoscale (smaller than 100 nm), and the third
dimension is beyond nanoscale. This leads to needle-like shaped nanomaterials, such
as nanotubes, nano-rods, nanobelts and nanowires.8 Two-dimensional (2D)
nanomaterials exhibit plate-like shapes and they present thicknesses smaller than 100
nm.9 2D nanomaterials include nanofilms, nanolayers, nanomembranes, nanosheets
and nanocoating.
Interestingly, it is not only size but also dimensionality itself that determines materials
properties. This particularly applies to the case of sp2 carbon materials: 3D graphite,
2D graphene, 1D carbon nanotubes and 0D fullerenes.10 All these materials exhibit
very different properties: as the dimensions of the materials decrease, the electronic
band structures change from continuous bands towards discrete levels. Also, when it
comes to analyzing the chronological order of the findings of the different
dimensional forms of a given materials, the case of the carbon is a representative
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examples: graphite has been known since the 16th century and has been widely used in
industry for steel-making, as brake lining or as dry lubricant in some other devices.
But it was not until 1985 when the discovery of fullerenes greatly expanded the
number of known carbon allotropes and furthermore suggested the existence of its 1D
form, carbon nanotube, which was first demonstrated in 1991.6,7 Although the
theoretical studies of graphite as starting material, it was not until 2004 that scientists
were able to isolate a monolayer graphene sheet for the first time.11 The recent
blossoming of graphene literature evidences not only its basic scientific interests but
also its potential technological impact.12 Actually, two dimensional materials are
expected to have a significant impact on a large variety of applications, ranging from
electronics to gas storage or separation, catalysis, high performance sensors, support
membranes and inert coatings, just to mention a few of them.

Fig. 1-1. Classifications of materials according to their dimensionality (top), energy
band diagram (middle) and their representative species (bottom). 3D: Graphite; 2D:
Graphene; 1D: Nanotubes; 0D: Fullerenes.5,6,8,10
When the dimensions of materials shrink to the nanoscale, classical properties are not
applicable but they enter the world of quantum mechanics.13 The qualitative changes
3
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in physical and chemical properties, such as reactivity, are connected to the ratio of
surface atoms or molecules with respect to the total number of atoms/molecules
forming the materials. The difference in properties of nanoscale materials in respect to
bulk materials can be mainly attributed to two reasons:
1, Increase in surface area to volume. Nanomaterials have a relatively large surface
area as compared to the same mass of materials produced in larger form. This makes
materials more chemically reactive and affects their mechanical and electrical
properties.
2, Quantum confinement.14,15 In nanomaterials, electronic energy levels are not
continuous as in the bulk but are discrete. This is due to the confinement of the
electronic wave function in one, two or three physical dimensions of the materials and
accordingly it can be classified as 1D, 2D or 3D confinement. This quantum effects
can strongly change the behaviors of matter at the nanoscale affecting the optical,
electrical and magnetic behaviors of materials, which are significantly different from
their bulk counterparts. For instance, size-effect properties can be observed, such as
surface plasmon resonance in metal nanoparticles,16 quantum confinement in
semiconductor particles and superparamagnetism in magnetic nanomaterials.17,18
In addition to the common characteristics of general nanomaterials, two-dimensional
materials also possess certain special characteristics thanks to their unique structure
features. First of all, most 2D materials are isolated based on layered van de Waals
bulk crystals in which there is no covalent bonds between the layers along their
thickness orientation (Fig. 1-2),19 thus the fabricated 2D materials both can reach
atomically thin sizes without breaking the in-plane lattice periodicity and have a
naturally passivated surface. On the one hand, the ultrathin nature of these materials
introduces quantum confinement in the vertical direction leading to large
thickness-dependent band structure tunability and strong light-matter interactions in
the ultrathin (< 10 layers) regime. On the other hand, the dangling bond free surface
accompanied by the van der Waals interactions allows stacking different 2D materials
beyond the constraint of crystal lattice mismatching, in order to realize novel artificial
it is more advantage to combine with the state-of-the-art micro-, nano- processing
technology than 0D and 1D nanomaterials. Based on the above mentioned
characteristics, 2D materials, as a novel and isolated materials system, can both bridge
the property advantages of nanomaterials and macroscopic 3D bulks, indicating
various promising applications in the future world.
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Fig. 1-2. The surface of 3D materials (left) and 2D materials (right) with and without
dangling bonds.19

1.1.2 The development of 2D materials
During the first decades of the 20th century, the existence of two-dimensional
materials was a highly debated issue in the physics community. The question whether
a strictly two-dimensional (2D) crystal can exist, was first raised by Peierls and
Landau.20-23 They demonstrated that, in the standard harmonic approximation,24
thermal fluctuations would destroy long-range order, resulting in melting of 2D
lattices at any finite temperature. Furthermore, Mermin and Wagner proved that a
magnetic long-range order could not exist in one or two dimensions and later they
extended the proof to crystalline order in 2D geometry.25,26 Importantly, numerous
experiments on thin films showed agreement with the theoretical prediction, finding
that below a certain thickness of dozens of atomic layers, the films became
thermodynamically unstable (trend to segregate into island or decompose) unless they
constitute an inherent part of a three-dimensional (3D) system (such as being grown
on top of a bulk crystal with a matching lattice).27-29
Significantly, materials science had a major breakthrough in 2004,11 when Novoselov
and Geim isolated the first single-layer 2D material, graphene, through Scotch tape
exfoliation of graphite. The importance of this achievement was rewarded in 2010,
with the Nobel Prize for both their contributions. However, the physical structure of
graphene - a single layer of carbon atoms densely packed in a honeycomb crystal
lattice is still puzzling. On the one hand, graphene appears to be a strictly
two-dimensional material, exhibiting such a high crystal quality that electrons can
travel micrometer distances without scattering. On the other hand, perfect
two-dimensional crystals cannot exist in the free state of 2D space, according to both
theory and experiments.20-23,25,26,30 Actually, a detailed analysis of the 2D crystal
problem beyond the harmonic approximation has led to the conclusion that the
5
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interaction between bending and stretching long-wavelength phonons could in
principle stabilize atomically thin membranes through their deformation in the third
dimension.31 The following studies by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
revealed that these suspended one atom-thick carbon sheets are not perfectly flat (see
left panel in Fig. 1-3). In fact, they exhibit intrinsic microscopic roughness such that
the surface normal varies by several degrees and out-of-plane deformations reach 1
nm in amplitude. The observed corrugations in the third dimension may provide
subtle reasons for the stability of two-dimensional crystals, which are further
confirmed by atomistic Monte Carlo simulations based on a very accurate interatomic
potential of carbon.32

Fig. 1-3. The crystal structure models of a suspended graphene flake (left) and
monolayer MoS2 (right).
In general, this important discovery came at the background of a continuous ongoing
quest raised the semiconductor industry committee to search for new semiconducting
materials, engineering techniques and efficient transistor topologies to extend
“Moore’s law” – an empirical observation pointed out in 1960s by Gordon Moore
which

claimed

that

the

number

of

transistors

on

a

complementary

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) microprocessor chip and, hence, the chip’s
performance, would approximately double every 24 months.33-35 In fact, to enhance
the density and performance on the chips, the semiconductor industry has been
shrinking down the conventional CMOS transistors to nanometer regime.36-41
However, during the last decades, the performance gains derived due to dimensional
scaling down have been severely offset due to the detrimental short-channel effects
(SCE) which cause high OFF-state leakage currents (due to loss of effective gate
control over the charge carriers in the semiconducting channel and inability of the
gate to turn the channel fully OFF) leading to larger static power consumption and
heat dissipation, which introduce dire implications for Moore’s law.42-47 With
continued down-scaling (sub-10 nm regime), the SCE effect will get far worse and
even state-of-the-art CMOS transistor architectures (such as MuGFET, UTB-FETs,
6
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FinFET, etc.) designed to enhanced gate controllability would face serious challenges
in minimizing the overall power consumption. Thus, an urgent requirement that finds
an appropriate transistor channel material which allows for a high degree of gate
control at these ultra-short dimensions has been introduced.48-51 In theory, based on
the characteristic “channel length (LCH) scaling” factor “λ”, given by λ =
(tOXtBODYεBODY)1/2/εOX, in which tOX and tBODY are the thicknesses of the gate oxide and
channel, and εBODY and εOX are their respective dielectric constants;52 natural ultrathin
channel materials can help mitigate SCE in ultra-scaled FETs, thus enabling enhanced
electrostatic gate control and carrier confinement versus 3D bulk semiconductors.53
From this point, graphene has been thoroughly researched for its remarkable
properties, such as 2D atomically thin nature, extremely high carrier mobility,
superior mechanical strength, flexibility, optical transparency, and high thermal
conductivity, which can be useful for a wide range of device design and fabrications.53
Though graphene allows for excellent gate controllability thanks to its innate
thickness, a major drawback of graphene is the absence of an electronic “band gap”
nature, a necessary attribute any material must possess to be considered for
electronic/optoelectronic device applications, which means a graphene transistor
cannot be turned “OFF”.54,55

Fig. 1-4. History of molybdenum disulphide research for last 50 years (1964–2014).56
Graphene’s shortcomings motivated to the search for alternative materials with similar
yet complementary properties, which promote the emergence of a large catalogue of
2D layered materials ranging from insulators to semiconductors and metals.10,57 Due
to the natural availability and environmental/ambient stability, MoS2 (shown by right
panel in Fig. 1-3), as the first isolated monolayer 2D semiconductor, has been one of
the most popular and widely studied materials by the research community, as
witnessed in the exponentially rising number of publication on this subject in Fig.
7
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1-4.56 The bandgap variability, together with high carrier mobility, mechanical
flexibility, and optical transparency, makes 2D MoS2 extremely attractive for practical
nano- and opto-electronic device applications on both rigid and flexible
platform.9,58-63

Fig. 1-5. The zoo of 2D materials.64-66
One very important factor for the initial rapid development of the 2D materials field
was the natural abundance of graphite and MoS2 as common minerals/materials. After
the initial studies, luckily it was discovered that also other layered materials could be
synthesized and studied in the ultra-thin regime. Other important families of layered
materials include the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) (e.g., WS2, MoSe2),
certain metal halides (e.g., PbI2, MgBr2), and oxides (e.g., MnO2, MoO3), perovskites
(general form ABO3), layered III-VIAs (e.g., GaS, InSe), and V-VIAs (e.g., SnS2,
SnSe2) materials, layered silicates (clays, micas) and also elemental layer materials
(e.g., black phosphorous, silicene, antimonene).64-66 In addition, the insulating
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) system is another important layered material, one
isostructural with graphite, but exhibiting very different properties. Currently, around
500 different layered materials have been identified, and a schematic description has
8
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been shown in Fig. 1-5.

1.2 Isolation of thin vdW materials and their properties
1.2.1 Preparation of 2D materials
Until now, many methods have been employed to prepare single- and multi-layer 2D
nanomaterials. The top-down methods, which rely on the exfoliation of layered bulk
crystals, include the mechanical cleavage method and liquid phase exfoliation method.
Examples of bottom-up approaches are CVD growth and wet chemical synthesis.
these four different types of method will be discussed in the following context.


Mechanical exfoliation

Generally, there are two kinds of mechanical principles to exfoliate layered bulks into
2D (mono- or multi-layer) forms, i.e., by the application of normal force and lateral
force. One can exert normal force to overcome the van der Waals attractions when
peeling two bulk layers apart, such as micromechanical cleavage by Scotch tape.11,30
Taking advantage of layered bulks self-lubricating ability in the lateral direction, one
can also exert lateral force to promote the relative motion between two bulk layers.
These two mechanical principles are illustrated in Fig. 1-6, which are perquisite for
the production of 2D flakes.

Fig. 1-6. The mechanism of mechanical exfoliation: mechanical cleavage and liquid
exfoliation.67
A second process that can happen during exfoliation is the fragmentation effect. On
one hand, it can reduce the lateral size of 2D flakes, which is not desirable for
fabricating large-area 2D flakes. On the other hand, it can facilitate exfoliation,
because smaller bulk particles are easier to exfoliate than larger ones thanks to the
smaller collective van der Waals interaction forces between the layers in these
particles. In the following, in terms of the above two mechanical routes, the
micromechanical cleavage and liquid exfoliation techniques are discussed.
9
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The micromechanical cleavage technique is a conventional method to fabricate thin
flakes by exfoliation of layered bulk crystals, using Scotch tape (see Fig. 1-7).68 The
original idea of this technique is to apply mechanical force via Scotch tape to weaken
the van der Waals interaction between the layers of bulk crystals without breaking the
in-plane covalent bonds of each layer, hence peeling off single- or few-layers of 2D
crystals.

Fig. 1-7. Micromechanical cleavage of 2D crystals.68
In 2004, Novoselov, Geim, and co-workers first successfully isolated a single-layer
graphene nanosheet from graphite by using the micromechanical cleavage
technique.11 Later, the same group demonstrated the extension of this technique for
the exfoliation of other ultrathin 2D nanomaterials, including h-BN, MoS2, NbSe2,
and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox, from their parent layered bulk materials.30 Since then, this
method has been widely used to fabricate various kinds of ultrathin 2D nanomaterials.
The exfoliated nanosheets range from TMDs (e.g., TiS2, TaS2, TaSe2, MoSe2, WS2,
WSe2, MoTe2, ReS2, MoxW1-xS2, ReS2xSe2(1-x), etc.),69-79 topological insulator (e.g.,
Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3),80-82 CuInP2S6,83 BP,84-87 antimonene,88 and metal
phosphorous trichalcogenides (e.g., MPS3: M = Fe, Mn, Ni, Cd, and Zn) to h-BN.89-91
Theoretically, this method is capable of producing all kinds of ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials whose bulk crystals are layered compounds.
Although the micromechanical cleavage technique has many advantages, such as
wide applicability, high crystal quality, clean surface, and larger lateral size of the
obtained flakes, there are still several disadvantages that restrict its practical
application in its current form. First, the production yield and rate of this technique
are quite low, which makes it difficult to fulfill the demand for various practical
applications, high-yield and large-scale production. Then, the size, the thickness and
the shape of the produced ultrathin 2D nanomaterials are difficult to control because
the exfoliation process is operated manually by hands, which lack the precision,
controllability, or repeatability.
10
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Layered bulk crystals also could be exfoliated into ultrathin 2D regime in liquid if
proper mechanical forces are applied on the layered bulk crystals dispersed in liquid
media. Sonication is the simplest and most common mechanical method that has been
used for the exfoliation of layered bulk crystals into ultrathin 2D nanosheets in liquid
media, as shown in Fig. 1-8a. The key factor for achieving efficient exfoliation of
layered bulk crystals is matching the surface energy between the layered bulk crystal
and the solvent system. This simple and effective method was first developed in 2008
by Coleman’s group for the exfoliation of graphite into graphene,92 which neither
need any complicated equipment nor expensive chemicals, having paved a way for
the high-yield and large-scale production of graphene at low cost in liquid phase.
Besides graphene, in 2011, Coleman and co-workers further extended this method for
exfoliation of other layered bulks into 2D nanosheets, including MoS2, WS2, MoSe2,
NbSe2, TaSe2, NiTe2, MoTe2, h-BN, and Bi2Te3. Both the experimental and theoretical
results suggested that the good matching of the surface tension between the layered
bulks, not only the choice of solvents, is also a key factor for the efficient
exfoliation.93 The solvent is also important in stabilizing the exfoliated nanosheets and
prohibiting their restacking and aggregating as illustrated in Fig. 1-8a. To further
promote the production rate of the sonication based liquid exfoliation and meet the
requirement for industrial applications, several optimized liquid exfoliation strategies
have been developed, such as shear force assisted liquid exfoliation,94,95 ion
intercalation-assisted liquid exfoliation (Fig. 1-8b),96,97 ion-exchange-assisted liquid
exfoliation (Fig. 1-8c),98-102 oxidation-assisted liquid exfoliation,103,104 and selective
etching-assisted liquid exfoliation.105-107
As mentioned the above, the liquid exfoliation supports an efficient way for 2D
nanosheets fabrication, while there are several disadvantages for this method. First,
the yield of the single-layer nanosheets in the exfoliation suspension is typically low.
As known, some of the extraordinary properties of 2D nanomaterials only can be
observed in its single-layer form. Recently, Claudia Backes and co-worker
demonstrated that the high efficient nanosheet size-selection and/or monolayer
enrichment can be achieved using cascades centrifugation method.108 Second, the
lateral size of the produced nanosheet is relatively small due to the fragmentation
effect. Third, for the sonication in aqueous polymer/surfactant solution, the residual
polymer/surfactant absorbed on the exfoliated nanosheets is undesirable for some
further applications, such as electronics, optoelectronics, electro-catalysis, and energy
storage. Last the sonication process may induce some defects on the exfoliated
11
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nanosheets, which will affect the properties of the exfoliated nanosheets.

Fig. 1-8. Mechanism of liquid exfoliation. Sonication--assisted liquid exfoliation (a),
ion intercalation-assisted liquid exfoliation (b), ion-exchange-assisted liquid
exfoliation (c).109
 Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth
CVD is a conventional technique for the fabrication of high-purity materials or thin
films such as W, Ti, Ta, Zr, and Si films on substrates.110 Currently, as the key step for
the production of single crystal silicon, CVD has been widely used for many modern
technologies, such as electronics and solar cell devices.111 During the past decades,
CVD method has also been continuously developed and recognized as a reliable and
powerful technique for producing a large number of ultrathin 2D nanomaterials.110 In
a typical process, the preselected substrates are mounted in a furnace chamber, and
one or more gas/vapor precursors are cycled through the chamber, in which the
precursors can react and/or decompose on the surface of substrates.110 In this case,
ultrathin 2D nanosheets can be obtained on the substrate with proper experimental
growth window parameters.110 In some growth processes, catalysts need to be used in
the reaction process, for example, for growing graphene.112 In 2006, Somani and
co-workers first demonstrated the growth of thick multilayer-graphene from camphor
pyrolysis on a Ni substrate by the CVD technique.113 Although the graphene realized
in this work is about 30 layers, it proved the possibility for the growth of single- or
few-layer graphene by the CVD technique. Inspired by this work, many efforts have
12
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been spared to optimize experimental conditions to achieve the growth of single- or
few-layer sheets. Beton and co-worker achieved the growth of single-layer graphene
by CVD method on polycrystalline Ni film deposited on the SiO2/Si substrate.114 Note
that the Ni film here not only acted as the substrate to support the growth of graphene,
but also as the catalyst to facilitate the nucleation of precursors to form graphene
sheets. Ruoff and co-workers demonstrated the growth of large-area single-layer
graphene film up to 0.5 mm on copper foil by the CVD method using methane and
hydrogen as gas sources.115 It is worth to point out that the precursors, substrates,
catalysts, temperature, and atmospheres are among the key factors in determining the
structure features of the final graphene products in CVD growth. By fine-tuning those
experimental parameters, the controlled growth of graphene with tunable layer
number, crystallinity, and lateral size can be achieved on different substrates with
different precursors by the CVD technique.112 Likewise, CVD can be extended for the
growth of many other 2D nanosheets on various substrates, such as h-BN
nanosheets,116,117 topological insulators (e.g., Bi2Se3),118-120 metal carbides,121,122
silicene, borophene, and antimonene.123-125
Not only the aforementioned graphene nanosheets, single- or few-layer TMDs also
have been achieved by the CVD technique on various substrates.126 Although the
growth of TMDs can date back to the 1980s,127 the growth of ultrathin 2D TMD
flakes was only achieved a few years ago. In 2012, Li and co-workers first
demonstrated the growth of few-layer MoS2 nanosheets on insulating substrates by
the thermal decomposition of ammonium thiomolybdates that was dip-coated onto the
substrates with a subsequent sulfurization using sulfur vapor (Fig. 1-9).128
Alternatively, the CVD growth of large-area few-layer MoS2 nanosheets was achieved
by sulfurization of Mo metal film by sulfur vapor, in which the Mo film was
previously deposited on the SiO2 substrate using an electronic beam evaporator.129
The size and thickness of the film can roughly be tuned by controlling the size of the
substrate and the thickness of Mo metal film. TMOs and transition metal chlorides
(e.g., MoO3 and MoCl5) can also be used as the Mo sources to produce MoS2
nanosheets by the CVD technique.130-132 Up to now, many ultrathin 2D nanosheets of
TMDs, including MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, ZrS2, ReS2, MoTe2, etc.,133-144 and also
some alloyed TMD nanosheets (e.g., MoS2xSe2(1-x), MoxW1-xS2, and WS2xSe2(1-x))
have been grown by the CVD technique from different precursors at different
temperatures on various substrates under different atmosphere.145-150
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Fig. 1-9. Schematic illustration of the CVD method grown of MoS2 thin layer on
insulating substrate.128
The CVD technique allows researchers to prepare ultrathin 2D nanomaterials with
high crystal quality, high purity, and limited defects on certain substrates with
controllable size and thickness. More importantly, the electronic properties of
ultrathin 2D nanomaterials, such as graphene and TMDs, are approaching those of
mechanically exfoliated thin layers. Therefore, ultrathin 2D nanomaterials grown by
the CVD technique are also promising candidates for the fabrication of
high-performance electronic and optoelectronics devices. Unlike the low yield and
low production rate of the micromechanical cleavage technique, CVD is capable of
producing materials in industry scale. It is believed that CVD technique is a promising
method with potential to produce ultrathin 2D nanosheets in industry applications for
electronics and optoelectronics. However, the CVD method still has some
disadvantages at its current form, for example ultrathin 2D nanomaterials grown by
the CVD technique are always deposited on the substrates, needing to be transferred
to other substrates for further investigation and applications. The CVD technique
normally needs high temperature and inert atmosphere, leading to relatively high cost
of production as compared to the solution-based methods.


Wet-chemical syntheses

Wet-chemical syntheses also are good choices for the preparation of ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials in high yield and larger amount.151,152 Wet-chemical syntheses represent
all the synthetic methods that rely on the chemical reactions of certain precursors at
proper experimental conditions conducted in solution phase.153 Because of their
powerful controllability, wet-chemical syntheses have been considered as a class of
convenient and reproducible strategies for the preparation of ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials with controlled size and thickness, which are potentially scalable for
14
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industry applications. Particularly, wet-chemical syntheses have been widely used for
preparing various non-layer structured ultrathin 2D nanomaterials that are unable to
be realized by top-down methods.152 The synthesized 2D nanomaterials can easily be
dispersed in organic or aqueous media, which make them very suitable for various
applications. Wet-chemical syntheses can be also used for the synthesis of ultrathin
2D nanosheets with layered structural features.151 Unlike all of the methods discussed
above, there are no general principles underlying each wet-chemical synthesis method.
One wet-chemical synthesis method could be as different from the other. To classify,
hydro/solvothermal synthesis, 2D-oriented attachment, self-assembly of nanocrystals,
2D-templated synthesis, hot-injection method, interface-mediated synthesis, and
on-surface synthesis are a few routines and a brief summary as follows.
The hydro/solvothermal synthesis method is a typical wet-chemical synthesis strategy,
using water or organic solvent as the reaction medium in a sealed vessel, in which the
used reaction temperature is higher that the boiling point of the solvent.154 When the
reaction temperature of the closed system is heated above the boiling point of the
solvent system, the solvent will be autogenerated in high pressure to promote the
reaction and improve the crystallinity of the as-synthesized nanocrystals. Dou and
co-workers employed this method for the synthesis of ultrathin 2D transition metal
oxide nanosheets, including TiO2, ZnO, Co3O4, WO3, Fe3O4, and MnO2, by using the
poly(ethylene oxide) – poly(propylene oxide) – poly(ethylene oxide) (P123) and
ethylene glycol as surfactants in ethanol.155 Later, Xie and co-workers reported the
preparation of few-layer defect-rich MoS2 nanosheets by a facial hydrothermal
method with the assistance of excess thiourea.156 The 2D-oriented attachment is
another typical wet-chemical synthesis method used for the synthesis of ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials, in which adjacent nanocrystals are connected with each other and
fused together to form single-crystalline 2D nanosheets by sharing a common
crystallographic facet to eliminate the high energy facets and interfaces.152 In 2010,
Weller and co-workers developed this method for the synthesis of PbS nanosheets
from tiny PbS nanocrystals.157 Impelled by the development of nanocrystals synthesis
and surface modification technologies, self-assembly of nanocrystals has been
developed as one of the efficient ways to create nanoarchitectures with inner
nanocrystals in ordered and steady manner, in which presynthesized nanocrystals
spontaneously organize with each other by noncovalent interactions, such as van der
Waals interactions, electrostatic interactions, and/or hydrogen bonds.158 It has been
demonstrated that the assembly of low-dimensional nanocrystals, such as
15
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nanoparticles and nanowires, is a promising strategy to prepare ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials. And Acharya and co-workers prepared an ultrathin 2D PbS nanosheet
via the coalescence of PbS nanowires.159 Templated synthesis is an effective strategy
for growth of anisotropic nanostructures, which refers to the use of the presynthesized
nanomaterials or bulk substrates as templates to confine/direct the growth of specific
nanostructures.160,161 For instance, by using the GO nanosheet as template, Zhang and
co-workers achieved the growth of hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Au square
nanosheet with size between 200 and 500 nm and thickness of ~2.4 nm.162 The
hot-injection method, initially developed by Bawendi and co-workers for the
synthesis of cadmium chalcogenide nanocrystals,163 is a very attractive approach to
prepare monodispersed colloidal nanocrystals with uniform size, shape, and high
purity. As a typical example, a single-layer CdSe nanosheet was synthesized using this
method by heating the reactants of CdCl2 and Se powder in a mixture solution of
octylamine and oleylamine.164 The interface-mediated synthesis method is another
typical wet-chemical synthesis method used for the synthesis of ultrathin 2D
nanomaterials, especially for metal coordination polymers (CPs) and polymers. In
2011, Schlüter and co-workers first achieved the synthesis of single-layer CP
nanosheet at the water/air interface.165 The on-surface synthesis method has been
developed as a promising way for the synthesis of ultrathin 2D COF nanosheets from
monomers on solid substrates.166,167 In a typical process, the monomers for a certain
COF were casted in the surface of a solid substrate, which then reacted into COF
nanosheets through the polymerization process due to the surface confinement of the
solid substrate. As a typical example, Lei and co-workers first developed this method
for the single-layer imine-based COF on the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) surface.166

1.2.2 Electrical, optical and mechanical properties
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are crystalline films with large ratio between their
lateral size (> 1 μm) and thickness (< 1 nm). The structural lattice of bulk layered
crystals, which facilitates their exfoliation to 2D layers, originates from the strong
in-plane covalent (or mixed ionic-covalent) bonding and relatively weaker
out-of-plane van der Waals (vdW) interactions with typical binding energies of 40-70
meV/atom.168 The electronic transport, i.e., conductivity, in layered materials is much
more efficient within the layers (i.e., in the plane perpendicular to the stacking axis)
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than it between the layers, typically by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude in natural MoS2
bulks.169 This is due to the strong charge carrier localization within the individual
layers and simultaneous transport of charge carriers through multiple layers.170 In the
situation of 2D material regime, the in-plane conduction is dominant by band
transport, while the out-of-plane conduction reduced due to the large interlayer van
der Waals gap which does not allow a good hybridization of wave functions between
different layers. A large number of layered materials with diverse properties based on
the elements have been highlighted in Fig. 1-10 were gradually exfoliated in 2D
form.64 In this part, a general discussion will be focused on the electrical, optical and
mechanical properties of these 2D materials in a point of view of condensed matter
physics employing graphene and TMDCs as examples.


Crystal structure of 2D materials

Fig. 1-10. Crystal structures of various 2D materials. a) graphene. b) black
phosphorene. c) MoS2. d) Two different stacking sequences of TMDCs.64
Monolayer graphene and hBN are two examples of 2D crystals which all the atoms
are arranged in a hexagonal lattice and occupying the same lattice plane (Fig. 1-10a).
Other single-element 2D materials such as phosphorene form buckled structures with
the atoms arranged across more than one plane (Fig. 1-10b). Monolayer TMDCs are
three atoms thick and comprise of an X-M-X (X = S, Se, Te; M = Mo, W, Re etc.)
sandwich geometry (Fig. 1-10c and d) with either trigonal prismatic or octahedral
coordination of the metal atom.171 The d orbitals of M atoms and the p orbitals of X
17
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atoms facilitate their covalent bonding within an MX2 monolayer, the atoms are
arranged in a hexagonal pattern when viewed along the c-axis direction, and the
individual layers are held by the weak vdW forces. Importantly, all the accessible
orbitals of M and X at the basal surface are involved in the intralayer bonding, leaving
only the high-energy antibonding orbitals for interlayer or external bonding, thus
result in a complete absence of dangling bonds.172 The metal coordination and
stacking order between the individual layers defines the phase or the polytope of a
TMDC (Fig. 1-10d). Common phases are 1T, 2H or 3R, where 1, 2, 3 defines the
number of X-M-X sandwiches per unit cell in the c axis direction and T (tetragonal),
H (hexagonal), R (rhombohedral) denotes the crystal symmetry.173 The phase
determines the properties of TMDCs: i.e., MoS2 exist either as 2H or 3R, which is a
thermodynamically stable or metastable semiconducting phase with a bulk band gap
of ~1.2 eV, or as 1T, which is a metastable metallic phase. The 2H and 1T phases can
be transformed to one another by simple gliding of the atomic planes, demonstrated
by an in situ electron microscopy,174 or by chemical modification.175 The coordination
of the M atoms is a trigonal prismatic in the 1H and 3R phases and octahedral in the
1T phase (Fig. 1-10d).171


Electronic, optical, and mechanical properties of 2D materials

Band diagrams describe the electronic structure of solids, whose multitude of
electronic state lead to continuum-like bands of allowed energy levels.52 Solids can be
classified based on their electronic structure as metal, semimetals (with an overlap in
energy between their valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB)), semiconductors
and insulators (with a 1-4 eV and > 4 eV band gap between their VB and CB,
respectively). Graphene, thanks to its zero-band gap semiconducting nature and a
linear dispersion of charge carriers near the K and K’ points of the Brillouin zone,
occupies a unique position amongst other 2D materials. This results in various
interesting

physical

phenomena,

wavelength-independent

such

as

relativistic-like

charge

carriers,

light absorption, Klein tunneling, and others.176,177

Conductivity (σ) of graphene is intrinsically high due to the high charge carrier
mobility (μ) in graphene, and it is readily tuneable through charge carrier density (n),
according to σ = neμ, where e is the elementary charge. Fig. 1-11a demonstrates this
ambipolar nature of graphene in the vicinity of the Dirac point.11,178
The charge carrier mobility of semiconducting 2D materials is strongly dependent on
factors such as temperature, number of layers, substrate, charged impurities, localized
states, defects, device geometry, contacts, and external electric-field induced charge
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carrier polarity. Thus, introducing large discrepancies in the literature reports about
the electronic transport of mono- and few-layer MoS2 with the mobility values
ranging over 6 orders of magnitude, between 0.03 and 34000 cm2V-1s-1.70,179-181 The
mobility generally increases upon the increased number of layers in TMDC
FETs,70,182,183 although exception to this have been reported and attributed to the
interlayer resistance.184,185 The charge carrier density depends on the intrinsic and
extrinsic doping levels, electrical field, and density of traps levels and recombination
centers. The typical values of ~1012 cm-2 can be significantly increased to 1013 - 1014
cm-2 by ionic top-gating using polymer or ionic liquids.186 Mobilities of graphene and
group 5 TMDCs are summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 1-11. Electronic, optical, and mechanical properties of 2D materials.64,177,179,187-190
As schematically shown in Fig. 1-12a, 2D semiconducting materials also experience
strong enhancement of the Coulomb interactions among charge carriers and defects
thanks

to

the

quantum

confinement

and

significantly

reduced

dielectric
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screening.191,192 As a result of this effect, long-lived excitons and trions with spatial
extent of several nm have been observed in mono- and few-layer TMDCs.193,194 Their
binding energies, e.g., ~320 meV for excitons in WS2 and ~20 meV for trions in
MoS2,194,195 which are several times higher than those in bulk, imply high thermal
stability of these quasiparticles at room temperature. Biexcitons with a binding energy
of ~52 meV have also been recently reported in the emission spectra of monolayer
WSe2 at high exciton densities.196 These results, which were previously only observed
in exotic systems such as quantum wells at low temperatures,197,198 open new
experimental avenues for studying many body physical phenomena.
Table 1: charge carrier mobility in graphene and TMDCs.135,170,179,183,186,199-203
2D materials
Mobility (cm2V-1s-1)
Bulk (> 10 layers)
Monolayer
Graphene
10000
> 140000
2H-MoS2
60 - 200
> 200
2H-MoSe2
160 - 250
50
2H-MoTe2
40
2H-WS2
20 - 100
0.2
2H-WSe2
120 - 150
30 - 180
1T’-WTe2
6000 - 44000
20 - 21000
Table 2: Band gap evolution of TMDCs.187,189,204-207 I Indirect band gap, D Direct band
gap.
2D
Band gap (eV)
materials
Bulk
Tetralayer
Trilayer
Bilayer
Monolayer
I
I
I
I
2H-MoS2
1.23
1.41
1.46
1.59
1.89D
2H-MoSe2
1.09I
1.34I
1.46I
1.57D
2H-MoTe2
0.93I
1.00I
1.02I
1.05I
1.08D
2H-WS2
1.35I
1.47I
1.53I
1.73I
1.98D
2H-WSe2
1.2I
1.42I
1.45I
1.54I
1.66D
1T’-WTe2
Semimetal/metal (~0.5 eV overlap between W 5d and Te 5p bands)
The strong interlayer coupling and quantum confinement, introduced by the strong
hybridization between d orbitals of the M atoms,187,208,209 further result in
thickness-dependent electronic band structures in most 2D materials (Figs.1-11b-d
and 1-12b). For example, as shown in Fig. 1-11d, bulk group 6 2H-TMDCs possess
an indirect band gap of 0.9 – 1.4 eV, originating from the transition between the VB
maximum (VBM) at the Γ point to the CB minimum (CBM) halfway between the Γ
and K points.210,211 This indirect transition is strongly affected by the presence of
neighboring layers because of the fact that the VBM states near the Γ point arise from
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a linear combination of the d and p orbitals of M atoms and X atoms and that the
involved holes and electrons have lower out-of-plane masses. In contrast, the smallest
direct band gap, which is larger in size than the indirect one, originates from the d-d
metal orbital transitions at the K (and K’) point of the VBM and CBM.171,212,213 The
direct transition remains almost unaffected by the interlayer interaction because the M
d orbitals are nested inside the X-M-X sandwich and the holes and electrons at the K
(K’) point have much higher out-of-plane mass than free electrons.188 As a result, the
indirect band gap is strongly dependent on the number of layers, while the direct one
is not (Fig. 1-11d). These changes are manifested by energy shifted in the TMDC
photoluminescence (PL) spectra shown in Fig. 1-11b. Importantly for optoelectronics,
this band structure evolution is accompanied by an enormous increase of PL intensity
in monolayer TMDCs in comparison to thicker layers as shown in Fig. 1-11c.187,188,205
For the group 6 TMDCs, the band gaps increase with the increasing size of transition
metal atoms and decreasing size of chalcogen atoms, regardless of thickness,208,214,215
as shown in Table 2, whereas the VBM and the CBM increase with the increasing
size of both M and X.193,216 Furthermore, the direct band gap comprise of two
excitonic transitions, A and B, at energies between 1.1 and 2.4 eV, originating from
the transition between the spin-orbit split VBM (indicated in Fig. 1-11d by magenta
circles) and doubly degenerate CBM at the K (K’) point, and further transitions are
observed at higher energies (2.5 – 4.8 eV).212,217-219 Due to a greater overlap between
the outer orbitals of larger atoms, the size of the A-B energy splitting increases with
the increasing size of M atoms and X atoms (Table 3).218,219 1T’-WTe2 is an exception
to this due to its perfectly-compensated semi-metallic character with a small overlap
between the W 5d and Te 5p orbitals due to the distorted octahedral coordination
discussed earlier.199,204
Table 3: A and B exciton in bulk TMDCs.189,204,217,219
2D materials
Bulk exciton energy (eV)
A
B
2H-MoS2
1.88
2.06
2H-MoSe2
1.57
1.82
2H-MoTe2
1.10
1.48
2H-WS2
1.96
2.36
2H-WSe2
1.62
2.19

ΔA-B
0.18
0.25
0.38
0.40
0.57

The absorption spectrum of TMDCs is well matched to the solar spectrum and more
than 95% of the sunlight can be absorbed even in polycrystalline films of
sub-micrometer thickness, much thinner than the current photovoltaics standard.220
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Theoretical calculations and experiments indicate that a TMDC monolayer can absorb
~5% - 10% of sunlight, equal to as much as 50 nm Si or 15 nm GaAs, and are able to
generate about ten times larger photocurrent.221 However, due to the complex
electronic band structure of TMDCs, their absorption/reflectance is strongly
dependent on the wavelength of the incident light,218,219,222 as can be seen in the
differential reflectance spectra shown in Fig. 1-11f. In contrast, graphene monolayer
can absorb ~2.3% of light, a value, solely defined by the coupling between light and
the relativistic-like electrons in graphene, and independent of wavelength in the
visible range.223 The wavelength-specific transmission/absorption scales linearly with
the number of layers for most thin 2D materials but this proportionality breaks down
in thick crystals.187,223 The absorption coefficient between the infrared (IR) and
near-ultraviolet (UV) is typically on the order of ~104 – 106 cm-1 and is generally
larger for the W-based than Mo-based TMDCs.215,217-219,222,224 Furthermore, the
equivalent absorption coefficients of monolayer MoS2 and graphene are 2 – 3 times
higher than that of their bulk counterparts.221

Fig. 1-12. Quantum confinement and reduced dielectric screening in 2D materials.64
Mechanical properties of 2D materials have also been studied extensively. Monolayer
MoS2 can withstand strain up to 11%, deformations up to several tens of nm without
broken, and has a Young’s modulus that is comparable to that of steel (see Fig. 1-11g
and h).190,225 Such strength and elasticity makes it suited for applications where
sturdiness as well as flexibility is both required. Ripples and wrinkles, which are
known to form in 2D materials due to the localized strain and differing thermal
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expansion coefficient of the 2D material and substrate, were predicted to grow in size
with temperature and decrease the size of the band gap in MoS2.226 These ripples have
typical height of 1 – 25 nm, periodicity of 40 – 300 nm, and have been shown to be
correlated with

changes

in

the surface potential and charge.227

Strong,

thickness-dependent piezoelectricity, for the odd number of layers only, was also
observed in mono- and few-layer MoS2 with the strongest effect and ~5%
mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion efficiency observed in monolayer.228
Frictional properties of MoS2 which are related to surface oxidation, moisture, and
temperature also have been studied because of its use as a lubricant.229 Moreover, the
melting temperature of most 2D crystals generally decreases with the decreasing
thickness, and, while sulfides and selenides tend to be more thermodynamically stable
than tellurides (and most metallic) TMDCs.66,230

1.3 The advances of 2D GaSe and InSe
Group III–VI compounds MIIIXVI (M = Ga, In; X = S, Se, Te) are one class of
important 2D layered materials and are currently attracting increasing interest due to
their unique electronic and optoelectronic properties and their great potential
applications in various other fields. Similar to 2D layered transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), MIIIXVI have the significant merits of ultrathin thickness,
ultrahigh surface-to-volume ratio, and high compatibility with flexible devices. More
impressively, in contrast with TMDCs, MIIIXVI demonstrate many superior properties,
such as thickness-independent direct band gap electronic structure, low mass
conduction band electrons and high carrier mobility, p-type electronic behaviors (rare
for TMDCs), high charge density, strong second harmonic generation (SHG), and so
on. These unique characteristics allow for high-performance device applications in
electronics, optoelectronics, and optics. Here, the following text will be employed for
the discussion of the advances of 2D GaSe and InSe from the aspects of crystal
structure, crystal fabrication, properties and applications.


Crystal structure

Both GaSe and InSe are layered III-VI semiconductors that consist of covalent
bonded stacks with top and bottom layers of Se and two layers of Ga or In ions in the
middle, i.e., in the sequence of Se-Ga-Ga-Se and Se-In-In-Se, with a lattice constant
of a = b = 3.74 Å for GaSe and 4.005 Å for InSe, respectively.231,232 Fig. 1-13 shows
the schematic representation of the typical hexagonal structures. The covalent bonded
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layers, named tetra-layers (TLs), are held together by a weak interaction of the vdW
force, implying possibility of existence of 2D GaSe and InSe layers. The stacking
sequence of the TLs both determines the polytypes of GaSe and InSe crystals. There
are three most important classifications for GaSe crystals: β-GaSe, ε-GaSe, and
γ-GaSe.233 Among them, γ-GaSe has a 3R stacking sequence, belonging to
non-centrosymmetric space group of C46v with the lattice constant of c = 23.92 Å.
Both β-GaSe and ε-GaSe are hexagonal symmetric with a 2H stacking and the lattice
constant of c = 15.95 Å, which belong to the space groups of D46h and D13h,
respectively. Similarly, four polytypes are defined as β, ε, γ, and δ for InSe
crystals,234-237 which are all layered structures. Among them, β-phase and γ-phase are
two common forms of InSe. For β-phase, each primitive unit cell contains two
quaternary layers, i.e., 8 atoms. However, in the unit cell of γ-phase, there are three
layers of Se-In-In-Se monatomic sheets (12 atoms), with lattice parameters of c =
24.961 Å.

Fig. 1-13. Schematic of crystal structure of ε-GaSe and ε-InSe. a) Side view. b) Top
view.


Crystal fabrication

Both GaSe and InSe bulks can be mechanically exfoliated to mono- and few-layer
geometry using the Scotch tape method thanks to their layered stacking structural
features. Monolayer GaSe was firstly experimentally obtained in 2012 by Late et al.
via the mechanical exfoliation method.238 After the exfoliation of monolayer GaSe,
many methods have been employed to grow these ultrathin crystals. The vapor-phase
mass transport (VMT) method was firstly reported to prepare large-area atomically
thin GaSe layers on insulating substrates in 2013 by Lei et al., as illustrated in Fig.
1-14,239 where thin GaSe layers can be obtained in triangle, truncated triangle, and
hexagonal shapes on the SiO2 substrate. The shape of the fabricated 2D flakes can be
tuned by the distance from nucleation sites to the source. However, it is difficult to
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control the growth process because it is very fast. Then Zhou et al. proposed the
controlled synthesis of high-quality single- and multi-layer GaSe crystals on flexible
transparent mica substrates via the van der Waals (vdW) epitaxy method.240 And Li et
al. also used this method to grow GaSe layers with preferred orientation in graphene
to fabricate vdW heterostructures.241 Besides the aforementioned chemical deposition
methods, some physical methods also have been employed to grow 2D layered GaSe,
such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and pulse laser deposition (PLD) methods.
Yuan et al. reported layer-by-layer growth of 2D GaSe on n-type Si substrates by the
MBE method.242 And later, the 2D GaSe nanosheets also were prepared by highly
pure Ga and Se via high-temperature process in a high-vacuum system through PLD
technique.243

Fig. 1-14. Large-area atomically thin GaSe layers synthesized on insulating substrates
using VMT method (a) and thin GaSe layers in triangle (b), truncated triangle (c), and
hexagonal (d, e) shapes on the SiO2 substrate.239

Fig. 1-15. PVD setup (a) and images of atomically thin InSe on SiO2/Si substrate (b, c,
d).244
As for InSe, the first 2D flake was obtained by Garry W. Mudd et al. using
mechanical exfoliation method from the bulk single-crystal ingot in 2013.245 Since
then, most of the experimental investigations have been carried out based on
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mechanical cleavage method, which provides high-quality 2D InSe nanosheets. Four
years later, Zhibing Yang et al. reported that wafer-scale synthesis of ε-InSe thin film
has been achieved on SiO2/Si substrate by PLD technique.246 In 2018, Jiadong Zhou
et al. reported the successful synthesis of monolayer InSe by physical vapor
deposition (PVD) (Fig. 1-15).244 Very recently, single‐ and few‐layered InSe flakes
are produced, with lateral sizes ranging from 30 nm to a few micrometers and
thicknesses from 1 to 20 nm, by the liquid‐phase exfoliation of β‐InSe single crystals
in 2‐propanol by Elisa Petroni et al.,247 obtaining stable dispersions with a
concentration as high as 0.11 g L−1. Zhongjun Li et al. also reported the results of the
synthesized photoelectrochemical (PEC)‐type photodetector using liquid-phase
exfoliated 2D InSe nanosheets dispersions.248


Properties and applications

Bulk GaSe has an indirect band gap of about 2.1 eV and a direct band gap of only
about 25 meV higher.249 When GaSe comes to 2D geometry, the electronic band gaps
trend to be getting larger upon the decrease of thickness.250 The band gaps of monoand bi-layer GaSe are reported to be indirect and have a value of 3.001 eV and 2.426
eV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1-16, calculated from the DFT-HSE06 function.251

Fig. 1-16. Electronic band structure of monolayer (a) and bilayer (b) GaSe.250,251

Fig. 1-17. Schematic of GaSe-based bottom-gated FET (a), room temperature output
(b) and transport (b) characteristics of p-type GaSe-based FET.252
Following the roadmap of graphene and MoS2, 2D GaSe flakes have also been used in
transistors as the channel material. In 2012, Dravid’s research group firstly reported
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mechanically exfoliated monolayer GaSe-based bottom-gated FETs by using 500 nm
SiO2 as gate dielectric, as schematically shown in Fig. 1-17.252 The output and
transport characteristics are shown in panel b and c, respectively, which indicate a
p-type behavior with an on/off ratio of 105. The mobility was calculated to be about
0.6 cm2V-1s-1, which is much lower than that of its bulk counterpart (~215 cm2V-1s-1),
and is comparable with previous reported bottom-gated MoS2-based FETs.179 Based
on the aforementioned FET device, mechanically cleaved GaSe flakes were
transferred onto a silicon substrate with an oxidized layer of 300 nm to fabricate a
phototransistor (Fig. 1-18a).250 As the wavelength of light decreases from 610 to 254
nm, there is a significant increase in photocurrent (Fig. 1-18b). The on/off switching
ratio, photoresponsivity, external quantum efficiency (EQE) and response time
extracted from the I-t curve (Fig. 1-18c) upon the illumination of 254 nm take the
values of ~8, 2.8 A W-1, 1367% and 0.0157 s. The reported photoresponsivity is
higher

than that of

first

monolayer MoS2-based phototransistor with

a

photoresponsivity of 7.5 mA W-1.253 The operation speed is much slower than that of
traditional metal-semiconductor-metal (M-S-M) photodetectors with a typical
switching time on the order of 10-6 – 10-9 s, which is possibly caused by the
interaction between the GaSe nanosheets and SiO2 surface, because a large
surface-to-volume ratio tends to induce defects and dangling bonds on the surface of
GaSe. After that, a lower dark current in the order of pA and a higher on/off ratio than
100 also have been realized in few-layer GaSe phototransistors using the 2D GaSe
grown by vapor phase mass transport (VMT) method and van der Waals (vdW)
epitaxy.239,240 Then, the photocurrent generated from GaSe flakes prepared by PLD
and controlled vapor deposition methods was studied,243,254 respectively. For the
former, the photoresponsivity could be improved to 1.4 A/W by changing the
illumination light from 700 to 240 nm. For the later, the photoresponsivity could be
increased to 8.5 A/W by applying a gate voltage of -60 V to the FET-based
phototransistor. Very recently, Cao et al. reported an ultra-high photoresponsivity of
2D GaSe-based phototransistor by reducing the lateral spacing distance, as
schematically shown in Fig. 1-18d,255 e and f, the fabricated phototransistor could
achieve a significant high photoresponsivity of about 5000 A W-1. Up to now,
multilayer GaSe crystals are generally used in the application of FETs rather than
single-layer one, a summary of the parameters of the fabricated phototransistors are
shown in Table 4. Yuan et al. reported MBE-grown p-type GaSe flakes on n-type Si
to fabricate a p-n junction (Fig. 1-18g and h), which can produce fast response with a
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rising photoresponse time of 60 μs and the decay time of 20 μs (Fig. 1-18i), which is
an order of magnitude faster that the aforementioned phototransistor.242

Fig. 1-18. 2D GaSe-based photodetectors.242,250,253,255
The evaluated the electronic band structures of monolayer, few-layer, and bulk γ-InSe
are shown in Fig. 1-19a.256 There is a drastic decrease in the electronic band gap of
few-layer InSe compared to that of the monolayer, which is consistent with
experimental photoluminescence (PL) measurements result (Fig. 1-19b). Another
observation is that 2D InSe shows an indirect to direct band transition upon increasing
layer thickness, which is opposite to the behavior of MoS2.
Table 4 Parameters of 2D GaSe-based photodetectors.
Method thickness
λ (nm)
R
EQE (%)
(A/W)
ME
Few-layer
254
2.8
1367
VMT
6-8
405
0.017
5.2
vdWE
6
White light
0.6
-CVD
Few-layer White light
8.5
-PLD
20
700/240
0.4/1.4 100/700
ME
20-30
410
5000
--

On/OF
F ratio
8
1000
110
100
---

t (ms)

REF.

15.7
----0.27

250
239
240
254
243
255
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Fig. 1-19. a) Electron band structure of N-layer (N = 1, 2, 5, 6) and bulk InSe. b) PL
spectra of 2D InSe as a function of thickness at room temperature.245,256
Initial investigations on InSe systems focused on mechanically exfoliated layers of
samples grown using the chemical vapor transport method (Fig. 1-19b).245 Based on
the results from DFT and high-field magnet optics, Mudd et al. reported a significant
smaller electron and exciton effective mass, which is weakly dependent on the layer
thickness in few-layer InSe. In general, several studies have shown that typical room
temperature mobilities of FETs fabricated using InSe flakes are a few tens of
cm2V-1s-1. A detailed list of mobility values is included in Table 5. Techniques that by
using a bilayer dielectric of poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)/Al2O3 instead of
using conventional SiO2, a room temperature mobility of 1055 cm2V-1s-1 can be
achieved, as shown in Fig. 1-20.257 Such back-gate engineering, according to this
report, can also lead to InSe based FETs with high current On/Off ratio of 10 8 and
strong current saturation over a broad voltage window. Similarly, investigations
performed on few-layer InSe encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride under an inert
atmosphere showed carrier mobility of > 103 cm2V-1s-1, at room temperature.258 This
article also reported the observation of a fully developed quantum Hall effect.
A large number of investigations also focused on the photoconductive properties of
InSe based materials and a typical Au-InSe-Au photodetector and characterizations
are shown in Fig. 1-21a, b, c.246 Reports of InSe photoconductors showing very high
responsivities of ~107 A W-1, λ = 515.6 nm as well as InSe photoconductors showing
responsivity of 34.7 mA W-1, λ = 532 nm can be found in the literature.235,246,259-265 A
summary

of

the

parameters,

including

geometry,

sensing

wavelength,

photoresponsivity and response time, of 2D InSe-based photodetectors have been
listed in Table 6, among which the photoresponsivity and photodetectivity of InSe
photoresponse are superior to those of most other 2D materials, commercial Si and
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InGaAs photodetectors.266
Table 5 Mobility of 2D InSe-based FETs. h – thickness, VD – drain voltage, VG – gate
voltage, μ– field effect mobility
Method
Dielec. / d (nm)
h (nm)
VD
VG
μ
REF.
2 -1 -1
(V)
(V)
(cm V s )
a
260
BT
SiO2/300
12
10
70
~0.1
257
CVDa
PMMA/Al2O3 200/50
33
1
7
1055
PMMA/SiO2 200/300
34
1
40
395
Al2O3/50
32
1
7
64
SiO2/300
33
1
40
66
a
267
CVD
SiO2/300
32
1
40
79.5
259
CVDa
SiO2/300
33
1
40
162
268
BTa
SiO2/285
30
2
40
32.6
262
PLD
SiO2/300
1
1
0
10
a
Mechanically exfoliated from bulk crystals. BT – Bridgman technique, CVD –
Chemical vapor deposition, PLD – Pulsed laser deposition

Fig. 1-20. a) The PMMA/Al2O3 double layer dielectric 2D InSe FET. b) Transfer and
(c) output characterization of multilayer InSe FETs with PMMA/Al2O3 dielectric
layer.257
Table 6 The photoresponsivity and response time of various thin InSe photodetectors
with metal-InSe-metal geometry found in literature.
Device geometry
Wavelength
Response
Responsivity
REF.
time
259
Al-InSe-Al
543 nm
87 μs
--235
Metal-InSe-metal
532 nm
488 μs
34.7 mA W-1
260
Cr/Au-InSe-Cr/Au
450 nm
50 ms
6.9 – 157 A
W-1
261
Cr/Au-InSe-Cr/Au
515.6 nm
--~107 A W-1
262
Cr/Au-InSe-Cr/Au
700 nm
5 ms
~104 A W-1
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Au-InSe-Au
Ti/Au-InSe-Ti/Au
Pt/Au/Pt
G-InSe-G
G-InSe-G

370 nm
500 nm
325 nm
500 nm
633 nm

0.5 s
5.63 s
--120 μs
1 ms

27 A W-1
700 A W-1
~107 A W-1
60 A W-1
4000 A W-1

246
263
264
263
265

Fig. 1-21. a, b, c) A typical schematic (a), I-V characteristics (b), and bias-dependent
photoresponsivity (c) of few-layer Au-InSe-Au photodetector. d, e, f) Schematics (d),
bias-dependent photocurrent (e), and I-t curve (f) of Al-InSe-Al photodetector.246,259
Actually, for a photodetector, responsivity is not the only factor that needs to be
considered because the amplification circuit can be used to improve them. However,
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) which is related to detectivity, and response time
cannot be tuned by using the signal process, which is problematic in practical
applications. Lei et al. designed and demonstrated an avalanche Al-InSe-Al
photodetector (Fig. 1-21d, e).259 By utilizing the avalanche effect, the performances of
InSe photodetectors were enhanced largely, with improved photoresponsivity, low
dark current and fast response time. An external quantum efficiency of 334%, an
ultrafast response time of 60 μs (faster than most reported 2D layered material
photodetectors) and a high avalanche gain of 47 were achieved, as shown in Fig.
1-21f. The avalanche effect led to photo generated carriers being utilized more
efficiently, but the number of photo generated carriers was not enhanced. This study
has demonstrated that plasmonic Al disk nanoantennas patterned on the InSe flakes
can improve the light absorption, which introduces a large photocurrent. The
combination of the avalanche effect and the plasmonic effect can work together and
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similar strategies can also be used in other 2D material based photodetectors.
Heterostructures based on 2D InSe have been also fabricated. The most studied
system is graphene/InSe in which graphene is used as the Schottky barrier free and
high conductive electrode. Mudd et al. reported planar and vertical vdW
graphene/InSe heterostructures,

and both

responsivities of the InSe-based

photodetectors have been significantly enhanced, as shown in Fig. 1-22a-d.265
Especially in the vertical stacks, a photoresponsivity up to 105 A W-1 at 633 nm
illumination has been observed. In another kind of graphene/InSe heterostructures
demonstrated by Chen et al.,269 monolayer graphene covers an ultrathin InSe flake.
Then, source/drain electrodes are deposited on graphene, as illustrated in Fig. 1-22e.
The top graphene can supply a tight cover making ultrathin InSe flake stable as well
as plays an important role in transporting photo-excited electrons. Fig. 1-22f gives the
corresponding band structure diagram of a graphene/InSe heterostructure at different
gate voltages. Compared to separate InSe-based photodetectors, the graphene/InSe
photodetector exhibits a much better performance in photoresponsivity and external
quantum efficiency.
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Fig. 1-22. a, b) Schematic representation of planar van der Waals graphene/InSe
heterostructures (a), Photoresponsivity, band alignment of graphene/InSe/graphene
and Au/InSe/Au heterostructures, as well as their work functions (b). c, d) Schematic
structures of two kinds of vertical graphene/InSe/graphene devices (c) and the
corresponding photoresponsivity (d). e, f) Photodetectors based on graphene/InSe
heterostructures. (a) Schematic diagram and optical image of the device. (b) The
corresponding band structure diagram of a graphene/InSe heterostructure at different
gate voltages.265,269
Besides the superior electrical and optoelectronic properties, it should be noted that
one of the most important properties of 2D GaSe and InSe is the nonlinear optical
properties due to the absence of the inversion symmetric center. For 2D GaSe,
recently, Karvonen et al. reported nonlinear optical properties of SHG and third
harmonic generation (THG) in multilayer GaSe crystals with thickness more than
seven layers.270 W Jie et al. also studied the nonlinear optical properties of atomically
thin GaSe flakes with thickness from bilayer to multilayer by using fs laser with a
wavelength of about 800 nm.271 It should be mentioned that we can get the emission
from bilayer flakes. This suggest that SHG can be produced in both odd and even
number layers, different from the SHG in 2D TMDCs and BN which is dependent on
the parity of the layer number. Very recently, Zhou et al. reported strong SHG in
CVD-grown monolayer GaSe under nonresonant excitation and emission condition.272
Fig. 1-23a shows SHG intensity from monolayer GaSe and MoS2 under the same
illumination condition, the SHG intensity of GaSe is about 1-2 order of magnitude
higher than that from MoS2. Interestingly, Qiaoyan Hao et al. recently reported the
optimal SHG intensity from multilayer pure ε-InSe and alloys is even superior to that
of ε-GaSe with the same thickness at the excitation wavelength from 800 nm to 1200
nm.273 Similarly, Jiadong Zhou et al. also discovered that the SHG signal from
monolayer InSe shows large optical second order susceptibility is three times of
largest value reported for monolayer GaSe, which is the strongest among all the
monolayer 2D crystals (Fig. 1-23b, c).244

Fig. 1-23. Comparison of SHG intensity of 2D GaSe, InSe and TMDCs (e.g., WS2).273
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1.4 Motivations
As mentioned above, 2D GaSe and InSe possess superior electrical, optical and
optoelectronic properties due to their unique electron band structures and strong
light-matter interactions, which make them the promising candidates for
photo-sensing applications. However, several fundamental questions, which motivate
the works in this thesis, still remain to be answered and as following listed:
1) Both 2D GaSe and InSe crystals are known to show poor environmental stability.
But how the materials properties and optoelectronic devices performance evolve
during the ambient degradation processes still is an open question. Also the
fabrication of long-term stable optoelectronic devices based on 2D GaSe and InSe
is an open challenge Thus, the degradation mechanism of 2D GaSe and
self-passivation effect of InSe in ambient conditions will be investigated in
chapter 3.
2) Typically, the 2D based optoelectronic devices consist on two main components: 1)
the active channel parts for sensing and 2) the electrodes for carrier collection.
Both components determine the device performance. However, in most of the
cases, the connection between 2D semiconductors and 3D metals is usually
realized using conventional metal deposition techniques. This fabrication process
can introduce defects in the 2D crystal lattice or at the M-S interfaces, which can
degrade the transport characteristics and induce Fermi level pinning, masking the
intrinsic properties of the 2D semiconductors. In chapter 4, by taking the example
of 2D InSe and using deterministic transfer technique, the role of the van der
Waals contact between 2D InSe and metals and graphite will be discussed, and the
transport properties of these heterostructures will be analyzed.
3) Strain engineering, the modification of the optical, magnetic, electrical, and
optoelectronic properties of a given material by applying an external mechanical
deformation to its crystal lattice, is establishing itself as one of the most
prospective strategies to controllably modify the properties of two-dimensional
(2D) materials. Although the DFT calculations predicted that the 2D InSe
possesses superior mechanical properties and strain tunability, their experimental
realizations are still lacking. The mechanical property, e.g., Young’s modulus, will
be thus characterized and the flexible optoelectronic devices based on 2D InSe
will be introduced in chapter 5.
Moreover, the experimental method section, as a complementary part, including the
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growth and characterization of bulk GaSe and InSe crystals, 2D GaSe and InSe
preparation and characterization processes, and optoelectronic devices fabrication and
testing tools will be provided in chapter 2. Finally, a brief summary will be given in
the conclusion and outlook part as chapter 6.
The research field of 2D materials is novel, active and with rapid development, in
which most of the investigations focus on the explorations of novel materials,
interesting phenomena and theories, and advanced applications. However, the gap
between laboratory level researches and practical applications has not been bridged
due to the insufficient fundamental investigations. This thesis belongs to applied basic
research field, and several points are listed as follows. Firstly, two kinds of typical
environmental stability of 2D semiconductors, e.g., degradation and self-passivation,
have been thoroughly discussed, which helps to establish the correlations between
materials variation and devices performance during the environmental aging process
for the first time. Secondly, the investigations of transport properties of van der Waals
engineered contact can enrich the horizons of novel optoelectronic applications.
Finally, the explorations of straintronics applications suggest 2D InSe is one of the
most promising candidates for flexible sensing.
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2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Due to the ultrathin nature and relatively large lateral dimensions of
2D materials, the investigations of 2D materials require both
conventional characterization tools and specially designed testing
systems. Thus, in this chapter, the synthesis and basic characterization
methods of single crystal GaSe and InSe bulks, used for 2D nanosheets
fabrication, will be firstly introduced. Then the optical microscopy (OM),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and Raman Spectroscopy techniques
will be used to characterize the mechanically exfoliated 2D GaSe and
InSe. Finally, a home-made deterministic transfer setup, a specially
designed optoelectronic testing system, and the setup employed for
scanning photocurrent measurements for 2D material-based devices
fabrication and characterization will be discussed.
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2.1 Synthesis and characterizations of single-crystal GaSe
and InSe bulks
In this section, both GaSe and InSe bulks have been synthesized using a two-step
Bridgman method. And then, the crystal structure, chemical composition homogeneity,
macro- and micro- surface morphology, optical and electrical properties of GaSe and
InSe single crystals are subsequently characterized using a set of test techniques,
which include X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), infrared-transmission spectroscopy (IR),
absorption spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL), and Hall effect measurement. Note
that this section is mainly based on the published paper “High-quality GaSe single
crystal grown by the Bridgman method” in Materials and the submitted manuscript
“ε-InSe single crystals grown by a Horizontal Gradient Freeze method” both where I
am one of the contributors.274 I summarize these results here since they are relevant
results for the rest parts of this thesis.

2.1.1 GaSe single crystals growth
The GaSe single crystals are grown through a two-step method. Firstly, the melting
Ga and Se were mixed completely and to fabricate polycrystalline GaSe bulks. And
then, the crucible that contains polycrystalline GaSe was transferred into vertical
Bridgman crystal growth furnace for single crystals fabrication.


Synthesis of polycrystalline GaSe

To prevent adhesions between the Ga-Se melting compound and quartz under high
temperature conditions, a quartz ampoule coated with a carbon film on the inner
surface was used as the polycrystalline GaSe growth container. High-purity Ga (6N,
99.9999%) and Se (6N, 99.9999%) granules from Emei Corp., Ltd. (Emei, China)
were selected as the raw materials. Firstly, Gallium was baked at 673 K for 4 h under
high vacuum (~10-5 Pa) to remove the surface oxide layer. Then, Ga and Se were
mixed with a stoichiometric ratio and sealed in the quartz ampoule at the vacuum
level of 10-5 Pa. A single-temperature zone rocking furnace shown in Fig. 2-1a was
used for this synthesis process.
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Fig. 2-1 Single-temperature zone rocking furnace (a) and vertical Bridgman crystal
growth system (b) using for growth of single-crystal GaSe and InSe bulks. The
vertical Bridgman crystal growth system consisted of a growth unit (left panel) and a
control unit (right panel).


Growth of single-crystalline GaSe

A two-temperature zone vertical Bridgman crystal growth system (Fig. 2-1b) was
used for GaSe single crystals growth. A boron nitride (BN) crucible with an inner
diameter of 22 mm was used to accommodate polycrystalline GaSe and thus later for
the GaSe single crystals growth. The upper and lower zones (highlighted in Fig. 2-1b,
growth unites) were set with temperature of 1293 K and 1173 K, respectively, and the
temperature gradient was 10 K/cm. The growth rate was set to be 0.5 mm/h.

2.1.2 Characterizations of GaSe bulks


Crystalline structure and composition

A GaSe ingot with diameter of 22 mm and length of 20 mm was obtained, the optical
picture is shown in Fig. 2-2a. The crystal is transparent and shows rufous color under
white light illumination. Fig. 2-2b shows the sample cleaved along the (001) layer
direction from as-grown ingots without polishing or additional treatment of the
surface. The twin-boundary free surface indicates that there is only one large grain
along the cleavage plane, though several voids can be found at the surface. Fig. 2-2c
shows a GaSe single crystal wafer with the dimension of 7 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm, and
it can be easily exfoliated thanks to the weak interlayer van der Waals interaction. The
phase and lattice structure of the as-grown GaSe crystals were analyzed by X-ray
diffraction technique based on an Empyrean X-ray diffraction machine (PANalytical,
X’Pert Pro, Eindhoven, the Netherlands). Fig. 2-2d shows the X-ray diffraction
pattern of powder sample formed by grinding the as-grown GaSe crystals. The good
matching agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical curve of
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GaSe (JCPDS: 37-0931) indicates that the obtained single crystal GaSe has a
hexagonal lattice with cell parameters a = b = 3.749 Å, and c = 15.907 Å, which
corresponds to space group D13h and ε-GaSe, as mentioned in paragraph 1.3 in chapter
1. Generally, the symmetry of the X-ray rocking curve is directly related the structural
uniformity of the crystals. Fig. 2-2e shows the X-ray rocking curve of the (004) lattice
plane from the as-grown GaSe crystals. The peak has a symmetric shape with a
FWHM (full-width-at-half-maximum) of ~46 arcs, which is the smallest values ever
reported for GaSe crystals (0.15°in [273],275 split peaks in [274],276 0.07°in [275],277
and 0.04°in [276]278). The composition distributions from the tip to the tail of GaSe
ingot also have been analyzed by an electro-probe microanalyzer (EPMA; JXA-8100,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), as shown in Table 7. The Ga/Se ratio of both parts across the
ingot are near 1:1 and it is more close to stoichiometric ratio than the previously
reported GaSe single crystals,278,279 which indicates a good crystalline homogeneity.
Slight Ga rich in composition is probably resulted from the loss of Se during synthesis
and growth process due to its high vapor pressure. All above results indicated the
as-grown crystals have a good crystalline quality.
Table 7 The composition measured by EPMA.
Sample
Se (Atom %)
1
49.5613
2
49.5203
3
49.6189
4
49.5266

Ga (Atom %)
50.4387
50.4797
50.3811
50.4734

Fig. 2-2 The single crystalline GaSe and structure characterizations. a, b, c) Optical
pictures of single crystalline GaSe ingot (a), cleaved sample along the (001) plane (b),
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the mechanically exfoliated GaSe wafer (c). d) The X-ray diffraction pattern of
powder GaSe sample and the PDF database of ε-GaSe (JCPDS: 37-0931). e) The
rocking curve of (004) face from GaSe single crystals.


Optical measurements

The infrared-transmission spectrum recorded by a Nicolet Nexus Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrometer (Nexus 670, Nicolet, Waltham, MA, USA) of as-grown GaSe
single crystals is shown in Fig. 2-3a, and a record high infrared transmittance of ~66%
over the all range from 500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 has been determined, which is the
highest value among the reports for GaSe crystals grown by the Bridgman method in
the literature.275-278 And the absorption coefficient was calculated to be an ultralow
value of 0.18 – 0.2 cm-1 in the range of 0.9 – 1.4 μm, indicating the superior optical
quality of GaSe sample. The room temperature optical band gap of GaSe crystals was
measured using a UV-3150 ultraviolet visible/near-infrared spectrometer (Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan), and the ultraviolet-visible-near-IR spectrum of GaSe over the
wavelength range from 200 nm to 2600 nm is shown in Fig. 2-3b, from which the
band gap is determined to be about 2.005 eV. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum
was measured using an argon ion laser with the wavelength of 488 nm and the
luminescence signals were recorded with the spectrometer of TRIAX 550 (Jobin Yvon,
Paris, France). Fig. 2-3c shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum recorded at 9.2
K of the as-grown GaSe crystals. A dominant peak at 2.1046 eV can be attributed to
the free exciton recombination. The strong and narrow peak with FWHM of 11 meV
indicates excellent crystalline quality.

Fig. 2-3 Typical IR transmittance spectrum (a), ultraviolet-visible-near IR spectrum
(b), and low-temperature (9.2 K) photoluminescence recoded from GaSe sample.


Electrical measurements

Table 8 shows the Hall measurements of three GaSe samples taken from the tip to the
tail from the GaSe ingots. All samples displayed p-type conductivity with a hole
concentration of ~1015 cm-3, and the mobility has been determined to be ~20 cm2V-1s-1.
The p-type conductivity may be introduced by the gallium vacancies (V Ga), interstitial
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selenium atoms (SeI), and gallium atoms on selenium sites (GaSe).280 Since Ga atoms
are slightly richer than Se atoms in as-grown GaSe crystals according to the
composition analysis, which probably promotes the existence of defects GaSe in GaSe,
thus results in a p-type conductivity.
Table 8 The transport properties of GaSe single crystals (T = 295 K).
Sample
Conduction
Carrier concentration
Resistivity
-3
type
(cm )
(Ω·cm)
15
1
p
2.9894 × 10
1.1295 × 102
15
2
p
1.4701 × 10
2.3322 × 102
3
p
1.6830 × 1015
1.6220 × 102

Mobility
(cm2V-1s-1)
18.484
18.204
23.492

2.1.3 InSe single crystals growth
The InSe single crystals also are grown through a two-step method, including
polycrystalline InSe synthesis and single crystalline InSe growth. However, due to the
high chemical activity of In element and the complex In-Se phase diagram, the
fabrication of high-quality InSe single crystals requires both high-purity synthesis
conditions and accurate growth parameters setting. Thus, for the first step, a physical
vapor transport technique was employed to reach a high-purity and homogeneous
polycrystalline InSe synthesis. And then, the single crystalline InSe are grown by
vertical Bridgman technique with good parameters setting.


Synthesis of polycrystalline InSe

A physical vapor transport (PVT) setup used for polycrystalline InSe synthesis has
been shown in Fig. 2-4a. And Fig. 2-4b shows the schematics of the synthesis process
using PVT techniques. To prevent the chemical reaction and adhesions between
melting In and quartz, two Pyrolytic Boron Nitride (PBN) crucibles, named A and B,
are fixed with a distance of 600 mm at the both ends of a quartz ampoule and are used
as reaction containers. And then, high-purity Se (6N, 99.9999%) and In (6N,
99.9999%) granules from Emei Corp., Ltd. (Emei, China) were selected as the raw
materials, which are respectively placed in A and B with a sub-stoichiometric ratio of
Se : In = 48.5 : 51.5. Subsequently, the quartz ampoule was sealed at the vacuum level
of 10-5 Pa. The temperature of B crucible was firstly increased up to 890 °C to obtain
In melt, and later heating the A crucible up to 690 °C. Keep the insulation for 24 hours
until Se vapor and In melt have fully contacted, diffused, mixed and reacted. Then,
keeping the temperature of crucible A fixed and slowly reducing the temperature of
crucible B. The crystallization of InSe bulks begins at 630 °C and ends at 550 °C, and
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final polycrystalline InSe will be collected in crucible B.

Fig. 2-4 PVT setup (a) and schematics of polycrystalline InSe synthesis process (b).


Growth of single-crystalline InSe

The single crystalline InSe growth is a similar process to that of GaSe. A quartz
ampoule with an inner diameter of 14 mm was used for the InSe single crystals
growth based on the PVT synthesized polycrystalline InSe bulks. The upper and lower
zones (highlighted in Fig. 2-1b, growth unites) were set with temperature of 720 °C
and 490 °C, thus a temperature gradient of 18 K/cm was obtained. The growth rate
was set to be 0.3 mm/h.

2.1.4 Characterizations of InSe single crystals


InSe single crystals

The image of the InSe crystal ingot with diameter of 14 mm and length of ~50 mm
has been shown in Fig. 2-5a. There is no crack, and few grain boundaries can be
easily observed from the ingot surface, which indicates that the whole crystal ingot
consists of several large single crystalline InSe grains. Fig. 2-5b shows a few InSe
single crystal wafer obtained from the InSe ingot. In Fig. 2-5c, an image of freshly
cleaved surface of one of the InSe wafers was recorded by scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Zeiss Supra 55). Both the polishing surface and clear steps indicate
the InSe crystals can be easily exfoliated thanks to its layered nature, which further
confirms the high crystallinity of InSe. Panel d shows the result of composition
analysis by energy dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and the ratio of In and Se is
near to 1:1, which indicates a good homogeneity of the elements distribution in the
studied samples. Both the sub-stoichiometric ratio between Se and In and the loss of
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Se during the growth process may lead to the slightly In rich in the composition.

Fig. 2-5 InSe crystals grown by vertical Bridgman technique. InSe Crystal ingot (a),
InSe single crystalline wafers (b), image of cleaved InSe surface taken by SEM (c),
and corresponding elements composition (d).


The identification of InSe phase

As introduced in 1.3 (i.e., the advances of 2D GaSe and InSe), there are three basic
polytypes including β-InSe, ε-InSe, and γ-InSe, which differ in the symmetry and
structure of the crystal lattice, and present totally different nonlinear optical properties.
Thus it is important to determine the phase structure for the studied InSe. Fig. 2-6a
shows the X-ray diffraction (PANalytical, X’Pert Pro, Eindhoven, the Netherlands)
pattern from the as-grown InSe crystal powder samples. The good matching
agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical pattern of InSe
(JCPDS: 34-1341) indicates that the obtained single crystalline InSe has a hexagonal
lattice with cell parameters a = b= 4.005 Å, and c = 16.96 Å.281 To further determine
the phase of InSe crystals, the transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Talos
F200X) technique has been used, and a picture taken from the perpendicular direction
of a thin InSe flake on the TEM grid has been shown in left inset panel in Fig. 2-6b.
And thus, a representative selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of InSe
crystal can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2-6b. Both the arrangement and intensity of
the diffraction spots are highly consistent with the theoretically calculated electron
diffraction pattern based on ε- or β-InSe crystal lattices (right inset panel in Fig.
2-6b).273,282 Based on the results of XRD and TEM analysis, the InSe crystals can be
attributed to ε- or β- phase stacking blocks. Then Raman spectroscopy and infrared
(IR) adsorption spectroscopy were used to identify the stacking phase of InSe crystals
since both they are sensitive to the crystal lattice vibrations. The Raman spectrum and
IR adsorption spectrum acquired from InSe crystal samples are shown in Fig. 2-6c
and d, respectively. Three Raman active in-plane modes A1’(1), A2’’(1) and A2’(1)
located at ~113 cm-1, ~198 cm-1 and ~226 cm-1, and one out-of-plane E’’(2) located at
~176 cm-1 are observed under a 532 nm laser excitation. While there is only one peak
centered at ~200 cm-1 observed in IR absorption spectrum, which is also related to the
vibration mode A2’’(1).282-284 The observation of both Raman and IR active peak
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centered at ~200 cm-1 appeared on A2’’(1) mode is consistent with hexagonal crystal
structure of ultrathin InSe with ε stacking sequence.

Fig. 2-6 Identification of InSe phase. a) The X-ray diffraction pattern of powder InSe
sample and the PDF database of ε- or β-InSe (JCPDS: 34-1341). b) Selected area
electron diffraction pattern of InSe flake. A InSe flake on TEM grid and theoretically
calculated electron diffraction pattern of ε- or β-InSe are shown in left and right inset
panels, respectively. c, d) Raman spectrum (c), and IR absorption spectrum (d) of
InSe crystals.

Fig. 2-7 SHG mapping of InSe with different layers. a, b) optical picture (a) and SHG
generation distribution (b) of a InSe flake with various thicknesses on 300 nm SiO2/Si
substrate. c) A step with height of 1L (~0.8 nm) measured by AFM. The optical
picture and AFM characterization of selected area are both shown by the inset panels.
Then the second harmonic generation (SHG) characterization performed on the
studied InSe crystals since the ε-InSe has different thickness-dependent SHG behavior
from β-InSe. For even-layer β-InSe, it belongs to the D46h space group, the existence
of an invert center would suppress the SHG signal, while in odd-layer β-InSe the
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symmetry would be broken, then the SHG signal would appear due to the lack of
invert center in the crystals.285 However, ε-InSe, which belongs to the D13h space
group, has no invert center in any layers, thus, there is no thickness limitation for
SHG in ε-InSe.286 Then a SiO2/Si substrate based InSe flake with various thick areas
has been used for SHG mapping analysis. And the optical picture and the SHG signal
as a function of thickness on the selected InSe flake are shown in Fig. 2-7a and b,
respectively. In general, the SHG signal can be collected throughout the whole flake
regardless of the thickness. More importantly, both (N + 2) and (N + 3) layers thick
InSe have the SHG emission as shown in the selected area of the inset panel in Fig.
2-7c. A one-layer high step was confirmed by atomic force microscope (AFM,
Dimension Fast Scan and Dimension Icon, Bruker) in Fig. 2-7c. SHG both can be
observed on odd- and even-layer InSe sample indicates the studied InSe has a ε phase.


Optical characterization

The room temperature optical band gap of InSe crystals was determined using a
UV-3150 ultraviolet visible/near-infrared spectrometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), and
the ultraviolet-visible-near-IR spectrum of GaSe over the wavelength range from 200
nm to 2600 nm is shown in Fig. 2-8a, from which the band gap is determined to be
about 1.26 eV. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum was measured using an argon
ion laser with the wavelength of 488 nm and the luminescence signals were recorded
with the spectrometer of TRIAX 550 (Jobin Yvon, Paris, France). Fig. 2-8b shows the
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum recorded at 4.2 K of the single crystalline InSe
sample, which can be fitted to 5 isolated peaks, centered at 1.336 eV (P1), 1.332 eV
(P2), 1.329 eV (P3), 1.327 eV (P4), and 1.324 eV (P5), respectively. The P1 at 1.336
eV with a FWHM of ~3 meV can be attributed to the free exciton recombination,
which indicates excellent crystalline quality.287-290

Fig. 2-8 Ultraviolet-visible-near IR spectrum (a), and low-temperature (4.2 K)
photoluminescence (b) recoded from InSe crystals.
 Electrical measurements
Table 9 The transport properties of InSe single crystals (T = 295 K).
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Sample
1
2
3

Conduction
type
n
n
n

Carrier concentration
(cm-3)
7.84×1013
4.63×1014
9.72×1014

Resistivity
(Ω·cm)
134.4
20.4
7.3

Mobility
(cm2V-1s-1)
591.97
658.00
870.21

Table 9 shows the Hall measurements of three InSe samples taken from the tip to the
tail from the InSe ingots. All samples displayed n-type conductivity with electron
concentration level of ~1014 cm-3, and the mobility has been determined to be ~590 to
~870 cm2V-1s-1, which is higher than the mobility value (~500 cm2V-1s-1) reported in
the literature.291,292

2.2 2D GaSe and InSe fabrication and optical identification
2.2.1 2D GaSe and InSe fabrication
Based on the high-quality single crystalline GaSe and InSe grown in Northwestern
Polytechincal University by Bridgman method, 2D GaSe and InSe materials have
been fabricated both in Institutos Madrileños de Estudios Avanzados (IMDEA)
Nanoscience and Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid (ICMM) in Madrid
(Spain) using mechanical exfoliation method. The typical fabrication processes are
shown in Fig. 2-9 and described as follows: Firstly, a bulk GaSe or InSe has been
deposited onto the sticky surface of Nitto tape (Nitto Denko® SPV 224). And then,
keep folding and separating the Nitto tape until the GaSe or InSe thin film are
distributed over the entire surface. Subsequently, a commercially available
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) supplied by Gel-Pak (WF 4x Gel-Film) are used for
transferring some of the flakes onto the PDMS by gently pressing the tape against the
stamp and peeling off slowly. Finally, 2D GaSe or InSe can be deposited on the
Gel-Pak film.
Then an optical microscope (Motic® BA310 MET-T, Fig. 2-10a) with transmission
mode is used for 2D flake inspection. Fig. 2-10b shows a picture of general
morphology of the Gel-Film surface after depositing thin InSe (GaSe) flakes by
splicing the panels that are recorded with a 10X objective while changing the manual
X-Y stage. One can qualitatively judge the thickness and uniformity of InSe (GaSe)
flakes directly from the observed color and the target flake can be then selected. In
Fig. 2-10c-e, three panels of a selected InSe flake recorded by the objectives with 10X,
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20X, and 50X have been shown.

Fig. 2-9 An illustrative procedure of the Nitto-tape and Gel-film based
micromechanical cleavage of GaSe and InSe.

Fig. 2-10 a) Optical microscope used for 2D GaSe and InSe flakes inspection. b-e)
Search of an InSe flake on PDMS substrate under transmission mode scanning with
10X objective (b), zooming in with 10X (c), 20X (d), and 50X (e) objectives,
respectively.
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2.2.2 Thickness identification by optical methods
The sensitivity of optical properties of 2D flakes on their thickness can be utilized to
identify the layer number of them once the relation between spectral parameters of
optical properties and their layer number is established. The thickness of 2D materials
is a serial of discrete value, which indicates the thickness of an N-layer 2D flake is N
times that of monolayer flake. In principle, once layer number of the 2D flakes is
identified by optical techniques, its thickness is thus determined. In fact, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) has been widely used to measure the thickness of 2D flakes. The
tapping mode is usually utilized to minimize sample damage. However, on the one
hand, AFM technique is time-consuming and not suitable for a rapid measurement for
selected spots over a large area.293 On the other hand, AFM cannot also be used for
thickness determination of suspended samples. Furthermore, the different interactions
of the AFM tip with the flake and substrate can lead to large thickness discrepancy
when testing ultrathin flakes and introduce artifacts in the measurement.245,294-298 Thus,
in this thesis, four different optical microscopy methods, as fast and non-destructive
methods, that are used to estimate the thickness of InSe flakes deposited on different
substrate have been summarized. Note that this section is mainly based on the
accepted manuscript in Advanced Photonics Research “Thickness identification of
thin InSe by optical microscopy methods” where I am the first author.


Optical transmission

Fig. 2-11a shows transmission mode optical images of two InSe flakes that have been
deposited onto the Gel-film substrate recorded using an optical microscope equipped
with a color CMOS digital camera. In the transmission mode images the regions
covered with InSe flakes are darker as the InSe flakes absorb part of the incoming
light. The intensity on the InSe flakes depends monotonically on their thickness.
Actually, the optical images are composed of three separate color channels which give
information of the light transmitted in the red, green and blue regions of
electromagnetic spectrum. The transmittance (T) at a given position of the image can
be calculated, for each channel, by dividing the intensity by the average intensity of
the bare substrate. Fig. 2-11b shows the line profiles of 1-T versus the positions
(indicated by the solid lines with arrows in panel a), extracted from the blue channel
intensity of the images. The line profiles reach lowest values (0 percent) in the bare
Gel-film regions. In the flake regions, the values of 1-T tend to increase upon the
thickness growth of the thin InSe. The 1-T value allows us to quantitatively determine
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the thickness of thin InSe flakes. Optical pictures of tens of different InSe flakes were
recorded and then the transmittance value (taken from the blue channel images) of
each flake was extracted. In order to measure their thickness, all the InSe flakes were
subsequently deposited onto 270 nm SiO2/Si substrates with a dry-transfer method,
and an AFM was employed to determine their thicknesses in dynamic mode. The data
collected from 18 different thickness regions in thin InSe flakes used to correlate the
1-T values to their height measured with AFM have been presented in Fig. 2-11c (the
top x-axis indicates the InSe thickness). From the plot it is evident that the data, in the
thickness range experimentally probed, follow a linear trend and a linear regression
has been used to fit them. Thus, a slope of 1.4 ± 0.1 %/nm and an offset of around 5
nm of flake thickness can be determined. Note that when testing an ultrathin flake
with AFM, the offset between 2D flakes and substrate can be as large as several
nanometers, which can be explained by the different interactions of the AFM tip with
the InSe flake and SiO2/Si substrate as well as the adsorbates on the InSe surface and
interfaces.294-297,299 To further demonstrate the easiness of using this calibration to
determine the thickness of thin InSe, the number of layers of the investigated InSe
flake in Fig. 2-11a has been marked in left axis of panel b, where assuming a value
0.8 nm for a InSe single layer. It is worth to note that this method also can be used for
the thickness determination of freely-suspended InSe samples.

Fig. 2-11 a) Optical image of two mechanically exfoliated thin InSe flakes on the
Gel-film recorded with an optical microscopy working under transmission mode. The
colored lines in the image correspond to the intensity profiles in panel (b). b) The
normalized blue channel intensity line profiles of 1-transmittance recorded as a
function of InSe flake regions with various thicknesses indicated upon the arrows in
(a). Note that the bare Gel-film takes a unity transmittance. c) The relationship
between InSe flake heights determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) versus the
1-transmittance.
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Apparent color

Fig. 2-12 a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterizations of the exfoliated thin
InSe flakes with different thickness deposited on 270 nm SiO2/Si substrates. b)
Optical pictures of the thin InSe flakes shown in panel (a) and the color bar indicates
the apparent color dependency of thin InSe upon the flake thickness up to 90 nm. All
the scale bars are 10 μm.
It is well known that graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), TiS 3,
franckeite, mica, antimonene and MoO3 flakes deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate
presents different colors depending on their thickness and on the SiO2
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thickness.115,300-305 A comprehensive analysis of the apparent colors can yield a quick
guide to estimate the thickness of 2D materials in a similar fashion as the thickness of
SiO2 capping layers on Si wafers is estimated from its interference color. Fig. 2-12a
shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography of seven InSe flakes with
thicknesses ranging from ~4 nm to ~90 nm, and Fig. 2-12b shows their corresponding
optical microscopy images on 270 nm SiO2/Si substrate (the SiO2 thickness has been
experimentally determined by reflectometry with ± 0.5 nm uncertainty). By
comparing the AFM thickness and the optical image colors of these InSe flakes, one
can build up a color-chart correlating the apparent color of the InSe deposited on the
top of 270 nm SiO2/Si substrate with their corresponding thickness. Since the
interference colors of the thin InSe flakes have a strong dependence on the underlying
substrate thickness, it is necessary to use the substrates with specific SiO 2 thickness
(the provided case with a thickness color chart that will be valid for 270 nm SiO 2/Si
substrates).


Optical contrast analysis
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Fig. 2-13 Optical contrast analysis. a) Schematic diagram of the optical path of the
system operated in reflection mode. b) Photograph of the Motic BA310 MET-T
optical microscope equipped with the modified trinocular to perform optical contrast
measurement on 2D flakes. The modified trinocular has been highlighted using a
dashed square. c) Detailed scheme of the assembly process of the modified trinocular
tube. d) Reflectance spectra recorded from bare 277 nm SiO2/Si substrate (redish
brown) and 13 nm 2D InSe flake (cyan). The inset is schematic drawing of the
four-media system (air/InSe/SiO2/Si) from which the optical contrast spectra
calculated. e) Comparison between experimental optical contrast spectrum of a 9 nm
thick InSe flake (red dot line) and the calculated ones (colored solid lines), with the
thickness ranging from 5 nm to 13 nm, and deposited on 270 nm SiO2/Si substrates.
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The inset shows the minimum square value as a function of flake thickness. f)
Experimental optical contrast spectra of thin InSe flakes with different thickness on
270 nm SiO2/Si substrates (top panel) and the corresponding Fresnel fits (bottom
panel). g) Comparison between the thickness determined with AFM measurements
and Fresnel fit. The experimental data represented by the red squares, the error bars
demonstrates the uncertainty of the AFM measurements, and the red line guides a fit
with a slope of 1.05 ±0.02.
The number of layers of InSe flakes that have been deposited on the SiO 2/Si substrate
can be further determined more accurately by quantitatively analyzing their reflection
spectra. Fig. 2-13a shows the schematic setup diagram to measure OC(λ) of 2D flakes
by a microsystem in a backscattering geometry at room temperature. Fig. 2-13b
shows a photograph of the optical contrast setup, which has been developed to
characterize 2D materials in the group in ICMM. The setup consists of a Motic
BA310 MET-T metallurgical microscope, a modified trinocular (marked with the
dashed square), and a fiber-coupled CCD spectrometer. A 90:10 beam splitter is
connected to the C-mount trinocular in order to divide the trinocular light beam into
two paths. In one of the paths (10% of the intensity) a COMS camera is placed at the
image plane of the optical system to acquire images of the studied sample. In the other
path (90% of the intensity), a multimode fiber is placed, also at the image plane,
projecting an image of the studied sample on the surface of the fiber end. Fig. 2-13c
shows all the components and details (including their part numbers) required as well
as how to assembly a modified trinocular. Based on the above setup, one can measure
the differential reflectance spectra in normal incidence on InSe flake and SiO2/Si
subtract (see Fig. 2-13d), then the optical contrast (C) of four-media air/InSe/270 nm
SiO2/Si optical system can be calculated from the spectra measured on the bare
substrate (Isub) and the one measured on the InSe flake (IInSe):
C=

𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 −𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑏
𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 +𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑏

.

(2-1)

The optical contrast of this kind of multilayer system can be also modelled with high
accuracy using a Fresnel law-based model that takes into account the light reflected
and transmitted at the different interfaces.306 The reflection coefficient in a Fresnel
model with four media can be expressed as:307
𝑟 𝑒 𝑖(Φ1 +Φ2 ) +𝑟12 𝑒 −𝑖(Φ1 −Φ2 ) +𝑟23 𝑒 −𝑖(Φ1 +Φ2 ) +𝑟01 𝑟12 𝑟23 𝑒 𝑖(Φ1 −Φ2 )

𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 = 𝑒01
𝑖(Φ1 +Φ2 ) +𝑟

01 𝑟12 𝑒

−𝑖(Φ1 −Φ2 ) +𝑟 𝑟 𝑒 −𝑖(Φ1 +Φ2 ) +𝑟 𝑟 𝑒 𝑖(Φ1 −Φ2 )
01 23
12 23

,

(2-2)

where the subscript 0 refers to air, 1 to InSe, 2 to SiO2 and 3 to Si. Under normal
incident condition, Φ𝑖 = 2𝜋𝑛̃𝑖 𝑑𝑖 /𝜆 is the phase shift induced by the propagation of
the light beam in the media i, in which 𝑛̃𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 and 𝜆 are the complex refractive
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index, thickness of the media and wavelength, respectively; 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = (𝑛̃𝑖 − 𝑛̃𝑗 )/(𝑛̃𝑖 +
𝑛̃𝑗 ) is the Fresnel coefficient at the interface between the media i and j.
The reflection Fresnel coefficient in a three media (the case of the bare substrate
without being covered by InSe flake) is expressed as:
𝑟 +𝑟12 𝑒 −𝑖2Φ1

01
𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 1+𝑟

01 𝑟12 𝑒

−𝑖2Φ1

(2-3)

Where sub index 0 is air, 1 is SiO2 and 2 is Si. Using equations (2-2) and (2-3), one
can calculate the optical contrast by firstly calculating the reflected intensity of both
situations as
𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 = |𝑟̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑟
̅̅̅̅̅𝑟
𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 |, 𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑏 = |𝑟
𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑠𝑢𝑏 |.

(2-4)

Then the optical contrast can be obtained through the following equation (2-5) that
correlates the reflected intensity by the bare substrate (Rsub) with the reflected
intensity by the InSe flake (RInSe) as:
𝑅

−𝑅

C = 𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒+𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑏.
𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒

𝑠𝑢𝑏

(2-5)

Interestingly, it was found that using the thickness of the SiO2 layer (determined by
reflectometry), the thickness of the InSe flakes (measured with AFM), the reported
refractive indexes for air, SiO2 and Si, and assuming a thickness independent
refractive index 𝑛̃𝑖 = 2.7 − 𝑖0 for the InSe flakes we can reproduce the experimental
optical contrast spectra accurately.308-310 Moreover, by considering that the thickness
of the flake is an unknown parameter we can determine the thickness of the InSe
flakes by calculating optical contrast spectra for different InSe thicknesses and
computing which thickness provides the best matching with the experimental data.
Fig. 2-13e shows how to compare the optical contrast experimentally measured in an
InSe flake (9 nm thick according to the AFM measurement) with the modelled optical
contrast assuming a thickness in the range of 5-13 nm. There is a clear best match for
a thickness of 9 nm, illustrating the potential of this method to determine the thickness
of InSe flakes. The inset in Fig. 2-13e shows the square of the difference between the
measured contrast and the calculated one as a function of the thickness assumed for
the modelling. The plot shows a well-defined minimum centered at a thickness of 9
nm. In Fig. 2-13f the experimental optical contrast curves obtained from other three
InSe flakes with thicknesses of 14 nm, 21 nm and 34 nm (top panel) are further
compared the fit curves (bottom panel) with the Fresnel-based model. One can find
that the fitted flake thicknesses of 15 nm, 24 nm and 32 nm are consistent with the
flake heights measured by AFM, with a small error of ± 2 nm. In order to benchmark
this thickness determination method for InSe, a comparison between the flake height
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values determined with AFM from 16 flakes from 4 nm to 90 nm thick and the value
obtained following the discussed optical contrast fit method has been presented in Fig.
2-13g. In this plot, one can find a slope value of 1.05 ± 0.02 marked by the straight
line indicates the good agreement between the thicknesses of thin InSe flakes
measured by AFM and the fit to the Fresnel law-based model (a perfect agreement in
this representation would yield a linear trend of slope equal to 1). Finally, it is worth
to mention that the choice for the thickness-independent refractive index is motivated
by the negligible variation of the band structure of InSe with the thickness in the
range probed experimentally (4-90 nm).


Photoluminescence (PL)

Photoluminescence (PL) is another important method to identify the thickness of 2D
semiconducting flakes. In contrast to MX2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te), layered InSe
exhibits a direct-to-indirect band gap transition while reducing the flake thickness
from bulk to monolayer regime.187 The large quantum efficiency supported by direct
band gap in few-layer InSe regime indicates the PL can be employed for layer number
n determination of thin InSe in a larger thickness range at room temperature.245,311 Fig.
2-14a shows the photoluminescence spectra that are collected from four InSe flakes
with the thicknesses of 6 nm, 9 nm, 12 nm and 22 nm, respectively. With the increase
of the flakes thickness, one can observe an obvious redshift of the maxima of the PL
peak: from 1.34 eV (6 nm) to 1.27 eV (22 nm). Note that the PL peak emission energy
from the spectra were determined using a Gaussian fit. More importantly, such
well-shaped PL spectra can be collected both on the InSe flakes deposited on the
transparent (e.g. polycarbonate, PC) and opaque (e.g. SiO2/Si) substrates. In Fig.
2-14b, it shows the results of a statistical analysis of the PL emission peak as a
function of InSe flake thickness extracted from 42 different InSe flakes deposited on
PC and SiO2/Si substrate. The thickness dependence of the exciton optical transition
and hence the optical band gap of InSe flakes, as obtained from the PL-peak maxima,
follows a trend that seems to be nicely described in terms of quantum-size
confinement effects on the direct band gap of InSe. Thus one can follow this PL
emission energy (EPL) as a function of thickness of InSe flake (h, nm) using the
equation based on the quantum well confinement effect,15
𝐸𝑃𝐿 =

𝑎
ℎ2

+ 𝑏,

(2-6)

which the black line indicates the best fit to the present data points with the
parameters are determined to be a = 3.25 ± 0.44 eV•nm2, b = 1.27 ±0.01 eV.
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Fig. 2-14 a) Photoluminescence spectra of thin InSe flakes with different number of
layers. b) Emission energy of the PL spectra as a function of InSe flake thickness
extracted from 42 different InSe flakes deposited on PC (red dots) and SiO2/Si (blue
dots) substrates. The error bars come from the uncertainty of the thickness
determination and extraction of the PL emission energy. The black line indicates a
best fit based on quantum well confinement effect.

2.3 Complementary characterization technics: AFM, Raman


Atomic force microscopy

Since it was invented by Binning et al in 1986, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has
played a crucial role in nano-scale science and technology.312 AFM is a microscopic
technique imaging a surface topography by using attractive and repulsive interaction
forces between a few atoms attached at a tip on a cantilever and a sample, as shown in
Fig. 2-14a. In the case of attractive forces, there are three contributions causing AFM.
These are short-range chemical force, van der Waals force and electrostatic force. As
the effective ranges of these forces are different, one of them is dominant depending
on distance. Atomic force spectroscopy is the force-versus-distance measurements
when using AFM. The atomic force can be detected by cantilever bending caused by a
tip-sample interacting force, which is called static AFM. Also, the atomic force can be
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detected by using the resonant properties of a cantilever, which is called dynamic
AFM. Under the on-resonant condition, the frequency, amplitude or phase of the
dynamic will be shifted by the interaction force. While the force can be estimated in
static AFM, for dynamic AFM it requires complicated formalism to evaluate the force
from measured amplitude, phase or frequency data. Recently developed techniques
for ultra-high resolution imaging unveil sub-atomic features of the sample, which are
facilitated by low temperature, ultra-high vacuum environments together with a stiff
cantilever. In this thesis, the thickness and surface morphology of thin GaSe and InSe
flakes was measured by an ezAFM (by Nanomagnetics, Fig. 2-14b) operated in
dynamic mode in ICMM in Madrid. The cantilever used is a Tap190Al-G by
BudgetSensors with force constant 40 Nm-1 and resonance frequency 300 kHz.

Fig. 2-14 a) The diagram block of AFM. b) Optical picture of ezAFM.


Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is an analytical technique where scattered light is used to
measure the vibrational energy modes of a sample.313 It is named after the Indian
physicist C. V. Raman who, together with his research partner K. S. Krishnan, was the
first to observe Raman scattering in 1928. Raman spectroscopy can provide both
chemical and structural information, as well as the identification of substances
through their characteristic Raman ‘fingerprint’. Raman spectroscopy extracts this
information through the detection of Raman scattering from the sample.
As shown in Fig. 2-15a and b, when light is scattered by molecule, the oscillating
electromagnetic field of a photon induces a polarization of the molecular electron
cloud which leaves the molecule in a higher energy state with the energy of the
photon transferred to the molecule. This can be considered as the formation of a very
short-lived complex between the photon and molecule which is commonly called the
virtual state of the molecule. The virtual state is not stable and the photon is
re-emitted almost immediately, as scattered light. In the vast majority of scattering
events, the energy of the molecule is unchanged after its interaction with the photon;
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and the energy, and therefore the wavelength, of the scattered photon is equal to that
of the incident photon. This is called elastic (energy of scattering particle is conserved)
or Rayleigh scattering and is the dominant process. In a much rarer event
(approximately 1 in 10 million photons) Raman scattering occurs, which is an
inelastic scattering process with a transfer of energy between the molecule and
scattered photon. If the molecule gains energy from the photon during the scattering
(excited to a higher vibrational level) then the scattered photon loses energy and its
wavelength increases which is called Stokes Raman scattering. Inversely, if the
molecule loses energy by relaxing to a lower vibrational level the scattered photon
gains the corresponding energy and its wavelength decreases; which is called
Anti-Stokes Raman scattering. Quantum mechanically Stokes and Anti-Stokes are
equally likely processes. However, with an ensemble of molecules, the majority of
molecules will be in the ground vibrational level (Boltzmann distribution) and Stokes
scatter is the statistically more probable process. As a result, the Stokes Raman scatter
is always more intense than the anti-Stokes and for this reason, it is nearly always the
Stokes Raman scatter that is measured in Raman spectroscopy.

Fig. 2-15 a) Three types of scattering processes that can occur when light interacts
with a molecule. b) Diagram showing the origin of Rayleigh, Stokes and Anti-Stokes
Raman Scatter. c, d) Two Raman spectroscopy systems used for measurements in this
thesis.
It is clear from the above, the wavelength of the Raman scattered light will depend on
the wavelength of the excitation light. This makes the Raman scatter wavelength an
impractical number for comparison between spectra measured using different lasers.
The Raman scatter position is therefore converted to a Raman shift away from
excitation wavelength:
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∆ν(𝑐𝑚

−1 )

1
1
(107 𝑛𝑚)
=(
−
)×
𝜆0 (𝑛𝑚) 𝜆1 (𝑛𝑚)
(𝑐𝑚)

Δν is the wavenumber Raman shift in cm-1, λ0 is the wavelength of the excitation laser
in nm, and λ1 is the wavelength of the Raman scatter in nm.
In this thesis, two Raman spectroscopy systems were used for 2D GaSe and InSe
characterization. Fig. 2-15c shows a Bruker Senterra confocal Raman microscopy
setup (Bruker Optik®, Ettlingen, Germany) in IMDEA nanoscience and a MonoVista
CRS+ confocal Raman microscopy system in ICMM (Spectroscopy & Imaging
GmbH) is shown in panel d. Both the Raman spectra of thin GaSe and InSe flakes
were obtained by with a 532 nm laser excitation focused in a 1 μm diameter spot.

2.4 Deterministic transfer
After successfully isolating graphene and other two-dimensional (2D) materials from
2004-2005,11,30 the transfer methods that can deterministically place 2D materials at
specific locations with high accuracy have been widely used for the research of 2D
materials, especially for electrical and optoelectronic devices fabrication and artificial
van der Waals heterostructures build-up.91,314-318 Thus, we also establish a
deterministic transfer setup in our group in ICMM to fabricate 2D materials devices
and heterostructures. Interestingly, our fully functional deterministic transfer setup is
much cheaper (the cost is less than 900€) than the systems are based on retrofitted
metallurgical microscopes or probe stations that have been reported in literature
(approximate 7000 - 8000€) or the commercial available versions. In this section, both
the installation details of this setup and how to use it to fabricate 2D materials based
devices and heterostructures will be demonstrated. Note that this section is mainly
based on the published paper “An inexpensive system for the deterministic transfer of
2D materials” in Journal of Physics: Materials where I am the first author.319
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Fig. 2-16 Step-by-step assembly of the low-cost deterministic transfer system.


Assembly of low-cost transfer system

Fig. 2-16 shows a step-by-step assembly process of the low-cost deterministic transfer
system, which includes all the components required and mounting details. And a
picture of the presented system used for transferring 2D materials has been shown in
Fig. 2-17a. As one can see, the system is basically consisted of a coaxial illumination
zoom lens, a XY + rotation manual stage (sample/substrate stage) and a XYZ manual
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stage (stamp stage). A 21-megapixel digital camera with HDMI output has been
mounted on the top of the zoom lens as a supplementary part and all the components
are placed on a magnetic breadboard. The manual stages are attached to the
breadboard through magnets glued at the base of the stages to realize quasi-rigid
fixation. A close-up picture of the sample and stamp stages has been shown in Fig.
2-17b, in which one can find how the stamp is mounted. Note that a rectangular piece
of Gel-Film (WF x4 6.0 mil, by Gel-Pak®), the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) -based
gel material bonded to a flexible and quasi transparent backing polyester substrate,
with approximate dimensions of 5 mm × 10 mm was employed as viscoelastic stamp.
Then a ‘cantilever-like’ geometry structure of the stamp that the Gel-Film stamp is
glued to a glass slide with Scotch tape, leaving most of the stamp overhanging
(protruding from the glass slide as shown in Fig. 2-17c), were subsequently fabricated.
After that, double-side tape (Scotch® Restickable Tabs) is used to fix the glass slide
to the stamp stage and the sample to the sample stage. Table 10 summarizes all the
different parts needed to implement the system and the details of their corresponding
distributors and prices have also been presented.

Fig. 2-17 a) Picture of the assembled low-cost system to transfer 2D materials,
highlighting some of the key components and details used for deterministic transfer
process. b) Zoomed in picture showing details of the stamp clamping and fixture to
the XYZ stage. c) Zoomed in image of the area highlighted with a dashed yellow
rectangle in (b) where the sample and stamp fixture are displayed.
Table 10 Summary of the components of the proposed system.
Description

Distributor

Price
(€)
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System
base

Imaging
system

Sample
and stamp
stages

Ferromagnetic steel optical
breadboard
Rubber damping feets (set of 4)
Ø25.0 mm pillar post
Mounting post base
Focusing stage for zoom lens
400× zoom lens with coaxial
illuminator
Auxiliary 3.5x magnification
lens
21 MPix digital camera
22” HDMI monitor
Manual rotation stage (for
sample)
XY manual stage (for sample)
XYZ manual stage (for stamp)
Magnets (for sample and stamp
stages)

Standa

1BS-2040-015

Thorlabs
RDF1
Thorlabs
RS300/M
Thorlabs
PB1
Aliexpress
Aliexpress
Aliexpress
Aliexpress
Amazon
Thorlabs

MSRP01/M

Banggood
Banggood
Amazon

130.00
4.92
53.25
22.44
56.96
174.83
34.36
74.70
89.99
66.53
63.14
81.18
7.15
859.45



Van der Waals heterostructures fabrication

To demonstrate the potential feasibility of the as-assembled deterministic placement
system, Fig. 2-18 shows how to use this inexpensive transfer system to fabricate van
der Waals heterostructures by presenting the example of a fully encapsulated InSe
flake between two hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) flakes, and the sequence of
transfer has been shown in panel a. As can be seen from left to right, the first step is
that a h-BN flake has been transferred in the middle of a pre-pattern cross-hair marker
structure on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate. Then a InSe flake is transferred onto the
bottom h-BN flake that can be demonstrated as the second step. The final step is that
transferring another h-BN flake to sandwich the InSe flake between h-BN sheets. Fig.
2-18b shows the pictures of resulting van der Waals heterostructure.

Fig. 2-18. Fabrication process of a fully encapsulated InSe flake heterostructure with
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h-BN onto a pre-defined location on a SiO2/Si substrate. a) Sequence of stacking
bottom h-BN (left), thin InSe (middle) and top h-BN (right) by the deterministic
transfer method. b) The overall resulting h-BN/InSe/h-BN heterostructure in the
middle of a pre-patterned cross-hair and a zoom-in image of the fully encapsulated
InSe flake (inset panel).


Device Fabrication

The inexpensive transfer setup also has been tested for 2D based devices fabrication,
and two fabrication examples have been presented as follows. A sequence of optical
microscopy images shown in Fig. 2-19 have been recorded with this deterministic
transfer setup during the fabrication of a Au-InSe-Au field effect transistor device.
Firstly, a SiO2/Si substrate (285 nm of SiO2) with pre-patterned electrodes (Ossila®,
S221) separated by 30 µm was used. Then a thin InSe flake with uniform thickness
and regular shape has been selected by focusing on the surface of the stamp.
Subsequently, the stamp is brought closer to the surface of the sample and at the same
time the flake is aligned with the electrodes employing the XYZ stamp stage
micro-positioner. Next, lower the stamp gently until it contacts the surface of the
sample. Then, peel off the stamp slowly (steps 5 to 7) until it is completely removed
and finally the InSe has been successfully transferred bridging the two electrodes
(step 8). Fig. 2-20 demonstrates a second example that how one can use this
inexpensive transfer setup to fabricate fully-encapsulated electronic devices, in which
the steps needed for the assembly of a InSe device, fully encapsulated between h-BN
flakes have been presented.
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Fig. 2-19 Schematics and transfer process of bridging a thin InSe flake onto the
pre-patterned gold electrodes on a 285 nm SiO2/Si substrate, including empty
pre-patterned gold electrodes (1), isolated thin InSe flake on the surface of the
Gel-Film stamp (2), alignment of the flake with the electrodes (3), the stamp is gently
pressed against the target sample (4), the stamp is slowly peeled off (5, 6, 7, white
arrows indicate the stamp/air interface) and final device (8).

Fig. 2-20 Fabrication steps of a InSe device fully encapsulated between h-BN flakes.
Pre-patterned gold electrodes on SiO2/Si substrate (1), bottom h-BN flake is
transferred (2), InSe flake is transferred bridging the two gold electrodes (3) and
transfer of a top h-BN to complete the full encapsulation.
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2.5 A setup for the characterization of optoelectronic devices
After the fabrication of 2D GaSe and InSe based devices, the following work is to
characterization their electronic and optoelectronic properties. However, both thin
GaSe and InSe present a strong sensitivity to environmental conditions and trends to
degrade the device performance, thus characterization of these devices requires
measurement systems operating in high-vacuum. Unfortunately, conventional
optoelectronic probe-station testing systems are not compatible with high vacuum
operation and vacuum-compatible versions are rather expensive. Thus, a high vacuum
system specifically has been designed and implemented in our group in ICMM to test
electronic and optoelectronic devices based on 2D materials with low budget. This
system is mostly based on the assembly of commercially available standard vacuum,
optic components, and several home-made parts. Despite the simplicity of this system
full capabilities have been demonstrated to characterize optoelectronic devices in a
broad range of wavelengths with fast pumping/venting speed and possibility of
modulating the device temperature (room temperature to ~150 °C). Note that this
section is mainly based on the published paper “A system to test 2D optoelectronic
devices in high vacuum” in Journal of Physics: Materials where I am the first
author.320


Assembly of the high-vacuum optoelectronic system

The details of commercially available components, indicating distributor and
part-number, necessary for the assembly of the devices have been summarized and are
collected into Tables 11, 12 and 13, which correspond to vacuum chamber
components, optical accessories, as well as source meter unit and vacuum pumping
station, respectively. A scheme of the high vacuum parts (with model information)
needed to assemble the vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. 2-21a and 2-21b shows the
actual photograph of the assembled setup fixed on a manual X-Y placement platform
that can travel in a range of 30 mm × 30 mm with a 1 μm adjustment accuracy. Two
KFA25/50A reducers are mounted at the bottom of the chamber and are used for the
connection of molecular turbo pumping station (indicated as “air out” in the
schematics) and venting valve (“air in”), which allows fast chamber atmosphere
switching between vacuum and air. After removing the cap, one can see the interior of
the chamber. As shown in Fig. 2-21c, a machined cylinder piece which is marked by
squared gray dash line is placed inside the chamber that can both reduce the pumping
volume and place the sample much closer to optical window of the system. Based on
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the previous experience, though a smaller chamber size would provide an even faster
pumping speed, that can also result in uncomfortable for the operators. Thus, an
ISO-100 standard size has been selected to base the design in order to both facilitate
the sample and probe placement operations. The home-built electrical feedthroughs
(see Fig. 2-23) allows connecting the electronic components to perform the electrical
measurements, which includes source measure unit for electrical characterization of
devices, programmable benchtop power supply to control the heater mounted on
sample stage and multi-meter to test the thermistor resistance.

Fig. 2-21 a) Scheme of the commercial high-vacuum parts used for vacuum chamber
building. b, c) Photographs with (b) and without (c) the cap of the assembled vacuum
chamber mounted onto a XY stage. The home-built parts are highlighted in panel (c).
Table 11 Summary of the components needed for the assembly of the small vacuum
chamber.
Unit
Vendor
Quantity
Part number
Description
price
ISO-K 100 to NW50KF
1
ISO100/50A
97.00
adaptor
2
ISO100AV
ISO-K 100 centering ring
16.50
12
ISO63CA
ISO-K 100 clamps
1.90
1
KX5/50/50
NW50KF 5-way cross
240.00
5
KF50/RA
NW50KF centering ring
5.00
5
KF50/C
NW50KF clamps
6.00
Hositrad
NW25KF to NW50KF
2
KFA25/50A
18.00
(reducer)
2
KF50/BA
NW50KF blanks
6.00
1
HVP-ISO100
NW100 ISO-K viewport
195.00
1
KF25/RA
NW25KF centering ring
2.25
1
KF25/C
NW25KF clamps
2.50
1
KF25PRV
KF25 Venting Valve
59.00
USA lab
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Lesker

1

RS
Optics-Focus
Linkam

7
1
3

ISO100-K
(5.12" OD)
295-7942
MAXY-125L-25
---

Full Nipple, Clamp Style

138.70

Hermetic BNC connector
7.97
XY placement platform
180.00
Magnetic probe-tip holder
280
Total (€): 1967.78

Table 12 Summary of the components needed for the assembly of the optical system
used for inspection/illumination of the devices.
Unit
Vendor
Quantity Part number
Description
price
SKU:
Solid Aluminum Single-arm
1
202.99
AMScope
SA-HG-2
Boom Stand
ZOOM_LEN
400x zoom lens with coaxial
1
185.99
S
illuminator
Aliexpress
21 MPix HDMI + USB
1
DIGI_CAM
77.88
camera
High-power fiber coupled
1
M530F2
LED source (λ = 530 nm,
371.82
other wavelengths available)
1
LEDD1B
LED driver
294.11
Multimode optical fiber (core
1
M28L01
400 µm, other core sizes
84.59
available)
Thorlabs
Miniature XY translator stage
1
SCP05
for the optical fiber (see
146.49
Figure 5b3)
Adapter from optical fiber to
1
SM05SMA
miniature XY stage (see
27.54
Figure 5b3)
Total (€): 1391.41
Table 13 Summary of the auxiliary equipment used here to pump down the chamber
and to perform the electrical measurements.
Vendor
Quantity
Model
Description
Unit price
Source measurement unit for the
Keithley
1
electrical measurements of
5250.00
Keithley
2450
devices
T-Station
Turbo pump station with wide
1
85H Dry
6700.00
Edwards
range pressure gauge
NW40
Total (€): 11 950.00
Fig. 2-22 and Fig. 2-23 show the details of two home-built parts, the sample stage and
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electrical feedthrough, necessary to complete the vacuum chamber system,
respectively. Fig. 2-22a shows a sketch of the home-built sample stage that sits inside
the vacuum chamber and the corresponding dimensions are marked in the left panel. A
close-up picture of the home-built sample stage cylinder that consists of the top
(magnetic) steel part and the bottom supporting aluminum cylinder part has been
shown in Fig. 2-22b. A ceramic heater plate that is used for heat up the devices (up to
200 °C) has been mounted on the top surface of steel part, and a thermistor is used for
temperature sensing that limits the maximum operation temperature to 150 °C. In Fig.
2-22c, it is shown that three miniature probes (Linkam) attached with magnets are
used to contact the electrical pads of the devices to establish the source, drain and gate
connections. The heater, the thermistor and the three probes are connected to a
home-built BNC electrical feedthrough through coaxial cable (RG 178, BELDEN).
An example of that how to fabricate such an electrical feedthrough has been shown in
Fig. 2-23. Briefly, two holes are drilled on a blank KF50 flange and hermetic BNC
nut-jam connectors are screwed to ensure a vacuum tight sealing.

Fig. 2-22 Home-built sample stage. a) Isometric 3D sketch of home-built sample
stage (left panel) and side view with indicated the corresponding dimensions in
millimeters (right panel). b) Close-up photographs of the as-machined home-built
sample stage and the miniature probe with bottom magnets. c) Top view of the sample
stage surface as seen through the optical window. The inset is a close-up image of the
ceramic heater, thermistor and three miniature probes (source, drain and gate). The
scale bar is 50 mm.
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Fig. 2-23 Fabrication process of an electrical feedthrough. The front view and back
view of a KF50 flange (1), the KF50 flange with two drilled holes (2) and two
hermetic BNC nut-jam connectors are screwed on the KF50 flange (3).


Calibration of optoelectronic testing system

After the assembly of the vacuum and optical components together, the calibration of
the system thus follows. Fig. 2-24a shows how the pressure inside the chamber
evolves as a function of pumping time when connected to a molecular turbo pumping
station (Edwards, T-station 85H). Thanks to the reduced pumping volume by using the
machined cylinder mentioned in Fig. 2-22a, the chamber reaches low enough internal
pressure within relatively short period of time. It can be estimated that the internal
pressure of chamber can be reduced from atmospheric pressure to ~10-4 mbar within
less than ~30 minutes of pumping time. Note that upon pumping over longer periods
of time (typically 10 hours overnight), the pressures that are lower than 10-5 mbar can
be regularly achieved. Fig. 2-24b shows the calibration results of the ceramic heater
both in ambient (red circles) and in vacuum (black squares) conditions by controlling
the heater working power, the temperature values are recorded from room temperature
up to ~150 °C. The good agreement between the experimental data points and the
linear fit (blue line) confirm that the heater temperature occupies a linear dependency
on the heater working power both in ambient and in vacuum conditions. From the
linear fits one can find the heater calibration values 13.2 °C/W in air and 25.1 °C/W in
vacuum. To test the temperature response time of the system, the temperature has
been recorded as a function of time while changing the heater working power in
increasingly large steps, from 0 W to 4 W, every 600 seconds. It can be observed from
Fig. 2-24c that after turning up or down the heater power a fast temperature raise or
drop is followed by a stable temperature level. Figure 4c shows the details on the
heating and cooling temperature change in left and right inset panels, respectively.
Both of the processes are well fitted to an exponential growth/decay function while
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taking the time parameters τ ≈ 16.4-17.8 s.

Fig. 2-24 Pressure and temperature calibration of the vacuum chamber. a) Recorded
pressure in the chamber as a function of molecular turbo pumping time. The inset is
the plot of pressure versus time in log-log scale. b) Relationship between surface
temperature and working power of heater measured under atmosphere and vacuum
(~10-5 mbar) condition. c) Continuous temperature control recorded in time as a
function of working power of heater under high-vacuum (7.6·10-6 mbar) condition.
The insets are exponential growth/decay fits of the heating (left) and cooling (right)
temperature as a function of time.
The following step is to study the optoelectronic response of devices by placing the
vacuum chamber under a long working distance zoom lens which allows one both
imaging and shining light on the devices. An optical image after mounting the
chamber under the zoom lens imaging/illumination system has been shown in Fig.
2-25a. A home-built part (highlighted with a red dashed square in Fig. 2-25a) that
holds a multimode optical fiber has been employed to supplement the coaxial zoom
lens system, which allows photo-exciting the devices with a controlled illumination. .
Fig. 2-25b shows the details about the home-built fiber holder by a close-up picture
(left panel) and the three isolated components can be found in the right panels, the
corresponding sketches with fabrication details have been shown in Fig. 2-26. One
can place the fiber core on the image plane of the zoom lens system through the fiber
holder, thus a circular spot with uniform power density can be produced on the sample
surface by projecting an image of the fiber core on the sample. Note that the optical
fiber core size and the magnification of the zoom lens system both determine the size
of the circular spot. In Fig. 2-25c, it is shown that a comparison of the spots acquired
by connecting 5 optical fibers with the core sizes of 25 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm, 200 μm
and 400 μm. Then one can obtain a linear relationship between the projected
illumination spot size (on a 285 nm SiO2/Si substrate) and the optical fiber core
diameter (for a fixed magnification of the zoom lens). In addition, highly homogenous
and speckle-free spots can be yielded using such projection of the fiber core on the
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sample in combination with high-power fiber coupled LED sources (Thorlabs) that
result very convenient to determine the figures-of-merit of a photodetector, like
photoresponsivity and detectivity. Fig. 2-27 addresses a comparison between the
intensity profile obtained with this illumination method with respect to a
Gaussian-shape laser spot. Moreover, By using this illumination method one can
realize the change of the illumination wavelength easily without substantially
changing the spot size and shape. As can be seen from Fig. 2-25d, a Au-InSe-Au
device illuminated by projecting the core of a 400 μm fiber coupled LED illuminators
with 505 nm, 530 nm, 740 nm, and 850 nm of central wavelength.

Fig. 2-25 a) Optical image of the optoelectronic measurement system. b) Close up
pictures of a home-made fiber holder, highlighting the three components separately. c)
Calibration of the illumination spot size as a function of core size of the optical fiber
with a fixed zoom lens magnification. The inset is a Au-InSe-Au device under global
illumination with a white LED source. d) Photographs of the Au-InSe-Au device
being illuminated respectively with 505 nm, 530 nm, 740 nm and 850 nm LED
illuminators by projecting the core of a 400 μm fiber onto the sample surface. All the
scale bars in panel (c) and (d) are 200 μm.
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Fig. 2-26 The fabrication dimension of the home-made parts (highlighted by “1” and
“2” in Figure 5b) of the fiber holder.

Fig. 2-27 Comparison between the intensity profile obtained with LED illumination
method with respect to a Gaussian-shape laser spot.
In the following, an example of characterizing the optoelectronic properties of the
Au-InSe-Au photodetector (shown in the inset in Fig. 2-25c) has been employed to
illustrate how to operate this system. The device was assembled by deterministic
placement of an InSe flake onto pre-patterned gold electrodes and the measurements
were carried out under high vacuum condition at room temperature using a source
measurement unit (Keithley 2450) to perform electrical measurements on the device
in the dark state and upon illumination, respectively. Current-voltage (I-V) and
current-time (I-t) curves are typical characteristics for measuring optoelectronic
properties of photodetectors. Fig. 2-28a shows the result of source-drain current
recorded as a function of voltage of a pristine Au-InSe-Au photodetector both in dark
and under 530 nm illumination. In dark condition, there is negligible current flowing
through the device, while an obvious increase in current can be observed once the
device was illuminated thanks to the photogeneration of charge carriers in the
device.321 The appearance of hysteresis in the current-voltage curve recorded under
illumination suggests the existence of traps in pristine InSe crystals when measured
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under vacuum condition. The response of the device to light is then studied by
measuring the source-drain current flowing through the device at the fixed bias
voltage as a function of time while switching the illumination ON and OFF. Fig.
2-28b shows a set of this kind of measurement that recorded under 530 nm
illumination with various power density, which allows determining both the
photocurrent (the difference between the current value with light ON and light OFF)
and the response time of the device. The response time of a photodetector can be
usually extracted by measuring the time that it takes, either in the rising or falling
edge, to go from the 10% to the 90% (or from the 90% to the 10%) of the generated
photocurrent under modulated excitation illumination.321 A repeat measurement using
different illumination wavelength (470 nm, 530 nm, 595 nm, 660 nm, 740 nm, and
850 nm) with the same power (100 μm) has been shown in Fig. 2-28c, from which
one can extract

that how the photocurrent varies of the device as a function of

illumination wavelength.

Fig. 2-28 Optoelectronic characterizations of a Au-InSe-Au photodetector in vacuum
at room temperature. a) Current-voltage characteristics of a pristine Au-InSe-Au
photodetector recorded in dark and under 530 nm LED illumination. b, c) Current
recorded at the Vds = 1V as a function of time while switching ON and OFF the 530
nm LED illuminator with different power (b) and with the LEDs of different
wavelength (470 nm to 850 nm) with a fixed power of 100 μW (c).
In order to demonstrate the temperature control of the setup, a set of electronic
characterization of an Au-InSe-Au device kept in dark has been carried out by varying
the testing temperature. Fig. 2-29a presents a linear plot of current-voltage
characteristics of the Au-InSe-Au photodetector recorded at 300 K and 430 K in dark
condition, respectively. Noise-level current flows through the device at 300 K while
the current increases noticeably when the temperature is heated up to 430 K. The
temperature dependency of the I-V curves of the device recorded in dark are also
plotted in semi-logarithmic scale and are reported in Fig. 2-29b. One can see that the
current increases both at positive and negative bias voltages as well as an increase of
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the symmetry from the I-Vs recorded while increasing the temperature from T = 300
K to T = 430 K. Based on the I-Vs recorded in dark, the current values at Vds = 0.25 V
have been extracted and are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 2-29c. The
dark current flowing through the device increases with the temperature in an
exponential way (that appears linear in the semi-logarithmic representation of Fig.
2-29c), this could be attributed to an increase of carrier density by thermal excitation
in the InSe or to a lowering of the contact resistance.52,322,323

Fig. 2-29 Temperature-dependent characterization of a Au-InSe-Au photodetector in
vacuum. a) Current-voltage characteristics of a Au-InSe-Au photodetector recorded at
300 K and 430 K in dark. The inset in panel (a) shows an image of the Au-InSe-Au
photodetector. b) Current-voltage characteristics recorded in dark as a function of
temperature. c) Current as a function of temperature recorded in dark at Vds = 0.25 V.

2.6 A setup for scanning photocurrent microscopy
Thanks to the strong light-matter interaction, 2d semiconductors are considered
prospective

candidates

for

novel

optoelectronics

application

and

various

photodetecting work units with ultrahigh responsivity, atomically thin body dimension,
and ultrafast operating speed properties have been demonstrated during the past few
years. Among most of the studies, wide-field illumination (light spot larger than the
device lateral dimensions) are usually employed for extracting the information like
the responsivity and response time constant collected from a global device.324,325
Nevertheless, given the rich plethora of mechanisms involved in the photocurrent
generation process in 2D system, some physical effects cannot be studied with this
kind of measurements. Scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) is a powerful
experimental technique that can provide a wealth of information from a micro
prospective, including internal electric field, charge transport and recombination
dynamics happening in the semiconductors and semiconductor-metal (S-M)
interfaces.326 In general, the focused beam locally excites a semiconductor into
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non-equilibrium, from which point the injected electrons and holes go through a
relaxation process which includes thermal relaxation, recombination, diffusion, and
drift in the semiconductor. If these injected charge carriers can reach the nearby
electrodes before they combine, a photocurrent is measured. This technique yields a
spatial mapping of photocurrent as a function of excitation position and provides rich
information that can be used to explore optoelectronic properties of semiconductors.
Thus, in this thesis, a home-built scanning photocurrent microscope in our lab in
ICMM has been employed for the investigation of electrical transport characteristics
of 2D InSe based photodetectors and Schottky diodes.327

Fig. 2-30 a) Pictures of the components of the scanning photocurrent setup with the
main units indicated. b) Schematics of the setup circuitry and of the optical path.
Fig. 2-30a shows a photograph of the setup for scanning photocurrent characterization
which is based on a Motic BA310 MET-T metallurgical microscope equipped with a
USB CMOS camera, a motorized X-Y stage, a OptogearTM LED-660-5-X laser source,
a Keithley 2450, and a modified spot illumination port, and Fig. 2-30b displays a
schematic drawing. The camera is connected to one of the eyepiece ports of the
microscope and the C-mount port is used as an input of the illumination that is going
to be focused onto a small-diameter spot on the sample, which brought into the
microscope through a multimode fiber. The modified spot illumination port is
equipped with a focusing ring that allows one to modify the position of the optical
fiber until the fiber core end is exactly placed at the image plane of the lens system.
Under this condition, an image of the circular fiber core end (reduced accordingly to
the magnification of the objectives) is projected onto the surface of the sample.
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Therefore, one can easily adjust the diameter of the spot illumination by either
selecting a multimode fiber with a core diameter or by switching the objectives with
different magnification. The spot illumination port is also supplemented with an X-Y
manual stage that allows one to move the position of the spot in the sample plane,
being a useful addition for the initial alignment of the spot in the camera’s field of
view. The source of the spot illumination can be any fiber-coupled light source and a
OptogearTM LED-660-5-X laser source has been implemented.
The sample is mounted on a rotational sample holder fixed on a motorized X-Y stage.
The two motorized axes have a travel range of the 25 mm with a resolution of 1.25
μm in full steps and 0.156 μm in 1/8 steps with a maximum speed of 6 mm/s. The
X-Y stage can be controlled through a USB driver unit, connected to the computer.
Whilst scanning sample, illuminated by a laser spot, the device electrical properties
are measured with Keithley 2450 source meter unit as a function of the spot position.
The data acquisition and motion control are managed through a home-made written in
Matlab. A crucial part of the scanning photocurrent measurements is to correlate the
photogenerated current with the device geometry. To do so, the signal from USB
camera is directly employed to construct the reflectivity map. At each step of the scan,
a snapshot is recorded with the camera and then the intensity of the spot would be
extracted using the Matlab program. Based on this simple yet powerful tool, some
example cases and analysis have been shown in the following chapters.

2.7 Conclusions
In summary, the experimental methods and characterization tools employed in this
thesis have been fully introduced. The high-quality single crystalline GaSe and InSe
bulks have been synthesized both using a two-step Bridgman method, and their
crystal structures, composition homogeneity, optical and electrical properties are
confirmed by a set of basic characterizations. Then the mechanical exfoliation method
has been introduced to fabricate 2D GaSe and InSe flakes based on their bulk
counterparts and three optical methods, including transmission, optical contrast, and
photoluminescence (PL), are employed to quantitatively determine their thicknesses.
In addition, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman Spectroscopy techniques
also have been used to characterize the mechanically exfoliated 2D GaSe and InSe.
The 2D GaSe and InSe optoelectronic devices and heterostructures are fabricated
using an inexpensive home-built deterministic transfer setup, and subsequently the
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transport properties and photoresponse performance are characterized using a
specially designed high-vacuum optoelectronic testing system. To further understand
the photocurrent generation mechanism in these devices, a microscope-based
scanning photocurrent system supplemented with self-developed Matlab program has
been employed. In one word, this chapter has established a rather completed platform
for the investigations based on 2d materials.
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3
INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON THIN GASE AND
INSE DEVICES

Two dimensional materials are especially sensitive to the environmental
atmosphere and to external stimuli due to their large surface-to-volume
ratio. In this chapter, two investigation cases about environmental
influence on thin GaSe and InSe will be introduced. This work was
motivated by previous observations reported in literature of poor stability
of both of them in ambient conditions. Nonetheless, there was a large
discrepancy between the results reported in those previous making it
crucial to study ourselves the role of environmental exposure on our
materials.
In the first part, the environmental induced degradation of thin GaSe,
including macro- and microscopic surface morphology evolution,
chemical composition variation, and laser-induced degradation, as well
as how it leads to the photodetector breakdown as a function of exposure
time in air will be fully presented. In the second part, I will focus on InSe
that has a different environment-materials interaction mechanism: the
environmental induced trap-passivation by air species. This process
significantly affects the transport properties of InSe photodetectors, will
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be investigated in detail. Finally, based on these understandings, both
long-term stable photodetectors based on thin GaSe and InSe have been
realized using hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) encapsulation protection
or controllable air passivation.
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3.1 Environmental induced degradation and breakdown: the
case of GaSe

A combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy and
optoelectronic measurements in photodetectors based on thin GaSe has been
employed to study its long-term environmental stability. It was found that the GaSe
flakes exposed to air tend to decompose forming firstly amorphous selenium (α-Se)
and Ga2Se3 and subsequently Ga2O3. While the first stage is accompanied by an
increase in photocurrent, in the second stage a decrease in photocurrent has been
observed, which leads to the final failure of GaSe photodetectors. Additionally, it was
found that the encapsulation of the GaSe photodetectors with h-BN can prevent the
GaSe from degradation and can help to achieve long-term stability of the devices.
Note that this section is mainly based on the published paper “Toward Air Stability of
Thin GaSe Devices: Avoiding Environmental and Laser-Induced Degradation by
Encapsulation” in Advanced Functional Materials where I am the first author.328

3.1.1 Background
Environmental degradation processes in 2D materials are common at ambient
conditions and the origin is in part due to their sheet-like structure. In fact, although
the very large surface-to-volume ratio of 2D materials has been beneficially exploited
for surface chemical functionalization and physisorption of molecules or
nanoparticles,329,330 it also makes these materials very sensitive to the environmental
atmosphere and to external stimuli in general. The mostly reported example of
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unstable 2D material is black phosphorous (BP),331-333 which is a promising p-type
layered material that exhibits high hole mobility at room temperature and
thickness-dependent bandgap spanning from 0.35 eV to more than 1 eV.84,87,334,335
Quickly after its isolation in ultra-thin form, it was found that the degradation of
mechanically exfoliated few-layer BP is a layer-by-layer etching process, along with
an expansion of volume due to the condensation of moisture of water in the air.331-333
Photo-oxidation has been identified as the main cause of degradation and this process,
which is faster in the case of thinner flakes, can be accelerated by increasing the
concentration

of

oxygen

or

the

illumination

power.331-333

Moreover,

the
336,337

air-degradation process was also reported in few-layer GaTe and MoTe2.

Generally, the degradation in air of these compounds is described as a complicated
oxidation process,338 which comes along with the quenching of optical properties and
changes in chemical composition, induced by O2 and atmospheric humidity, and can
be promoted by increasing environment temperature and by illuminating with
above-bandgap light sources. Surprisingly, it was also found that in CVD-grown
TMDCs (MoS2, WS2) a slow aging process is present, which is absent in
mechanically exfoliated flakes, and it was attributed to grain boundaries and defect
sites in the TMDCs films.339
Table 14. Summary of various experiments concerning the degradation of thin GaSe.
Reference
Substrate
Flake
Time of
Laser wavelength and
thickness
complete
power density used
degradation
[mW/μm2]
340

SiO2(100nm) /Si

45 nm

30 min

532 nm, 6 (Raman)

341

SiO2(300nm) /Si

14 nm

--

342

HOPG

3-8L

5h
(self-limited)

532 nm, 15.6
(Raman)
638 nm, 0.234
(Raman, 700s×3)

343

SiO2/Si

10-25 nm

100 h

532 nm, 0.637 (PL)

344

SiO2(300nm) /Si

10-40 nm

~120 h

532 nm, 0.127 (PL)

345

SiO2(285nm) /Si

50 nm

> 2 weeks

514nm, 7.643(PL)

This
work

Au(60nm)/SiO2/Si

14 nm

192.5 h

532 nm, 0.11
(Raman, 20s×2)

The degradation process of GaSe flakes with different thickness has been investigated
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by various groups using Raman and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy and a
comparison of the results in the literature has been presented in Table 14.340-346 The
general observation of these studies is that thin GaSe flakes tend to degrade over time
(in a time-scale that goes from hours to days) when left in air. The scattering in
degradation time reported in these studies can be explained by the differences in
parameters such as the thickness of samples, the illumination power density and/or
wavelength, the number and nature of defects, or the environmental humidity.340-346
This large scattering further motivates this study of the particular GaSe materials
source.
Moreover, photo-induced degradation of GaSe can even happen during the Raman
spectroscopy characterization.340-346 The long integration time and high excitation
laser power used in the Raman spectroscopy experiments could decrease the
degradation time to only a few seconds.347 Among these reports, encapsulation
methods, such as plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, SixNy, 32nm)
and atomic layer deposition (ALD, Al2O3, 50nm),340-346 were proposed to protect the
GaSe flakes and maintain their optical properties intact. While most of these reports
are mainly focused on the influence of the degradation on the optical properties of the
materials, an experimental study of the environmental stability of the electrical and
optoelectronic properties of GaSe-based photodetectors is still lacking in literature.

3.1.2 Sample Fabrication
Few-layer GaSe flakes are fabricated by mechanical exfoliation in air with Nitto tape
(SPV 224) from bulk GaSe crystals. The growth and characterization details of the
bulk GaSe as well as the mechanical exfoliation process have been fully presented in
chapter 2. Fig. 3-1a shows the optical microscopy image of a GaSe flake on a
Gel-Film substrate recorded under transmission mode. The flakes on the PDMS can
be then easily transferred onto another arbitrary substrate with micrometric precision
by using a deterministic transfer setup described in chapter 2.4. Fig. 3-1b shows the
same flake of Fig. 3-1a after being transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate and bridging
two pre-patterned gold electrodes. The two regions in the flake that show different
colors in the transmission-mode picture of Fig. 3-1a correspond to different
thicknesses of the GaSe. The thinnest region which form the channel of the device is
14 nm thick as found from atomic microscope force (AFM) measurements,
corresponding to approximately 14 layers. After the fabrication, all the samples have
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been annealed in vacuum to remove the surface adsorbates as well as to improve the
contact between the GaSe flakes and gold electrodes. Fig. 3-2 shows that the
annealing does not introduce any surface or crystal structure changes, as indicated by
the microscope pictures and the Raman spectra, but it leads to an improvement of
device conductivity (in the case of panel (c) the conductivity increases of a factor 4).

Fig. 3-1 Optical pictures of few-layer GaSe exfoliated onto PDMS (a) and
deterministically transferred onto pre-patterned electrodes (b).

Fig. 3-2 Vacuum annealing of GaSe photodetectors. Surface morphology (a), Raman
spectrum (b) and I-V curve (c) of the device before and after annealing.

3.1.3 Surface morphology
After the fabrication, Fig. 3-3 shows two transferred GaSe devices were inspected by
optical microscopy as a function of time to look for changes in the appearance of the
flakes that would indicate their degradation. As indicated by the first sample shown in
Fig. 3-3a, no obvious changes could be observed even after several hours of exposure
to ambient conditions and the first symptoms of degradation could be observed after
approximately 3 days. Fig. 3-3b shows sequence of the optical images of a second
sample kept in air over a longer time period and a significant change in GaSe surface
can be observed after 100 days. Interestingly, also at 44 days some degradation is
visible, but localized mostly at the edges of the flake.
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Fig. 3-3 Surface morphology evolution of two GaSe samples in air followed by
optical microscopy.
To further understand the degradation of thin GaSe flake from a microscopic
perspective, the AFM characterization was employed to probe subtle topographical
changes that could not be resolved with the optical microscope. Fig. 3-4a shows the
optical microscopy image of a pristine GaSe flake onto SiO2/Si whose topographical
properties have been studied as a function of exposure time to ambient conditions. Fig.
3-4b shows the topography of the region highlighted with a white dashed rectangle in
panel (a). The surface of GaSe is uniform over a large scale with atomically flat large
terraces and 1-2 nm high steps. Fig. 3-4c shows the topography of the region
highlighted in 3-4b with a black dashed square as a function of time. By inspecting
the images, one can see that, at the initial state, the surface of the as-exfoliated GaSe
presents many elongated bubbles of ~7 nm in height and an area of ~12000 nm2. Such
topographic features were also reported by Tonndorf et al.348 The second AFM image,
recorded after 5 hours, presents a smaller number of bubbles characterized by a
circular shape and with an area of ~6000 nm2 and height of ~20 nm. This topographic
evolution seems to indicate that the original bubbles are probably due to adsorbates
trapped between the flake and the substrate during the transfer process that diffuse at
the flake/substrate interface over time to coalesce into larger bubbles. Similar
behavior has been observed in graphene transferred onto h-BN after thermal
annealing.349,350 In the six subsequent images, recorded between 9 and 30 hours after
the fabrication, the individual bubbles grow in dimensions, with the average diameter
increasing from 100 nm to 500 nm and the height from 10 nm to 60 nm. From the top
panel of Fig. 3-4d, which shows the evolution of the average height of the bubble
extracted from a statistical analysis of the AFM images as a function of time, the
height of the bubbles steadily increases at a rate of ~1.6 nm/h. This process can
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introduce strain in the atomic lattice thus modifying the optical and electronic
properties of GaSe.340-346,351 A second observation is that the number of bubbles
increases in time as shown by the bottom panel of Fig. 3-4d. The initial formation and
growth of an individual bubble is shown in Fig. 3-4e by the cross section of the AFM
images taken in the region highlighted by the arrows in panel (c).

Fig. 3-4 Surface morphology evolution in ambient condition characterized by AFM. a)
Optical image of a GaSe flake transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate. The area marked
with white dashed square was selected to perform the long-term (30h) AFM analysis.
b) A typical surface morphology of selected area on the GaSe flake after exposed 5
hours in air. The black dashed square area was used for following statistics analysis in
panel (d). c) The surface morphology evolution of selected area on GaSe flake from
1h to 30h in air. d) The mode height and number of bubbles versus time from 1h to
30h. e) A typical evolution of cross-section shape of a bubble grown by spontaneous
nucleation appeared at the 9th hour. The selected bubble was marked by arrows with
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corresponding colors.
As a control experiment, the evolution of the AFM topography of a GaSe flake in N2
atmosphere also has been analyzed. As shown in Fig. 3-5, the as-deposited thin GaSe
flake on the SiO2/Si substrate is firstly kept in N2 atmosphere and then exposed to the
air. From the Figs. 3-5a-b, one can see that even after 125 hours of N2 exposure, the
surface of the flake shows multiple elongated bubbles with small height and no signs
of tall circular bubbles, a topography similar to the one observed in the initial stages
of the GaSe flakes in air. After 125 hours of exposure to N2 atmosphere, the flake was
exposed to air and the topographic changes were continuously followed. Figs. 3-5c-e
show that rapidly after the exposure to air the low elongated bubbles start to coalesce
into tall circular bubbles similar to what is shown in Fig. 3-4. An abrupt change in the
surface roughness and in the flake height can be observed right after the exposure to
air of the flake in Fig. 3-5f and g, respectively. Given these observations, the
nucleation and appearance of the tall circular bubbles can be attributed to the
interaction of GaSe with O2 or H2O present in the air.

Fig. 3-5 Surface morphology evolution in time of GaSe flake in N2 and then in air
followed by AFM scanning. a-d) The surface morphology of a GaSe flake on SiO2/Si
substrate kept in N2 atmosphere for 2.5h (a), 124.5h (b) and then in air for 0.5 h (c)
and 68 h (d). The blue circles highlight a typical bubble. e) The evolution of height
and surface area of the bubbles as a function of time. f-g) Thickness (e) and roughness
(f) variation in time of the thinner (8nm) and the thicker (10nm) part of the GaSe flake
as a function of time.
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3.1.4 Chemical composition and laser-induced degradation
To get an insight about a possible chemical and/or structural transformation of the
exfoliated GaSe associated with the observed topographical changes, Raman
spectroscopy measurements of a GaSe flake were performed over a period of
approximately 200 hours. A sequence of Raman spectra acquired on a 14 nm thick
GaSe flake kept in air as a function of time (the flake used is the same one shown in
Fig. 3-1) is shown in Fig. 3-6a. The spectrum acquired from the freshly cleaved GaSe
shows three prominent peaks centered at 134 cm-1, 214 cm-1 and 308 cm-1 that can be
attributed to the A1’ (1), E’ (TO), and A1’ (2) vibrational modes of crystalline GaSe,
respectively (see Fig. 3-6b).352-354 Upon atmospheric exposure the peak at 214 cm-1 (E’
(TO)) gets less and less defined because of the development of three broad peaks
related to the appearance of Ga2Se3, Ga2O3, and α-Se (amorphous selenium) chemical
species in the sample that contribute with Raman modes centered at 155 cm-1, 202
cm-1 and 236 cm-1,355-359 respectively. Fig. 3-6c shows how the spectrum of the
sample exposed to environmental conditions can be fitted to identify the presence of
other species different from pristine GaSe. The evolution of these six peaks can be
monitored in time during the degradation of GaSe. In Fig. 3-6d, the total area of the
three peaks corresponding to pristine GaSe (134cm-1, 214cm-1 and 308cm-1, labelled
as ‘GaSe’ in the figure) are displayed and the peaks corresponding to other species
that appear upon air exposure (155 cm-1, 202 cm-1, and 236 cm-1, labelled as ‘aged’ in
the figure). The decrease of the ‘GaSe’ signal and the increase of the ‘aged’ one
suggest that the GaSe is being converted into Ga2Se3, α-Se, and Ga2O3. Interestingly,
it was also found that these ‘aged’ species do not appear all at the same time. Fig.
3-6e displays the time evolution of the area of the peaks associated to 155 cm-1, 202
cm-1, and 236 cm-1 demonstrating that while α-Se and Ga2Se3 appear almost right
after the exfoliation, and Ga2O3 starts showing up and growing after that the sample
was kept for approximately 40 hours in air.
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Fig. 3-6 Long-term Raman measurements of GaSe. a) Raman spectra of 14-nm thick
GaSe recorded with 532 nm laser and power density 0.11 mW/μm2. The curves have
been offset vertically for clarity. b-c) Raman spectra of pristine (b) and aged (c) GaSe.
The thick lines represent the total fit to the data and the filled areas are the different
peaks that compose each fit. d) Evolution in time of the total area of the GaSe related
peaks 134 cm-1, 214 cm-1 and 308 cm-1 (red squares) and of the aged peaks 155 cm-1,
202 cm-1 and 236 cm-1 (blue circles). The solid lines are guidelines for the eye. e)
Evolution in time of the area of the of the aged peaks 155 cm-1, 202 cm-1 and 236 cm-1.
The arrow highlights the appearance of Ga2O3 in the sample.
Raman measurements similar to the ones discussed above have the risk of damaging
the GaSe flakes, thus introducing artifacts in the interpretation of the environmental
degradation data. The left panel of Fig. 3-7a shows a sequence of Raman spectra
acquired upon increasing integration time while keeping the incident power density
0.11 mW/μm2, on a 14 nm thick GaSe flake deposited on SiO2/Si substrate. For short
integration time the spectra only show the features corresponding to pristine GaSe
indicating that no laser-induced degradation is introduced. For integration times of 20
s or more the spectra start to develop new broad features and by optically inspect the
flake after the measurement its surface seems to have been damaged as can be seen in
the microscope picture shown in Fig. 3-7b. This fast degradation can help to explain
previous results from the literature that reported fast degradation times on the order of
few minutes when using a high excitation power laser and/or a long integration time.
It was found that by transferring the flake onto a gold surface this laser-induced
degradation can be reduced. The central panel of Fig. 3-7a shows how for the GaSe
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flake on gold integration time of up to 30 s does not show up any laser–induced
degradation. This could be related to a more efficient heat management because of the
higher thermal conductivity of gold.360,361 However, for longer integration times the
flakes suffer a similar laser-induced ablation (see the optical image in Fig. 3-7b) and
the spectra develop again extra features not expected for pristine GaSe. Moreover,
apart from the differences in laser-induced degradation time on Au and SiO2 we also
observe that the broad peak due to amorphous selenium (for GaSe/Au centered at 236
cm-1) shifts at higher energies in the case of GaSe/SiO2 (256 cm-1), in the spectra
recorded with an integration time larger than 60s. Such phenomenon can be explained
by photo-crystallization of amorphous selenium.362,363 Interestingly, as shown in the
right panel of Fig. 3-7a, a partial encapsulation with h-BN is an effective method to
completely prevent this laser-induced damage as evidenced by the Raman spectra that
illustrates how a GaSe deposited on Au and capped with a h-BN flake does not
present any laser-induced damage even for the longer integration times used in our
experiment. This result suggests that the laser-induced degradation requires the
presence of air, indicative of a photo-oxidative process. A further comparison has
been presented in Fig. 3-8. Fig. 3-8a shows two Raman spectra of GaSe on SiO2 and
on Au/SiO2 substrates both recorded with integration time 5 s and same incident
power density (0.11 mW/μm2). The minor difference between the spectra on the two
substrates indicates that there is no enhancement of the GaSe Raman signal on Au.
Hence, with integration time 20 s, the observable difference between the Raman
intensity shown in Fig. 3-8b can be attributed to the faster degradation of thin GaSe
on SiO2 substrate. Fig. 3-8c presents that, under the same laser excitation power and
with the increasing integration time, how the photo-induced damage level on the
GaSe structure on SiO2 and Au/SiO2 substrate in air is much higher than that in the
h-BN/GaSe/Au geometry as a function of integration time. The faster degradation of
few-layer GaSe on SiO2 may be caused by the O2 species present in the substrate
combined with inefficient thermal dissipation.
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Fig. 3-7 Laser-induced degradation of GaSe. a) Raman spectra of a GaSe flake
deposited onto gold (left), SiO2/Si (center) and encapsulated with a boron nitride flake.
b) Microscope image of a GaSe flake deposited onto gold and SiO2 captured after the
laser degradation experiment. The light blue dashed line highlights the contours of the
GaSe flake. The spots that are visible on the flake (two of them highlighted by the
dashed lines) are induced by the laser irradiation and were absent in the pristine flake.
c) Microscope image of a GaSe flake deposited onto gold and then covered by a
boron nitride flake.

Fig. 3-8 Laser-induced degradation speed on different substrates of GaSe. Raman
spectra of a GaSe flake on Au and SiO2/Si with the integration time 5s (a) and 20s (b),
respectively. c) Time-dependent normalized population of emitted photons per unit
time of Raman signal from the GaSe flake deposited onto gold, SiO2/Si and
encapsulated with a h-BN flake. N0 and Nt is the population of emitted photon per
unit time with the integration time 5s and the increasing time (10s, 20s, 40s, 60s, 80s).

3.1.5 Optoelectronic performance
In the following, the study of environmental exposure effect on the optoelectronic
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properties of GaSe devices has been carried out. As shown in Fig. 3-1b, the GaSe
photodetectors were fabricated by directly transferring GaSe flakes bridging two gold
electrodes pre-patterned on a SiO2/Si substrate, as described in sample fabrication
section. Fig. 3-9a shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of one GaSe device.
In the dark state, the device is highly resistive and its dark current is within the noise
level of testing setup showing a resistance of 420 GΩ. Upon global illumination with
light at 405 nm of wavelength and a power density of 1.02 W/cm2 the device builds
up a sizeable photocurrent with the I-Vs being linear and symmetric in bias
voltage.364,365 As can be seen in the plot after 72 hours in ambient conditions the
device generates more photocurrent than the pristine one, while after 144 hours the
photocurrent largely decreased. The resistance under illumination of the device is 1.5
GΩ, 1.1 GΩ and 20 GΩ in the pristine, after 72 hours and 144 hours, respectively. In
Fig. 3-9b, the photoresponse of the device to modulated illumination (I-t curves)
recorded with a bias of 8 V, has been presented.
To further investigate the role of the environmental induced degradation in the
optoelectronic performance of the devices the long-term evolution of the photocurrent
of devices kept in different environmental conditions has been followed. Fig. 3-9c
shows the time evolution of the photocurrent (It) normalized to the photocurrent of the
pristine device recorded right after fabrication (I0) for four GaSe photodetectors kept
in different environmental conditions. Interestingly, upon air exposure (green circles)
the photocurrent increases steadily until almost triplicating its initial value at 39.5
hours. Importantly this change in photocurrent occurs before the appearance of Ga2O3
in the device revealed by Raman spectroscopy (the device tested in air exposure is the
same one studied in Figs. 3-1 and 3-6). The initial increase of photocurrent is also
observed in a device measured in pure O2 atmosphere (red triangles), indicating that
O2 plays a critical role on the initial increase of the photocurrent. Indeed, according to
our previous electronic probe microanalysis (EPMA) characterization, the atom ratio
of Se and Ga is slightly smaller than 1 (Se:Ga = 49.5:50.5) in GaSe bulks (see the
elements distribution analysis in Table 7), which indicates that in pristine GaSe flakes
Se vacancies are already present that may act as effective sites for O2 adsorption.366
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Fig. 3-9 Optoelectronic performances of GaSe photodetectors. a) I-V curves of a GaSe
photodetector after 0h, 72h and 144h in the air with the illumination of a 405nm light
source and under dark condition. b) I-t curves of a GaSe photodetector kept in air after
0h, 72h and 144h. The light at 405nm is modulated with a square wave. c)
Normalized photocurrent evolution versus time of GaSe photodetectors in the
dry-oxygen (red), air (green, blue) and vacuum atmosphere. The blue line was
obtained with an h-BN encapsulated GaSe device.
Continuing the discussion of the photodetector exposed to air, after the initial increase,
the photocurrent saturates between approximately 40 and 70 hours and then it
decreases. At the same time the Raman spectra show a reduction of the amount of
GaSe present in the device and the appearance of Ga2O3 among the aged components.
Being a wide bandgap insulator (the bandgap is approximately 5 eV in bulk
corresponding to 250 nm), Ga2O3 is not expected to yield photoresponse at 405 nm
illumination and thus the conversion of GaSe to Ga2O3 is expected to reduce the total
photocurrent generated in the device in the visible range.367 The continuous oxidation
process leads to the further increasing of Ga2O3, which results in the drop of
photocurrent and the final device failure. The photocurrent evolution of a device kept
in vacuum (5×10-4 mbar) and a device that has been capped by transferring an h-BN
flake right after fabrication also has been studied (black squares and blue triangles). In
both cases, the initial increase of photocurrent is not observed which agrees with the
importance of O2 to observe this photocurrent increase and with the AFM
measurements of Fig. 3-4. Interestingly, while the device measured in vacuum shows
a small (but noticeable) decrease of photocurrent over time, the h-BN encapsulated
device displays a constant photocurrent. The slow decrease of the photocurrent of the
device in vacuum can be attributed to its exposure to gases coming from the
outgassing at the surrounding surfaces contrarily to the device encapsulated with
h-BN that has a physical protective barrier. To further demonstrate how the h-BN
encapsulation can be able to realize a long-term stable thin GaSe photodetector, the
schematics of side view (top) and top view (bottom) of an h-BN encapsulated GaSe
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device have been shown in Fig. 3-10a. Figs. 3-10b-c shows the optical pictures of the
h-BN encapsulated GaSe devices recorded in pristine state and after being exposed to
the air for 40 days. Remarkably, Fig. 3-10d-e shows how an h-BN encapsulated GaSe
photodetector exhibits an optoelectronic performance comparable to the initial device
even after 40 days after its fabrication (The initial current decrease can be attributed to
the air species trapped at InSe and h-BN interface, after that there is a negligible
reduction in the current over 40 days). This solution is quite convenient if one
compares it with fully encapsulated devices, sandwiched between two h-BN flakes,
that requires more complex fabrication process to contact electrically the sandwiched
flakes.

Fig. 3-10 h-BN encapsulated device. a) Schematic of a h-BN encapsulated GaSe
photodetector. b-c) Optical micrographs of a h-BN encapsulated GaSe photodetector
recorded just after fabrication (b) and after 40 days in air (c). d) I-V characteristic of
the GaSe photodetector encapsulated with h-BN after 40 days in air. e) The long-term
photocurrent evolution of GaSe photodetector with and without h-BN encapsulation
in air.
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Fig. 3-11 a) Photocurrent of a GaSe device as a function of incident optical power in
log-log scale. The red line is a fit to a power law. b) Time evolution of the power law
exponent α (left y-axis) and of the photocurrent (right y-axis) for the device of panel
(a). c) Wavelength-resolved photocurrent for the pristine device and after being kept
in air for 89 hours and 138 hours. d) Transmission (left axis) and reflectance (right
axis) spectrum of a thin GaSe flake. The inset shows the optical picture of the thin
GaSe flake deposited onto the PDMS substrate and the white spot indicates the
illumination position.
To gain further information on the degradation of GaSe, the power dependency of the
photocurrent as a function of time in a second GaSe photodetector kept in air was
studied. Fig. 3-11a shows the results of such power dependency measurements
performed on the pristine device. As can be seen from the graph, the photocurrent
generated in the device grows when increasing the incident optical power. The data
plotted in a log-log scale appears linear, which is a sign of a power law dependency,368
which can be fitted to the equation Iph = A ·Pα, where α is a dimensionless fitting
parameter and A is a quantity related to the responsivity. The power exponent α
contains information about the traps present in the system and is expected to be equal
to 1 in the case of a traps-free photodetector and becomes smaller in the presence of
traps.369 Fig. 3-11b shows the evolution of the exponent α (left axis) together with the
photocurrent recorded in the device at a fixed optical power (right axis). As can be
seen from the plot, the photocurrent increases in the first 100 hours and then decreases,
which is in agreement with the device discussed previously. On the other hand, α
displays a monotonous decreasing behavior, passing from 0.84 to 0.42 in
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approximately 200 hours. The observed behavior of α can be explained by an increase
in the number of trap states between the valence and conduction bands as a function
of time.368,369 Finally, the wavelength-dependency of the photocurrent and its
evolution over time were studied. Fig. 3-11c shows three photocurrent spectra
recorded in the pristine device and after 89 hours and 138 hours of exposition to air.
At short wavelengths the photocurrent can reach hundreds of pA and it rapidly
decreases for longer wavelength. Eventually it goes to zero for wavelengths larger
than 800 nm, which resembles the features of GaSe transmission and reflectance
spectra shown in Fig. 3-11d. Despite the change in magnitude of the photocurrent, the
three spectra feature a similar shape suggesting that the photocurrent generation is
dominated by the absorption of GaSe.

3.1.6 Discussion: degradation mechanism
The results that have been discussed until now indicate that degradation process of
thin GaSe has very important consequences on the properties of optoelectronic
devices based on this material. The Raman measurements discussed in Fig. 3-6 and
3-7 indicate that GaSe degrades into various components, mainly α-selenium, Ga2Se3
and Ga2O3. Since the photocurrent spectrum of the device is dominated at all the
stages by the GaSe photon absorption (as can be seen in Fig. 3-11c), it can be
proposed that the non-monotonous evolution of the photocurrent in devices kept in air
is due to a competition between various mechanisms that can influence the
photocurrent: (1) the decrease of the GaSe present in the device and the increase of
Ga2O3 can lead to a decrease of the total photocurrent, (2) adsorbed oxygen and
selenium vacancies can increase or decrease the photocurrent due to photogating
effects, (3) the appearance of Ga2Se3 and α-Se can increase the photoresponse due to
built-in electric-fields and/or the introduction of strain the GaSe lattice. Moreover, the
presence of these materials can perturb the GaSe lattice and introduce strain, which
may change the photoresponse.340-346,351
Recently, Shi et al. reported calculations showing that photo-excited electrons in
GaSe can be effectively transferred to O2 molecules adsorbed on the surface and
create O2- anions.340-346 The anions can then react with GaSe and replace Ga-Se bonds
by Ga-O bonds leading to the formation of the oxidation products Ga2O3 and
elemental Se. This process is consistent with the Raman measurements of GaSe of Fig.
3-6 and can explain the evolution of the photocurrent observed in Fig. 3-9c and 3-11b.
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The trapping of electrons by O2 molecules can induce an increase of the photocurrent
thanks to the photogating effect (2), as observed in the first 100 hours of exposition of
GaSe to air. The influence of photogating on the photoresponse of the device is also
confirmed by the decrease of the power exponent α as a function of time. Part of this
initial increase in photocurrent may also be caused by the introduction of strain (3), as
suggested by the AFM measurements in Fig. 3-4. Finally, the decrease of the
photocurrent after approximately 100 hours in air can be explained by a reduction of
the amount of GaSe in favor of Ga2O3 because of the oxidation process (1), which has
a lower photon absorption and larger electrical resistivity under illumination of
405nm light source.367

3.2 Environmental induced trap-passivation: the case of
InSe

A set of experiments aimed at explaining the strong scattering in the
photoresponsivity values reported in the literature in thin InSe photodetectors have
been presented. By performing optoelectronic measurements on thin InSe-based
photodetectors operated under different environmental conditions it is found that the
photoresponsivity, the response time and the photocurrent power dependency are
strongly correlated in this material. This observation indicates that the photogating
effect plays an important role for thin InSe flakes, and it is the dominant mechanism
in the ultra-high photoresponsivity of pristine InSe devices. In addition, when
exposing the pristine InSe photodetectors to the ambient environment, a fast and
irreversible change in the photoresponse has been observed, with a decrease in the
photoresponsivity accompanied by an increase of the operating speed. This
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photodetector performance change (upon atmospheric exposure) can be attributed to
the decrease in the density of the traps present in InSe, due to the passivation of
selenium vacancies by atmospheric oxygen species. This passivation is accompanied
by a downward shift of the InSe Fermi level and by a decrease of the Fermi level
pinning, which leads to an increase of the Schottky barrier between Au and InSe. This
study reveals the important role of traps induced by defects in tailoring the properties
of devices based on 2D materials and offers a controllable route to design and
functionalize thin InSe photodetectors to realize devices with either ultrahigh
photoresposivity or fast operation speed. Note that this section is mainly based on the
published paper “The role of traps in the photocurrent generation mechanism in thin
InSe photodetectors” in Materials Horizons where I am the first author.370

3.2.1 Background
The presence of defects in 2D semiconductors, such as chalcogen vacancies in layered
metal chalcogenides, can act as preferential sites for physical/chemical adsorption of
environmental species (that can initiate the degradation process of 2D materials, as
has been observed in thin GaSe) and/or may introduce additional scattering of the
carriers (that could act as harmful active traps in working devices).338,339 For instance,
the mobility of 2D semiconducting transistors kept in vacuum or encapsulated with
boron nitride (processed in inert atmosphere) is typically more than one order of
magnitude larger than the mobility measured in the air.371,372 Especially, in the case of
single-layer and bilayer MoS2, among the various reports, the device mobility at room
temperature ranges from 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 in air to tens of cm2V-1s-1 in vacuum or with
top/bottom deposited protection materials.179,373,374 In addition, the existence of photo
active traps in the 2D semiconductors can perform a significant effect on the
photocurrent generation process as a photodetecting device takes response to the
external illumination, and the variation of trap levels and density in the active channel
materials may introduce a large scattering of photoresponse values, as have been
observed in thin InSe photodetector. As mentioned in chapter 1.3 (the advances of
GaSe and InSe), various photodetectors based on thin InSe flakes (as the active
channel part), including metal-semiconductor-metal (M-S-M) geometry and graphene
based van der Waals heterostructures, have been reported in literature with
responsivities going from 0.035 A W-1 to ultrahigh values of ~107 A W-1 and
detectivity up to ~1015 Jones (see Table 6), which are among the best performances
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reported for 2D photodetectors. In the case of InSe, the defects related to In adatoms
and Se vacancies, which can be related to the In-rich atmosphere in which
high-quality InSe crystals are grown (see chapter 2.1.4, Fig. 2-5),375,376 may play
important roles during the photocurrent generation process in thin InSe
photodetectors.375-378 Interestingly, the presence of defects in InSe crystals, especially
selenium vacancies (VSe),379 is predicted to promote the physical adsorption and
chemical dissociation of O2/H2O molecules and VSe can act as preferential sites for
the adsorption of these molecules.375-378 This phenomenon can help in explaining the
performance
devices.
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Recently, both theoretical calculations and experimental

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) reported that the selenium
vacancies VSe in InSe crystals can be passivated by chemical dissociation of O atoms
at these sites.376,377,379 Similarly, Po-Hsun et. al. demonstrated that the change of
Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of pristine InSe flakes exposed to
ambient air is comparable to that observed when exposing InSe to dry oxygen
atmosphere. The authors attribute these observations to the formation of a superficial
InSe1-xOx layer that encapsulate the InSe beneath and promote a long-term stability of
thin InSe devices.381 Despite the large amount of work on InSe photodetectors, an
important question that remains unanswered is how this passivation influences the
optoelectronic properties of photodetectors based on thin InSe.

3.2.2 InSe photodetector fabrication
Thin InSe photodetectors are fabricated by deterministic placement of InSe flakes
(thicknesses going from ~6 nm to ~20 nm) mechanically exfoliated from ε-InSe bulk
crystals grown by Bridgman method. The details of InSe bulk crystals and
deterministic transfer method can be found in section 2.1 and 2.4, respectively. Fig.
3-12a shows a microscopic picture of a thin InSe flake isolated onto Gel-Film (top
panel) and a picture of the final photo-detecting device (bottom panel), formed by the
same flake after being transferred bridging two pre-patterned electrodes (5 nm thick
chromium sticking layer and 50 nm thick gold) evaporated on a SiO2/Si substrate
(with a SiO2 thickness of 280 nm). The differently colored regions of InSe deposited
onto Gel-Film visible in Fig. 3-12a are due to different thicknesses of the material.
From AFM topography measurements, it can be determined that the thinnest region of
the flake, which forms the channel in the final device, is 9.1 nm thick corresponding
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to approximately 11 layers.258 Following the same fabrication processes, five more
thin InSe photodetectors have been fabricated and their corresponding thicknesses
have been marked in Fig. 3-12b.

Fig. 3-12 Thin InSe photodetectors. a) Optical pictures of few-layer InSe exfoliated
onto PDMS (top) and deterministically transferred onto pre-patterned gold electrodes
(bottom). b) Optical pictures of five investigated thin InSe photodetectors with
various thicknesses and labeled #1 to #5.

3.2.3 Surface morphology and structural stability
After the sample fabrication, the surface morphology variation of InSe photodetectors
before and after being exposed to the air was first followed in both macro and micro
perspectives. Fig. 3-13a shows the optical pictures recorded from an InSe
photodetector in pristine state (left) and after being exposed in the air for 1 month
(right). No obvious change is visible on the InSe flake according to the comparison of
optical contrast, shape, as well as the surface morphology apart from the appearance
of some bubbles-like structures. Fig. 3-13b shows a comparison of topography of an
InSe flake deposited on Au substrate recorded using AFM before and after being
exposed in the air. By inspecting the images, one can see that, at the initial state (left
panel in Fig. 3-13b), the as-exfoliated InSe presents a smooth surface. The second
AFM image (right panel in Fig. 3-13b), recorded after 2 days, and presents an
increase in number and size of bubbles characterized by a circular shape. The similar
topographical variation also has been observed on the aged InSe flakes that were
deposited on graphite, Pt, and SiO2/Si substrates (see Figs. 3-13c-d). This topographic
evolution on thin InSe seems to be related to the adsorbates on the flake surface
instead of the degradation that has been observed on thin GaSe flakes after being
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exposed in the air.

Fig. 3-13 a) Optical pictures of a InSe photodetector recorded in pristine state (left)
and after being exposed in the air for 1 month (right) by microscope using reflection
mode. b) Surface morphology of a thin InSe flake deposited on Au substrate recorded
in pristine state (left) and after being exposed in the air for 2 days (right)using AFM.
c-d) Typical surface topology of aged InSe flakes deposited on graphite (c) and gold
(d) substrates.
Raman spectroscopy measurements are then employed to investigate the chemical
composition or/and crystal structure change of the InSe flake during the degradation
process. Fig. 3-14a shows the Raman spectrum acquired just after the fabrication of
the device on the region of the flake located above the gold electrode (indicated in Fig.
3-12a, bottom panel). The spectrum shows three prominent peaks centered at 116 cm-1,
178 cm-1, and 227 cm-1. These three peaks are due to vibrational modes of InSe and
they can be attributed respectively to A’1, E’’ and A’1. A fourth peak is visible at 200
cm-1 and is due to A’’2, which is sensitive to the crystalline phase.282-284 Since the
degradation of 2D materials is a common phenomenon, the stability of the InSe flake
was tested by repeating the Raman measurements after two weeks of exposure to
ambient conditions. As can be seen from Fig. 3-14a the Raman spectra of the pristine
flake and the one of the aged flake are very similar, the only difference being a ∼15%
reduction of the intensity of the peaks in the aged spectrum, similar results also were
obtained on additional flakes in Fig. 3-14b-c. These observations are consistent with
previous Raman and XPS studies from literature.269,343,381-383 Then from the Fig.
3-14d it can be estimated that the reduction of the Raman signal corresponds to the
degradation of the top ∼1-2 layers. Therefore, both the surface morphology inspection
in Fig. 3-13 and Raman measurements in Fig. 3-14 indicate that the slight structure
change of mechanically exfoliated thin InSe flakes may induced by the normal surface
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adsorbates upon exposure to ambient air, a different behavior from thin black
phosphorous or GaSe.328,331

Fig. 3-14 a-b) Raman spectra (532 nm laser, power density 0.11 mW μm-2) of two
InSe flakes in pristine conditions and after 10 days in air. (c) Estimation of the
thickness (number of layer) of pristine and aged InSe flakes. In average a loss of 2-3
layers after aging the sample in air has been observed.

3.2.4 Optoelectronic

performance

of

pristine

InSe

photodetectors
To investigate the properties of pristine InSe photodetectors, optoelectronic
measurements are performed on a freshly prepared device kept in vacuum (sample #1
in Fig. 3-12b). The measurements were carried out in a home-made vacuum
probe-station (described in section 2.5 in chapter 2) connected to a turbomolecular
pumping station capable of reaching a base vacuum level of ∼1 × 10-6 mbar, and the
two gold electrodes (used a source and drain) are connected to a sourcemeter
(Keithley® 2450) and the silicon substrate (heavily p-doped) is connected to a voltage
source and used as a back gate. All the measurements presented in this part were
performed at room temperature (T = 300 K). Fig. 3-15a shows the transfer curve of
the device, that is the source-drain current recorded while slowly changing the gate
voltage VG. This measurement was performed with a bias voltage VDS of 1 V and
keeping the device in dark conditions. The device shows negligible current at negative
gate voltages (off state, VG < VT) and starts to conduct current for positive voltages
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(on state, VG > VT). These observations indicate that the InSe channel is n-doped and
from the plot a threshold voltage VT = 10 V has been determined, which is in
agreement with previous reports on InSe transistors.258,381,382,384,385 From this transfer
curve one can also estimate the electron mobility using the equation:
𝐿

𝜇n = 𝑊𝐶

𝑑𝐼

OX 𝑉DS

( 𝑑𝑉DS ),
G

(3-1)

where L = 10 μm and W = 24 μm are the channel length and width of the InSe
photodetector, COX = 115 μF m-2 is the capacitance per unit area of 280 nm thick SiO2
and dIDS/dVG is the transconductance. Using the transconductance extracted from the
linear regime of the transfer curve, one can find a calculated mobility of ~0.06
cm2V-1s-1 at a bias voltage VDS of 1 V. Compared with the reported results based on
the InSe transistors fabricated by lithography method, this smaller value may be
caused by a larger contact resistance in our case that does not involve the thermal
evaporation of the electrodes onto the InSe flake.314 In Fig. 3-15b, the black curve
shows the same transfer curve of panel a represented with a semi-logarithmic scale.
From this graph, one can see that when passing from the off state to the on state the
current flowing through the device increases of more than two orders of magnitude.
The steepness of the current in the on-off transition region can be quantified by the
subthreshold swing S, which is defined according to:
𝑆 = 𝑑(log

𝑑𝑉G

10 (𝐼DS /𝑉DS ))

,

(3-2)

from the data of Fig. 3-15b, S ~10 V/decade was determined, a value that is much
larger than the ideal MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor FET) subthreshold swing
of 60 mV/decade and that is comparable to values reported previously for atomically
thin high-gain photodetectors.325 This large value for S points to the existence of trap
levels in the device.386

Fig. 3-15 Gate voltage tunability of optoelectronic properties of a pristine InSe
photodetector (# 1) in vacuum. a) Current versus back gate voltage transfer curve at
VSD = 1 V of a pristine InSe photodetector kept in vacuum and in dark. b) Current
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versus gate voltage in dark and under illumination at 405 nm (power density 0.92 mW
m-2) represented in semi-logarithmic scale. c) Responsivity (R, left axis) and
detectivity (D*, right axis) of pristine InSe extracted from the curves in panel (b).
After the characterization of the InSe photodetector in dark conditions, its
optoelectronic properties and response to external illumination with the gate bias
control are tested. The blue curve in Fig. 3-15b corresponds to the transfer curve of
the device under external illumination with a light source of wavelength 405 nm and
power density of 0.1 mW cm-2. Under these conditions, the current passing through
the device increases to a maximum of 1000 nA in the on state and to more than 200
nA in the off state, corresponding to an increase from the dark current of more than
one order of magnitude in the on case and of three orders of magnitude in the off state.
From the current measured while keeping the device in dark (Idark) and under external
illumination (Ilight), one can calculate the responsivity R and the detectivity D* of the
photodetector using the following equations:387,388
R = |Iph| / (P A),

(3-3)

and
D* = R A1/2 / (2 e Idark)1/2,

(3-4)

where Iph is the photocurrent calculated as (Ilight - Idark), P is the external illumination
density, A is the active area of the photodetector (that it is assumed equal to the InSe
channel area) and e is the elementary charge. Note that the formula to calculate the
detectivity of Eq. 3-4 assumes that the photodetector is limited by shot noise,321 which
is a common mistake in the community that has been spotted by Fang Yanjun, et al.389
These two figures of merit R and D* as a function of gate voltage are shown in Fig.
3-15c, calculated using the data of Fig. 3-15b. The responsivity follows the same
behavior of the photocurrent, reaching its maximum at positive gate voltages in the
‘ON’ state and decreasing when the transistor is in the ‘OFF’ state. On the other hand,
the detectivity is not monotonous and it reaches its maximum at a gate voltage of
approximately -20 V and decreases for both large positive voltages and negative
voltages. The values of R and D* reported here are comparable to the highest values
reported in literature for thin InSe photodetectors,261,262 confirming the excellent
performances of InSe as an active material in the fabrication of photodetectors. As a
final comment, both the photocurrent and the responsivity show a decrease at negative
gate voltages when the device is in the ‘OFF’ state. This can be explained by the
presence of trap states for majority carriers near the conduction band of InSe whose
occupation is controlled by the position of the Fermi level.325 The measurements
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discussed up to this point, which have been performed in vacuum, indicate that trap
levels are present in material and that these can influence the photodetection
mechanism of InSe photodetector.
The complementary optoelectronic performance of a InSe device in pristine state
characterized under vacuum conditions can be found in Fig. 3-16. Fig. 3-16a shows
the current-voltage characteristics (I-Vs) recoded in dark as a function of gate bias
(Vg), and both the current at the positive and negative bias condition start to increase
as the Vg is switched from -50 V to 50 V, which indicates the device operation is
transferred from ‘OFF’ state to ‘ON’ state. The properties that how the device
response to the external illumination are shown in panel b and four I-V curves
recorded without gate bias control under illumination of 405nm, 470 nm, 530 nm, and
660 nm have been presented, respectively. Fig. 3-16c shows the results of power
dependency measurements performed on the pristine device and a typical the
photoresponse of the device to modulated illumination (I-t curves) recorded with a
bias of 1 V, has been presented in the inset panel. As can be seen from the graph, the
photocurrent generated in the device grows when increasing the incident optical
power. Fig. 3-16d shows a photocurrent spectrum that is the photocurrent varies as a
function of the illumination wavelength.

Fig. 3-16 Basic optoelectronic characterization in vacuum (0.5×10-6 mbar to 1×10-6
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mbar) of the InSe photodetector (#1). a) The I-V curves of the InSe photodetector in
dark condition with the gate voltage Vg = -50 V, 0 V, and 50 V, respectively. b) The I-V
curves of the InSe photodetector under various illumination wavelengths with the
same power density of 35.4 mW cm-2. c) The photocurrent versus illumination
intensity (~4 – 128 μW) plotted in log-log scale with the 405 nm illumination. The
inset figure is an I-t curve for the InSe photodetector. d) The photocurrent evolution
with different wavelength under the illumination density of 35.4 mW cm-2 at VDS = 1
V.

3.2.5 Environmental influence on performances of InSe
photodetectors
In the following, the influence of air on the performances of InSe photodetectors will
be investigated. Just after the device fabrication, a pristine InSe photodetector (sample
#2 in Fig. 3-12b) was stored in high vacuum (pressure ~10-6 mbar) and the
optoelectronic performance was measured. To characterize the device in this case its
response in time to external square-wave modulated illumination was studied. The red
curve in Fig. 3-17a shows the current flowing in the device at VDS = 1 V as a function
of time (I-t) while switching on and off a 530 nm light source focused onto the surface
of the device. The two curves of Fig. 3-17a have been recorded with two illumination
power densities, 45 mW cm-2 and 22.5 mW cm-2. When switching on the illumination
at around 30 s with power 45 mW cm-2 the current starts to slowly increase from ~400
pA to ~43 nA in approximately 100 s giving a responsivity of 0.09 A W -1, while in the
case of 22.5 mW cm-2 the current reaches a value of ~25 nA and the responsivity is
0.11 A W-1. This increase of the responsivity for decreasing illumination power
densities points to the presence of traps for minority carriers (holes) in the device and
more details of the power dependent measurements will be discussed later in this
chapter.321,390
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Fig. 3-17 Evolution in the air of an InSe photodetector (# 2). a) Current at VSD = 1 V
recorded in an InSe photodetector as a function of time while turning on and off a 530
nm light source with two different illumination powers. b) Current at VSD = 1 V
recorded in an InSe photodetector as a function of time while turning on and off
illumination at 530 nm (power density 45 mW cm-2). The device was kept first in
vacuum (pressure ~10-6 mbar), then it was transferred into the air for ~20 hours (~103
mbar) and finally it was kept again in vacuum. c) Photocurrent as a function of
illumination power at 530 nm recorded in the three environments of the panel (b).
The slow response of the photocurrent to external illumination shown in Fig. 3-17a
can be quantitatively characterized by the response time, which can be estimated
using the 10%-90% criterion. Here the response time is defined as the time that it
takes for the current to increase from 10% of the saturation value to 90%. From the
current vs. time traces (I-t) at 45 mW cm-2 a rising time τon = 77 s and a decay time τoff
= 3.2 s are determined.321 Fig. 3-17b shows the data just discussed plotted in
semi-logarithmic scale, where the small dark current of ~400 pA is visible. After
carrying out the measurements in vacuum then the device was exposed to air in
ambient conditions for approximately 20 hours and then repeated the I-t
measurements. The green curve in Fig. 3-17b is the corresponding I-t measured in air
with the same illumination parameters used for the I-t in vacuum. As can be seen from
the plot, both the dark current Idark and the current under illumination Ilight recorded in
air conditions are much smaller than the initial values recorded in vacuum and the
photocurrent Iph becomes ~1.2 nA, a ~40 times reduction. At the same time, a
decrease of both the rising and decay time of the device was observed, which
becomes smaller than ~60 ms, approximately 2 or 3 orders of magnitude smaller than
the initial values. Subsequently, after measuring the device in the air, the chamber was
evacuated reaching again a pressure of ~10-6 mbar and the same optoelectronic
characterizations were repeated. From the blue curve shown in Fig. 3-17b, one can
see that both Idark and Ilight remain at the same level recorded in the air indicating that
the device underwent an irreversible transformation after being exposed to air for ~20
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hours. The extracted responsivity is 0.002 A W-1 and both the rising and the decay
time are equal to ~40 ms. From these measurements, it can be found that by exposing
the device to air, the InSe photodetector evolves from an initial state characterized by
larger responsivity but slower time response to a final state with smaller responsivity
and faster time response.
In a photodetector, important information about the mechanism behind the
photocurrent generation can be extracted from the power dependency of the
photocurrent.328,391 During the I-t measurements discussed above, the photocurrent for
different light intensities going from 45 mW cm-2 to 450 mW cm-2 also was measured.
For each value of light intensity, the maximum photocurrent was extracted and the
results were plotted in Fig. 3-17c. The photocurrent as a function of the illumination
power density is shown in a log-log representation and the three datasets correspond
to the three states of the device (1 pristine in vacuum, 2 after 20 hours of exposure to
air, 3 in vacuum after being exposed to air). From the graph, one can see that each of
the three datasets follows approximately a straight line, indicating that the
photocurrent and the illumination power are connected by a power law. This relation
can be expressed by the equation:
Iph = A ·Pα,

(3-5)

where α is the dimensionless exponent of the power law and A is a parameter related
to the photodetector responsivity. The value of the exponent α provides the
information of traps present in the photodetecting system. In fact, in an ideal trap-free
photodetector, the exponent α is equal to 1 meaning that the photocurrent scales
linearly with the illumination power and the responsivity is constant as a function of
power. Note that the equation 3-5 also has been introduced to explain the traps in
GaSe in section 3.1. When trap states (for minority carriers) are present in the system
α becomes smaller than 1 and the responsivity depends sub-linearly on the
illumination power (as for high powers most of the traps are already filled in and
further illumination power cannot effectively increase the photogain), effectively
decreasing for higher illumination powers. As can be seen from Fig. 3-17c, by fitting
the data to equation (5) it is found that the InSe photodetector in its pristine state in
vacuum (1) is characterized by α = 0.77. This value increases to 0.94 after that 20
hours of exposure of the device to air (2). The final measurements performed on the
device in vacuum after being exposed to air (3) show a value for α of 1.0. The
observed evolution of α indicates that in pristine InSe photodetectors trap states play a
role in the photocurrent generation process and that these trap states can be modified
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and eventually irreversibly removed after exposing the InSe photodetector to air.

Fig. 3-18 Statistic results of five InSe photodetectors (in Fig. 3-12b) before and after
air passivation. α (a), photocurrent (b), and decay time (c) of five InSe photodetectors
with pristine state and after air passivation under the same measurement conditions.
All the tested InSe photodetectors share the same manner when exposed to air.

Fig. 3-19 Time-dependent performance of a graphite-InSe-graphite photodetector
when exposed to air.
To further confirm the increase of α and operation speed, and the decrease of
photoresponsivity in InSe photodetectors exposed to air, discussed above for a single
device, a statistical analysis that is based on all the five investigated Au-InSe-Au
devices has been shown in Fig. 3-18. Moreover, a similar increase in α has been
observed also in graphite-InSe-graphite devices (see Fig. 3-19). Obviously, this
common behavior is independent on the initial parameters of the measured devices
such as responsivity, α or response time. This fact has been illustrated in Fig. 3-20a
and b where the results of five different devices (shown in Fig. 3-12b) measured in
the pristine state and after several exposure times to air has been further collected. Fig.
3-20a shows a semi-logarithmic graph of the decay time of the five devices plotted as
a function of the exponent α, extracted from power-dependent I-t measurements
similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3-17a. The different devices are represented by
data-points with different shapes and colors. As can be seen from the statistical plot,
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among all the investigated InSe photodetectors the exponent α can take values
between ~0.3 and 1 and correspondingly, the decay time goes from thousands of
seconds when α is smaller than 0.5 (photogating dominated devices) to values smaller
than 0.1 s (a value that could be limited by the experimental resolution of 0.04 s)
when α tends to 1 (purely photoconductive (PC) devices). The plot shows a clear
dependency of the decay time on the power exponent α for all the InSe photodetectors
and indicates that the two variables are inversely proportional related. A second
statistical correlation can be observed between the responsivity R and the decay time
τoff as shown in Fig. 3-20b. In this log-log plot, the decay time of the five different
InSe photodetectors is plotted versus the photoresponsivity extracted for each device.
In this case, the measured responsivity values going from 10-3 A W-1 to 102 A W-1
corresponding to decay times going from less than 0.1 s to more than 1000 s. The
graph shows a correlation between the two with the data-points following
approximately a straight line, which indicates that the two variables are connected by
a power law. The black dashed line represents a power law with an exponent equal to
1, corresponding to a linear relationship between the responsivity and the response
time. As can be seen from the plot, for large values of both R and τoff, the data-points
follow perfectly the linear relation, suggesting that the photogating effect is the
dominant mechanism for InSe photodetectors with large responsivities. In fact, in
photogating dominated devices the minority carriers get trapped in long-lived charge
traps that limits in an effective way the response time of the device (they are typically
slower than photoconductive devices) but provides an external source of photogain
(when the channel drift time of the charge carriers is much shorter than the charge
trapping time the device presents a photogain proportional to τoff/τdrift).321,325 For lower
values of R and τoff, the data-points start to deviate from the linear relation and present
larger scattering, which could be due to the photocurrent generation mechanism being
less dominated by photogating. In fact, while in the PG regime R and τoff are
dependent variables (linked by the carrier drift time), in the PC regime the
responsivity is limited to a finite value according to:
R = η · λ /1240,

(3-6)

where η is the efficiency and λ is measured in nanometers. On the other hand, the
response time is not limited to a finite value and can be indefinitely large (since it
depends on the drift and diffusion time of photogenerated carriers and on the RC time
constant of the total circuit).
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Fig. 3-20 a) Decay time as a function of the exponent α of the photocurrent-power
scaling law extracted from all the investigated InSe photodetectors. b) The
relationship between decay time and photoresponsivity in various InSe photodetectors.
All the dots in the same shape and color were measured with the same device after
different air exposure times.
After exploring the correlation between α, R and τoff, a last set of experiments that
highlight the change in the electronic structure of InSe after the exposure to air will be
discussed. After the initial optoelectronic characterization of device #1 in vacuum
(transfer curves, current-voltage characteristics (I-Vs) and photocurrent power
dependency at 405 nm, see Fig. 3-15 and Fig. 3-16), the device was exposed to air in
dark environment for 2 hours and then the vacuum chamber will be evacuated again
and perform the optoelectronic measurements. These measurements will be repeated
during air-vacuum cycles until the performances of InSe photodetector become stable
(approximately after 16 hours of air exposure) and the results are shown in Fig. 3-21.
Fig. 3-21a shows three transfer curves at VSD = 1 V of a InSe photodetector kept in
vacuum and in dark recorded after being exposed to air 0 h, 2 h, 11 h, from which one
can find a decrease of dark current accompanied by the positive shift of threshold gate
voltage upon air exposure time increase. Fig. 3-21c demonstrates how the
photocurrent versus power evolves with 405 nm illumination as a function of air
exposure time. In Fig. 3-21c the exponent α (left axis), extracted from the power
dependency of the photocurrent shown in panel b, and the threshold voltage VT (right
axis), extracted from the transfer curves in panel a, both are plotted as a function of
the exposure time to the air. As can be seen, the exponent α increases from 0.32 to
0.67, indicating the reduction in the trap states density and the change in the
photocurrent generation mechanism from PG (α = 0.32) to PC (α = 0.67). At the same
time VT (recorded in dark conditions) increases from ~10 V to ~50 V, a clear sign of
the incremental p-doping of the InSe channel.381,383 The additional measurements
under illumination after time-controlled air exposure can be found in Fig. 3-22.
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Fig. 3-21 Time-dependent performance of the InSe photodetector (#1) when exposed
to air. a) Current versus back gate voltage transfer curves at VSD = 1 V of a InSe
photodetector kept in vacuum and in dark recorded after being exposed to air 0 h, 2 h,
11 h. b) Photocurrent versus illumination power of 405 nm light as a function of
exposure time in air. c) Photocurrent exponent α (left axis) and threshold voltage VT
(right axis) recorded in a device (#1) exposed to air as a function of time.

Fig. 3-22 Additional optoelectronic characterizations of the InSe photodetector (#1)
when exposed to air. a-b) Photorespinsivity (a) and detectivity (b) versus back gate
voltage recorded at VSD = 1 V of a InSe photodetector kept in vacuum after being
exposed to air 0 h, 2 h, 11 h. c-d) Photocurrent (c), rising and decay time (d) as a
function of exposure time in air extracted from I-t curves recorded at VSD = 1 V with
modulated 405 nm illumination.
In a second experiment, the evolution of the spatially resolved photocurrent in device
#4 (see Fig. 3-12) using scanning photocurrent microscopy has been studied in Fig.
3-23. Briefly, in this technique a 650 nm laser is focused in a ∼1 μm2 circular spot
onto the surface of the InSe photodetector and moved across the sample while
recording for each position the source-drain current and the intensity of the reflected
light, the testing setup details can be found in section 2.6 and Fig. 2-30. Fig. 3-23a
shows an optical picture of the investigated area selected from device #4 and intensity
of the laser reflection from the sample recorded during the scanning photocurrent
measurements of panel c and d is shown in Fig. 3-23b. The average current recorded
in device #4 while scanning the laser spot from the source to the drain electrode in
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steps of 0.5 µm in pristine conditions (blue curves) and after 10 days of exposure to
air (red) are shown in Fig. 3-23c and Fig. 3-23d. The line-profile of the pristine
device at VDS = 1 V (left) and -1 V (right) show broad and high photocurrent intensity
regions over the entire InSe channel area. On the contrary, the aged device presents a
strong and sharp photocurrent peak located near the source contact at the end of the
device channel both at VDS = 1 V (left) and -1 V (right), which is consistent with the
presence of Schottky barriers at the InSe/gold contacts (the detailed properties of
Schottky barrier at the InSe/gold will be discussed in chapter 4).392,393

Fig. 3-23 a) Optical image of device #4. b) Intensity of the laser reflection from the
sample recorded during the scanning photocurrent measurements of panels c and d.
c-d) Spatially resolved photocurrent at Vds = ±1 V of device #4 recorded just after
fabrication (blue) and after 10 days in air (red).
Before discussing a model that can explain the photocurrent generation mechanism in
thin InSe photodetectors it is instructive to summarize the experimental observations
presented above. In summary, five different InSe photodetectors have been studied in
their freshly fabricated pristine state, and after the exposure to ambient conditions.
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1. From electrical measurements in a field effect transistor configuration, it is
found that pristine InSe photodetectors are n-type doped (Fig. 3-15a).
2. The optoelectronic figures-of-merit of pristine InSe photodetectors are
excellent, with responsivities of the order of 103 A W-1 and detectivities of
~1013 Jones. The responsivity depends on the gate voltage, decreasing when
the InSe photodetectors are operated in the off state (Fig. 3-15b-c).
3. From time-resolved measurements it is found that the time response in pristine
InSe photodetectors is slow and can be on the order of thousands of seconds
(Fig. 3-17a-b).
4. After exposing the InSe photodetectors to the air, a decrease of both the dark
current and the current under illumination has been observed, accompanied by
a decrease in response time (Fig. 3-17b). Statistically, the responsivity and the
response time across all the investigated photodetector are strongly correlated
(Fig. 3-20).
5. The exposure to the air also affects the way in which the photocurrent depends
on the illumination power density. While pristine InSe photodetectors show a
sublinear dependency of Iph on P, with the power law exponent α taking a
value lower than 1, the exposure to air increase the linearity of this relation,
with the power law exponent α increasing toward 1 (Fig. 3-17c).
6. Scanning photocurrent measurements (Fig. 3-23) shows that the interface

between gold and pristine InSe shows lower Schottky barriers than that of
aged InSe.

Fig. 3-24 Schematic band diagram of InSe in dark conditions with traps and Fermi
level pinning (1, left) and in absence of traps with the alignment predicted by the
Schottky-Mott rule (2, right). Depicted there are the valence (VB) and conduction
band (CB) of InSe, the gold electrodes and the Fermi energy (EF) and a set of hole
trapping levels (whose density is Pt) and electron trapping level (density Nt). The
density of free electrons, free holes, trapped electrons and trapped holes are
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respectively n, p, nt. and pt.
The n-type doping observed in the transfer curves of pristine thin InSe photodetectors
measured in dark and in vacuum conditions has been observed in different
experiments apart from the ones presented in this thesis.258,381,382,384,385 This behavior
can be attributed to the presence of defects in the crystal such as selenium vacancies
and indium interstial adatoms (IIn) that can be caused by the In-rich atmosphere in
which high-quality InSe is grown (as mentioned in chapter 2.1).375,376 These intrinsic
defects are expected to modify the density of states of InSe and theoretical
calculations predict the appearance of trap states linked to these defects. While VSe
can introduce two sets of trap levels, the first one is located closer to the conduction
band minimum (CBM) and the second is closer to the valence band maximum (VBM),
the trap levels due to IIn are located only closer to CBM.376,394 A schematic band
diagram of the system composed by InSe is shown in Fig. 3-24, with the conduction
band CB and the valence band VB displayed, and two gold electrodes acting as
electrons reservoirs. The Fermi energy of the electrodes EF is closer to CB in
agreement with the n-type conduction observed in the experiments. The majority
carriers traps levels, which are closer to the conduction band, have a density Nt and
can act as pinning centers for the Fermi level of the device at zero bias. On the other
hand, the minority carrier traps with density Pt are expected to play a dominant role in
the photocurrent generation process since they can generate photogain. 376-378,394 In
dark conditions the InSe channel has a density of free electrons n (located in CB) and
of free holes p (VB) and, as a consequence of the position of the Fermi level, there is
a small density of trapped holes pt (meaning that most of the trap levels are occupied
by electrons, density nt). A free hole in VB (free electron in CB) has a certain
probability of getting trapped by a trap level with rate τt-1. The opposite process also is
possible and a trapped hole (electron) can jump from a trap level to VB (CB) with rate
τd-1. In general, the trapping and detrapping rates τt-1 and τd-1 can be different and there
can be also a difference between the rates relative to holes and electrons.
The band diagram of Fig. 3-24 can be used to explain the current flowing through the
device in dark conditions and serves as a basis to understand the generation of
photocurrent. When illuminating the InSe photodetectors with external illumination,
electron-hole pairs are generated and the density of free holes p and free electrons n
increases. The separation of these electron-hole pairs due to the electric field related
to the source-drain voltage gives rise to a photocurrent. This process is usually called
“photoconducting effect” that does not show photogain. In fact, the maximum
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responsivity achievable in a photodetector working solely by PC for illumination can
be calculated through the Eq. 3-6 and in the case of illumination at 405 nm the
maximum responsivity is ∼0.66 A W-1. In absence of active traps in the photodetector,
PC is typically the dominant photocurrent generation mechanism. On the other hand,
if hole traping levels are present in the system, each photogenerated hole has a certain
probability (related to τt-1) of getting trapped in one of these levels for an average time
τd. This trapping process for minority carriers can give rise to “photogating effect”
(PG), a process that can show photogain and can give responsivities much larger than
∼0.66 A W-1 at 405 nm. Actually, the photogating is a particular example of the
photoconductive effect. For a InSe photodetector under illumination, the
photogenerated electron-hole pairs will be separated and drift towards to the
electrodes in opposite directions. During this process if holes are trapped in localized
states, once the electron jumps into the drain electrode the channel will be charged. In
order to keep charge neutrality another electron has to jump into the channel from the
source electrode. This electron also feels the voltage and drifts into the drain electrode
and the channel will be charged again. And then another electron has to jump from the
source electrode…This process repeats until the hole gets de-trapped, and thus
introduces photogain. The magnitude of the photogain is related to the ratio between
the trapping time and the drift time (the trapping time can be many orders of
magnitude larger than the drift time).321,325 In the case of a pristine InSe photodetector
measured in vacuum (stage 1), the large responsivity values can be explained by PG.
This mechanism also explains the large response times recorded for pristine
photodetectors as in the PG mechanism the response speed is limited by the trapping
time. The power dependency of the photocurrent also confirms this scenario. In fact, a
photodetector without trap levels is expected to be characterized by a value of the
exponent α equal to 1 while in a photodetector containing active traps, α is smaller
than 1. For the pristine InSe devices, dominant by PG effect, the interface between
gold and InSe is characterized by small Schottky barriers, consistent with the
scanning photocurrent measurements of device #4, and the alignment between the
Fermi level of InSe and of the gold electrodes is determined by the Fermi level
pinning to the trap levels.395,396
The right panel of Fig. 3-24 schematizes the evolution in the band structure after the
exposure of InSe photodetectors to air (stage 2). In this case, it can be proposed that a
change in the trap levels induce a strong change in the photocurrent generation
process. In fact, the interaction between the selenium vacancies and the oxygen or
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water molecules present in air leads to a passivation of the defects, as predicted by
theoretical calculations,376-378 thus reducing the trap densities Nt and Pt (in the
simplified scheme the traps have been completely removed). The passivation process
will eventually stop after all the available vacancy sites are neutralized, characterized
by a trap density much smaller than the initial density Pt at stage 1. At this stage of the
evolution fewer holes can be trapped, effectively decreasing the photogain. The
photodetector working principle shifts from PG to PC and the power dependency of
the photocurrent illustrates well this evolution, with the aged InSe photodetectors
showing a linear dependency of the photocurrent on the incident power. Once the InSe
photodetectors reach this stage of evolution (stage 2), they become much faster in
responding to light (as the trapping time does not limit the photodetector speed
anymore) but at the expense of a reduced responsivity. In this limit, the interface
between gold and InSe is characterized by larger Schottky barriers and the alignment
between InSe and gold can be calculated by the Schottky-Mott rule,52,396 which
predicts that the Schottky barrier formed at the interface has the value ΦSB,n = WM - XS
∼ 0.5 eV, where WM is the work function of gold (∼5.1 eV) and XS is the electron
affinity of InSe (∼4.6 eV). The Schottky barriers are visible in Fig. 3-24d in the
line-profile of the aged InSe photodetector. Importantly, the final state of the
photodetector seems to be stable both in the air and in vacuum suggesting that the
passivation is a self-limiting process. A final feature of the model is the change of the
relative alignment of the Fermi energy with respect to CB and VB during the
evolution of InSe. In fact, the reduction of the density of trap levels is expected to
induce a shift of the Fermi energy away from the conduction band, effectively
introducing p-doping in the InSe channel.394,397 The consequences of the p-doping can
be observed in the reduction of the dark current in the air compared to the pristine one
as shown in Fig 3-17b and in the shift of the threshold voltage in Fig 3-21.

3.3 Conclusions
In summary, the studies of the environmental and laser-induced degradation on thin
GaSe flakes and the photocurrent generation process in InSe as well as its evolution in
air/vacuum have been presented, which are both related to the presence of defects in
the materials, especially, selenium vacancies. It was found that the environmental
degradation of thin GaSe takes place in two main stages. At first, the exposure to air
induces degradation of the pristine GaSe creating α-Se and Ga2Se3, accompanied by a
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photocurrent increase. In the second stage, Ga2O3 appears and its concentration
increases in the samples resulting in a drop of the photocurrent leading to the final
failure of the GaSe photodetectors. It was also found that capping the exfoliated GaSe
flakes with a top h-BN flake is an effective way to passivate it, preventing its
environmental degradation as well laser-induced damage.
Conversely, the selenium vacancies in InSe can be healed after exposure of InSe to air,
which reduces the photogain and increases the operation speed of the photodetecting
devices, and finally reach a long-term environmentally stable InSe. The statistical
analyses based on all the investigated thin InSe devices suggest that photoresponsivity,
response time and the photocurrent scaling law exponent α are all strongly correlated
quantities.

The

proposed

band

diagram

model

indicates

that

the

high

photoresponsivity in pristine thin InSe photodetectors can be attributed to the
photogating effect, which mainly originates from the hole-trapping levels induced by
selenium vacancies. The air-induced passivation of defects may reduce the traps
density in thin InSe photodetectors, thus shifting the photocurrent generation
mechanism from photogating to photoconductive. This change is accompanied by a
decrease in photoresponse time and photoresponsivity as well as the growth of
exponent α.
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4
INSE OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH ENGINEERED
VDW CONTACTS

Metal-semiconductor junctions are characterized by an energy barrier
known as the Schottky barrier, whose height can, in the ideal case, be
predicted by the Schottky-Mott rule on the basis of the relative alignment
of energy levels. However, such ideal physics has rarely been
experimentally realized because of the inevitable chemical disorder and
Fermi-level pinning at typical metal-semiconductor interfaces introduced
by conventional fabrication process. Thanks to the dangling-bond-free
surface of 2D semiconductors and deterministic transfer methods, the van
der Waals (vdW) metal-semiconductor interfaces without direct chemical
covalent bonding, thus less chemical disorder and Fermi-level pinning
(FLP), which introduce a high-quality Schottky junction, will be
discussed in this chapter. Firstly, a background of vdW contacts versus
conventional metallization will be briefly introduced. Then the transport
properties of Schottky diodes based on engineered asymmetric van der
Waals contacts of thin InSe, including Au-InSe-Gr (graphite) and
Pt-InSe-Gr,

will

be

investigated.

Finally,

novel

optoelectronic

applications, i.e., optoelectronic memory effect, based on the Pt-InSe-Gr
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Schottky diodes will be developed.

4.1 VdW contacts vs. conventional metallization
To fabricate devices with optimal electrical properties, it is crucial to have both
high-quality semiconducting crystals and ideal contacts at metal-semiconductor
interfaces.52 Thanks to the mechanical exfoliation of van der Waals crystals,
atomically-thin high-quality single-crystals can easily be obtained in a laboratory.
However, the difficulty of forming high-quality ohmic or Schottky contact to 2D
semiconductors limits investigations of their fundamental properties and hinders
fabrication of high-performance devices.
Theoretically, in an ideal metal-2D semiconductor junction, Schottky barrier height
ΦSB can be well predicted by the Schottky-Mott rule,398,399 a law first proposed in the
1930s and governed by the electrostatics in all types of problem that involve
energy-level alignments:
ΦSB, n = ΦM - XS

(4-1)

ΦSB, p = IS - ΦM

(4-2)

Where ΦM is the work function of the metal, XS and IS are the electron affinity and
ionization potential of the semiconductor, correspondingly, and ΦSB, n and ΦSB, p are
the Schottky barrier heights for electrons and holes, respectively. These quantities are
the intrinsic properties of the isolated materials before they form the junction, and the
Schottky-Mott model implies that ΦSB is linearly dependent on the metal work
function with a slope of unity. However, in practical experiments, ΦSB is usually
insensitive to ΦM, and the Fermi level of the system in typically pinned to a nearly
fixed position within the semiconductor bandgap, varying little with respect to
different metals used, as first noted by Bardeen.400 Thus, the Schottky-Mott limit is
hardly experimentally achieved in traditional metal-semiconductor junctions.401
This striking discrepancy between theory and experiments arises because the
Schottky-Mott model neglects several types of chemical interaction that are hard to
avoid at the interface of two dissimilar materials. In the case of bulk metal (3D)
connected to 3D semiconductors, firstly, owing to the termination of the crystal
structure (see Fig. 1-2a) and incomplete covalent bonds, surface dangling bonds or
surface reconstructions, lead to surface states within the semiconductor bandgap and
result in FLP at these energy levels.400 Second, the interface of the contact is rarely an
atomically sharp discontinuity between the metal and semiconductor crystal, where
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chemical bonds takes place and modify their original energy levels. Chemical bonding
between the metal and the semiconductor, and their interdiffusion, can also create
large strain in both crystal lattices and change the band structures, as well as the
resulting barrier height.19,402,403 Fortunately, above mentioned challenges can be
solved by fabricating pure top-contact geometry interface between 3D metal and 2D
semiconductors thanks to their dangling-bond-free surface and low defects density
nature (see Fig. 1-2b). Contrary to the case of bulk (3D) semiconductors, the pristine
surface of 2D materials do not tend to form covalent bonds (see Fig. 4-1a). The
interfaces between metals and 2D materials in the top-contacted configuration can
therefore only formed by a van der Waals (vdW) gap in most situations. As shown in
Fig. 4-1b, the vdW gap in such top-contact interfaces acts as an additional ‘tunnel
barrier’ for carriers, before the inherent Schottky barrier (SB). However, the typical
conventional processes for 2D semiconductors integration and device fabrication
usually lead to additional chemical disorders and defect-induced gap states that serve
as a reservoir for electrons or holes and therefore pin the Fermi level.404 For example,
Fig. 4-1c shows that ‘high-energy’ metal deposition processes usually involve atom or
cluster bombardment and strong local heating to the interface;405 moreover, the resist
development process could also leave polymer residue within the interface that causes
the overall measured barrier height to deviate from the predicted value. In addition,
metal-induced gap states, formed in the junction owing to the decaying metallic wave
function, penetrate to nanometer depth into the 2D semiconductors.406

Fig. 4-1 a, b) Metal/2D semiconductor interface with vdW gap (a) and corresponding
band diagram (b) (for example, Au–MoS2 contact). c) Schematics of Au- 2D interface
of conventional electron-beam-deposited Au electrodes on top of MoS2.395,396
Therefore, the motivation design and creation of van der Waals (vdW) connected 3D
metal and 2D semiconductor junctions have been developed to prevent the
dangling-bond-free surface from being damaged using deterministic transfer
techniques, in which pre-fabricated metal electrodes with atomically flat surfaces are
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physically laminated onto dangling-bond-free 2D semiconductors or transferring the
exfoliated 2D semiconducting flakes bridging onto the pre-patterned electrodes.396,407
Thus, without direct chemical bonding and avoiding the associated chemical disorder
and defects-induced gap states, the high-quality Schottky diode based on the
high-quality metal-2D semiconductor interface can be achieved based on the Au-,
Pt-InSe Schottky barrier in this chapter.

4.2 Au-InSe-Gr Schottky photodiode

The characteristics of gold (Au) and graphite (Gr) vdW electrical contacts on indium
selenide (InSe) have been studied. It was found that the Au-InSe interface is
dominated by a large Schottky barrier that is estimated to be approximately 460 meV
while the Gr-InSe interface shows a negligible barrier (smaller than 100 meV).
Exploiting this difference in the barriers, Schottky diodes based on asymmetrically
contacted InSe flakes by van der Waals stacking have been fabricated, which does not
require any lithographic process or metallization on 2D semiconductors. The diodes
show good performances and follow closely the ideal Schokley equation with a series
resistance. Interestingly, these Schottky diodes do not need different metals for the
source and drain electrodes, and thus they can be produced using only one metal
evaporation step. Note that this section is mainly based on the published paper “InSe
Schottky Diodes Based on Van Der Waals Contacts” in Advanced Functional
Materials where I am the first author.408

4.2.1 Sample fabrication
To investigate the properties of thin InSe photodetectors contacted by gold or graphite
electrodes, the devices are fabricated using the deterministic transfer method, and a
Au-InSe-Au device with symmetric geometry was firstly fabricated by bridging a thin
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InSe flake onto the pre-patterned Au electrodes, which is similar to the fabrication
process demonstrated in Fig. 2-16. In a second class of devices, mechanically
exfoliated flakes from natural graphite crystals (HQ Graphene, The Netherlands) have
been used to contact an InSe flake on both sides, thereby creating a
graphite-InSe-graphite device (Gr-InSe-Gr). Note that graphite (thickness > 12 layers)
instead of graphene electrodes were employed during this fabrication to avoid the
introduction of a gate dependency and/or a thickness dependency in the work function
of the electrodes.409,410 As shown in Fig. 4-2a, these Gr-InSe-Gr devices can be
fabricated in three transfer steps. Graphite flakes with uniform appearance and having
at least one long straight edge are firstly selected. Then one of graphite flakes will be
transferred contacting only one electrode and the second graphite flake will be
transferred contacting only the other electrode. And a spatial gap between the two
electrodes can be obtained that can accommodate an InSe flake that can bridge over
the gap and contact the two Gr flakes. Fig. 4-2b shows two transfer steps of the
fabrication of the final devices, which is based on an InSe flake contacted on one side
by a Gr flake and on the other side with a gold electrode (Au-InSe-Gr). A Gr flake is
firstly transferred contacting only one pre-patterned gold electrode and the subsequent
transfer of an InSe flake contacting the Gr flake and the free gold electrode.

Fig. 4-2 Devices with the geometries of Gr-InSe-Gr (a) and Au-InSe-Gr (b)
fabrication processes.
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Fig. 4-3 Performance evolution of a Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode as a function of
air-exposure time. a-b) The I-V curves plotted in semi-logarithmic scale recorded in
dark conditions (a) and under illumination with 530 nm light source (b) with the states
of pristine (black line) and after 13 hours air exposure (red line). c-d) The variation of
photocurrent at 1V (red) and -1 V (black) (c), and open circuit voltage (Voc) extracted
from I-V curves recorded as a function of air exposure time. e-f) The power dependent
photocurrent recorded at -1 V (e) and 1 V (f) of the Au-InSe-Gr device in pristine state
and after 13 hours air exposure.
Before performing the optoelectronic characterizations of the devices, all the devices
were kept in air for 24 hours in order to reach their air-stable photodetecting
operations. As has been discussed in chapter 3, the optoelectronic performance
evolution of Au-InSe-Au and Gr-InSe-Gr photodetectors in air as a function of time,
which decreases the trap density in InSe crystals thanks to air passivation, 370 can
increase the Au-InSe Schottky barrier by weakening the fermi level pinning at the
Au-InSe interface. Fig. 4-3 shows the optoelectronic characterizations of a
Au-InSe-Gr device performed in its pristine state and after being exposed to air. Fig.
4-3a shows the current-voltage characteristics of the device recorded in dark in
pristine conditions (black curve) and after 13 hours in air (red curve) presented with
semi-logarithmic scale. The current decreases around three orders of magnitude after
the exposure to air and the current observed at negative voltages become comparable
to the noise level of the measurement (from ~0.5 nA to lower than 1 pA). Fig. 4-3b
shows similar measurements performed while keeping the device under external
illumination (wavelength 530 nm). Also in this case a clear decrease of the total
current can be observed in the aged device compared to the pristine state both at
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positive and negative biased condition. Interestingly the device after 13 hours of
exposure to air develops an open circuit voltage (VOC) that is absent in the pristine
state. The decrease in photocurrent as a function of exposure to air can be better
observed in Fig. 4-3c. Fig. 4-3d shows the increase in the open circuit voltage, which
in the pristine device is 0 V and reaches 0.13 V after 13 hours in air. Both the decrease
in photocurrent and the increase in the open circuit voltage (VOC) can be explained by
an increase in the height of the Schottky barrier formed at the Au-InSe interface. Fig.
4-3e-f shows the power dependency of the photocurrent at negative (panel e) and
positive (panel f) voltages for the pristine device and after 13 hours in air. In all cases,
the data appear to follow a linear trend in the log-log graphs that can be also
mathematically described by a power law equation (3-5) Iph = A•Pα, where A is a
constant that is related to photoresponsivity, P is the optical power and the exponent α
is the fitting parameter. Interestingly, in the case of the pristine device the power law
exponent has a value of 0.34 ± 0.01 both for negative and positive voltages, while the
aged device shows an asymmetric α, which is equal to 1.02 ± 0.03 at negative
voltages and 0.66 ± 0.02 for positive voltages. The low value of α in the pristine state
can be explained by the presence of traps in the system and negligible Schottky
barrier, which also can explain the large photoresponsivity observed in this state. In
the aged state, the two different values of α for positive and negative voltages indicate
the presence of a sizeable Schottky barrier at one of the electrodes, which induces an
intrinsic electric field in the device. In the following text, the Au-InSe-Gr Schottky
diode properties will be discussed in detail.
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4.2.2 I-V characteristics of Au-InSe-Au, Gr-InSe-Gr and
Au-InSe-Gr photodetectors

Fig. 4-4 a-c) Optical pictures of symmetric and asymmetric devices based on
few-layer InSe, gold electrodes (Au) and graphite (Gr). d-f) Current-voltage
characteristics of the three devices shown in panels (a-c) in dark and under 530 nm
illumination with different intensity (from 1.2 mW/cm2 to 18 mW/cm2). g-i)
Experimental I-V curves recorded with the largest illumination density (red curve) and
theoretical fit (black curve). The I-V of Au-InSe-Au is adjusted to the back-to-back
Schottky diode model, the one of Gr-InSe-Gr to a power law with exponent between 1
and 2 and the I-V of Au-InSe-Gr is fitted to a Schottky diode with series resistance
model.
After fabrication, the optoelectronic measurements were performed in a home-built
probe station kept in high-vacuum (≈ 10−6 mbar), the setup has been introduced in
section 2.5 in chapter 2. Figs. 4-4a-c show the optical pictures of fabricated
Au-InSe-Au,

Gr-InSe-Gr, and Au-InSe-Gr

devices

and the corresponding

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the three devices kept in dark (black curves)
and under illumination at 530 nm with increasing power density (red curves) are
shown in panels d-f, respectively. Note that all I-Vs have been recorded leaving the Si
back-gate electrically floating. The inset of each panel in d-f shows a schematic of the
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device under study. In order to compare the characteristics of devices with different
geometry all the I-Vs have been normalized by multiplying the current by the
dimensionless factor L/W, where L is the channel length (calculated from the distance
from one electrode edge to the other) and W is the channel width. From the figures
one can see that all the three devices show a negligible current in dark (the
corresponding semi-logarithmic representations have been shown in Fig. 4-5), and
that the current increases with the illumination intensity. The behavior of the I-Vs for
each device is very different and the magnitude of the current is the largest in the
Au-InSe-Gr (at positive voltages) and in the Gr-InSe-Gr devices and the smallest in
the Au-InSe-Au device.

Fig. 4-5 Semi-logarithmic representation of the experimental I-Vs of the three devices
discussed in Fig. 4-4d-f recorded in dark.
Starting the discussion from the Au-InSe-Au device I-Vs, it can be seen in Fig. 4-4d
that current is symmetric in voltage and has negative curvature, approaching
saturation both for large positive and large negative bias voltages. These I-Vs can be
explained by the presence of a Schottky barrier at the Au-InSe interface,411 with a
model composed by two Schottky diodes (one for each gold electrode) connected
back-to-back with a series resistance, as shown in Fig. 4-4g and in the schematic
inset.412,413 In such a circuit, the voltage drops across the left (𝑉 𝐿 ) and the right (𝑉 𝑅 )
Schottky diodes can be written as:
𝑉𝐿 = −

𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞

𝐼

ln (1 − 𝐼𝐿)
0

and 𝑉 𝑅 =

𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞

𝐼

ln (1 + 𝐼𝑅 ),

(4-3)

0

where 𝑛 is the ideality factor of the diodes, 𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝐼 is the
total current flowing through the metal-semiconductor-metal (M-S-M) device and 𝐼0𝐿
(𝐼0𝑅 ) is the reverse saturation current of the left (right) diode.322,323,414 These saturation
0
currents are related to the Schottky barrier height between gold and InSe 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
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according to:
𝐿/𝑅

𝐼0

= 𝐴 𝐴∗ 𝑇 2 exp (−

0
𝑞 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢

𝑘𝑇

),

(4-4)

where 𝐴 is the active area (the channel part is assumed as the active area) of the
device and 𝐴∗ is the Richardson constant of InSe. The total voltage drop across the
the M-S-M device is related to the two voltage drops 𝑉 𝐿 and 𝑉 𝑅 and to the series
resistance 𝑅𝑆 through:
𝑉 = 𝑉 𝐿 + 𝑉 𝑅 + 𝐼 (𝑉)𝑅𝑆 ,

(4-5)

By substituting Equation 4-3 in Equation 4-5 and adding a current source in series
𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 to take into account the photocurrent generation in the two diodes, the total
current 𝐼(𝑉) can be written as:
𝐼(𝑉) =

𝑞(𝑉−𝐼(𝑉) 𝑅𝑆 )
]−𝐼0𝐿 𝐼0𝑅
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞(𝑉−𝐼(𝑉) 𝑅𝑆 )
𝐼0𝐿 +𝐼0𝑅 exp[
]
𝑛𝑘𝑇

𝐼0𝐿 𝐼0𝑅 exp[

+ 𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 ,

(4-6)

To solve Equation 4-6 as a function of voltage 𝑉, a numerical method has been
employed to perform a minimization of the difference between the left and the right
side of Equation 4-6, and the detailed discussion of the fitting model that how the
single parameter takes charge of the final fitting result has been shown in Fig. 4-6.
Fig. 4-4g shows one of the experimental I-Vs of the Au-InSe-Au device recorded at
room temperature (𝑇 = 296 K) and with incident power density 𝑃 = 18 mW/cm2,
fitted to Equation 4-4 using the following parameters: 𝐼0𝐿 = (6.2 ± 0.4) nA,
𝐼0𝑅 = (5.1 ± 0.3) nA, 𝑛 = (6.2 ± 1.0), 𝑅𝑆 = (60 ± 10) MΩ and 𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 = (0.03 ±
0.01) nA. From the good quality of the fit one can see that the model reproduce well
the experimental data indicating that the Au-InSe-Au device has a M-S-M geometry
and its behavior is dominated by the Schottky barriers located at the InSe/electrodes
interfaces. In general the observed large value of n, larger than 2, which could be due
to various sources of non-idealities such as tunneling processes, recombination
through mid-gap and traps states in the junction region or image force effects.323,415,416

Fig. 4-6 a-c) Theoretical I-Vs calculated from the back-to-back diode model using
Equation 4-6 of the main text for different parameters values. each panel varies one of
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the parameters of the model (n, I1, I2 or RS) while keeping the other parameters fixed
to show the influence of each parameter on the I-V curves predicted by the
back-to-back diode model.

Fig. 4-7 Experimental I-Vs of different symmetrically contacted InSe devices:
Au-InSe-Au back-to-back Schottky diodes devices (top row) and Gr-InSe-Gr (bottom
row).
Similarly to the Au-InSe-Au device, the I-Vs measured on the Gr-InSe-Gr device,
shown in Fig. 4-4e, are symmetric in voltage reflecting the symmetric electrodes
configuration in the device geometry. Notably, in the Gr-InSe-Gr case the curvature of
the current versus voltage is positive, meaning that the differential conductance G(V)
= dI/dV increases with the voltage and no saturation is observed. Also, the magnitude
of the normalized current is approximately one order of magnitude larger in the
Gr-InSe-Gr compared to the Au-InSe-Au device in the same conditions. The positive
curvature in the I-Vs and the larger current both indicate a better injection from the Gr
electrodes into InSe compared to Au electrodes. By analyzing the I-Vs of the
Gr-InSe-Gr device one can find that the current-voltage dependency follows a power
law 𝐼 ≈ 𝑉𝛽 . The exponent 𝛽 takes values between 1 and 2,417 Fig. 4-4h shows one
of the I-Vs fitted with an exponent 𝛽 = 1.67 and the inset shows a log-log plot of the
same I-V. These results indicate that the Gr-InSe interface is not rectifying and that
0
the contact is either ohmic or characterized by a small Schottky barrier 𝜙𝐵,𝐺𝑟
. A

statistic collection of I-V characteristics recorded from symmetrically contacted
Au-InSe-Au (top row) and Gr-InSe-Gr (bottom row) devices has been shown in Fig.
4-7, which further confirmed that the Au-InSe interface is dominant by a large
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Schottky barrier while Gr-InSe is not a rectified contact interface or characterized by a
small Schottky barrier.417-419
After having determined that the Au-InSe interface shows a rectifying behavior
0
characterized by Schottky barriers 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
one can exploit the better injection from the

Gr-InSe contact to fabricate Schottky diodes, based on asymmetrically contacted InSe
flakes, which present rectifying I-Vs and photovoltaic characteristics. Fig. 4-4f shows
the normalized I-Vs of such a Au-InSe-Gr device. The shape of the I-Vs is strongly
asymmetric in voltage showing a rectifying behavior and the magnitude of the
normalized current for positive voltage is comparable with the one of the Gr-InSe-Gr
device. These I-Vs can be described by the following diode equation:52
𝐼(𝑉) = 𝐼0 {exp [

𝑞(𝑉−𝐼(𝑉)𝑅𝑆 )
𝑛𝑘𝑇

] − 1} − 𝐼𝑆𝐶 ,

(4-7)

where 𝐼0 is the saturation current described by Equation 4-6. Fig. 4-4g shows one of
the experimental I-Vs of the Au-InSe-Gr device fitted to Equation 4-5 using the
following fitting parameters: 𝐼0 = (22 ± 2) pA, 𝑛 = (2.7 ± 0.2),

𝑅𝑆 = (76 ±

10) MΩ and 𝐼𝑆𝐶 = (0.11 ± 0.02) nA. The theoretical curves match perfectly the
experimental I-V for voltages between -0.5 V and 0.5 V and starts to deviate at larger
positive voltages where the experimental current-voltage curve diverges from the
linear relation given by 𝐼 ≈ 𝑉/𝑅𝑆 . Such behavior, which happens after the flat-band
condition of the Au-InSe interface, can be described by a dependency of 𝑅𝑆 on the
inverse of the voltage. The series resistance at the flat-band condition is given by the
sum of two components, the sheet resistance of the InSe flake 𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 and the Gr-InSe
contact resistance. Assuming that 𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 is constant in this voltage range, the voltage
dependency of 𝑅𝑆 can then be attributed to the Gr-InSe interface, which is known to
have a voltage-dependent density of state and Fermi level or to the onset of space
charge limited conduction in graphite as was previously reported.419,420

4.2.3 Scanning photocurrent microscopy and band diagram
of Au-InSe-Au and Au-InSe-Gr
The planar geometry of thin InSe based devices allows directly probing the internal
electric fields, which should be present at the heterointerfaces, through scanning
photocurrent microscopy (SPCM).421 The SPCM maps were obtained by raster
scanning a light source with wavelength 660 nm focused in a ∼1 µm diameter circular
spot onto the device surface with the device mounted on a motorized x-y stage, as
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schematized in Fig. 2-30. Simultaneously the current at a fixed voltage VSD and the
intensity of the reflected light will be recorded. More details about this technique can
be found in chapter 2 experimental method section. Fig. 4-8a shows a map of the 660
nm light reflected from a Au-InSe-Au device investigated with SPCM measurements.
All the different features of the device have been highlighted using the black dashed
contours, used also to align the SPCM maps. Figs. 4-8b-d show the scanning
photocurrent maps recorded at three different voltages (VSD = -0.5 V, 0 V and 0.5 V).
The map recorded at negative voltage, with the Schottky barrier at left Au/InSe
interface forward biased and right one in reverse mode (Fig. 4-8b), shows a negative
photocurrent (blue counts) that is mostly generated at the right contact edges. Also, a
similar positive photocurrent is generated at the left contact region in Fig. 4-8d when
the map was recorded at a positive voltage. The map recorded at VSD = 0 V (Fig. 4-8c)
shows two regions with positive (left) and negative (right) photocurrent centered at
the both Au-InSe contact edges indicating that two electric fields with opposite
directions are naturally present at both Au/InSe interfaces. Such symmetry observed
in scanning photocurrent microscopy is consistent with the I-Vs characteristics shown
in Fig. 4-4d, which can be explained by two Schottky diodes connected in a
back-to-back geometry.

Fig. 4-8 a) Laser reflection map recorded with 660 nm light spot at the same time of
the photocurrent of a Au-InSe-Au device. b-d) Scanning photocurrent maps of the
device recorded for three different bias voltages.
The Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode is also investigated using scanning photocurrent
microscopy in Fig. 4-9. Fig. 4-9a shows the optical picture of the area of the
Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode investigated with SPCM measurements and a map of the
660 nm light reflected from the corresponding region has been shown in Fig. 4-9b.
Figs. 4-9c-e show the scanning photocurrent maps recorded at VSD = 1 V, 0 V and -1 V,
respectively. The map recorded at positive voltage, with the diode biased in forward
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mode (Fig. 4-9c), shows a positive photocurrent (red counts) that is mostly generated
at the two contact edges, both at the Au/InSe and at the Gr/InSe interface. Also, a
smaller photocurrent is generated in the InSe channel region located between the two
electrodes (visible in the in the map as a lighter red shaded region). The rest of the
map shows only counts coming from the dark current (IDark = 0.55 nA at VSD = 1 V).
The map recorded at VSD = 0 V (Fig. 4-9d) shows only a region with negative
photocurrent centered at the Au-InSe contact edge indicating that an electric field is
naturally present at this interface even in absence of an external bias voltage, while
the absence of the current at the Gr/InSe contact edge indicates that the Schottky
barrier should be too small to be able to separate the photogenerated carriers. Notice
that the map recorded at zero bias can also be interpreted as a mapping of the short
circuit current of the diode. Similar to the previous case, the SPCM map recorded at
negative bias in Fig. 4-9e (with the diode biased in reverse mode) shows only a region
of negative photocurrent generated at the Au-InSe interface with no photocurrent
coming from the Gr-InSe interface or from the InSe channel.

Fig. 4-9 a) Optical picture of the area of the Au-InSe-Gr studied with SPC. b) Laser
reflection map recorded with 660 nm light spot at the same time of the photocurrent.
c-e) Photocurrent maps of the device recorded in three different biasing conditions:
forward voltage (1 V) (d), zero bias (e) and reverse voltage (-1 V) (f).
Using information from the I-Vs (Fig. 4-4) and the SPCM maps (Fig. 4-8, Fig. 4-9) of
the Au-InSe-Au and Au-InSe-Gr devices, a schematic band structure of the devices
under investigation has been proposed in Fig. 4-10. Fig. 4-10a shows the band
structure of the symmetric Au-InSe-Au device at zero external voltage (black curve)
and with positive (FV) and negative voltage (RV). The gold electrodes are represented
by Fermi distributions with Fermi energy EF and the InSe by its conductance band
minimum. From the I-Vs of Figs. 4-4d and f and from the SPCM maps shown in Fig.
4-8 and Fig. 4-9 one can infer the presence of a Schottky barrier for electrons between
n-type InSe and Au. The conductance band minimum of InSe shows a spatial
dependence that arises from the charge transfer between metal and semiconductor.
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Moving from the center of the semiconductor channel toward the electrodes, the band
shows an upward bending (in a region generally called depletion layer or space charge
region) reaching the highest point at the M-S interface, where the intrinsic electric
0
field is expected to be the largest. The barrier height 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
≈ 0.5 eV, which

corresponds to the Schottky barrier height at zero bias, can be calculated according to
the Schottky-Mott rule considering the work function of Au 𝑊𝐴𝑢 ≈ 5.1 eV and the
electron affinity of InSe 𝜒𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 ≈ (4.55~ 4.60) eV.395,398,415,422-425 The application of
a bias voltage VSD shifts the Fermi energy of each electrode in opposite directions and
the voltage drop across each element in the device (left electrode/InSe, InSe channel
and right electrode/InSe) depends on the resistance of the particular element (which
can in turn depend on the voltage). The width of the depletion layer of the left (right)
Schottky barrier is expected to increase (decrease) for RV biasing conditions and to
decrease (increase) for FV. Also, the total voltage is expected to drop more across the
reversely biased electrode/InSe than the other. In such a device, both at positive and
negative voltages, the electrons have to overcome a strong barrier at the electrode
reversely biased (the right electrode at positive voltage FV and the left electrode at
negative voltage RV). The current is thus limited both for positive and for negative
voltages giving rise to the current saturation observed in the I-Vs at both large positive
and negative bias.

Fig. 4-10 a-b) Band diagram of a Au-InSe-Au (a) and Au-InSe-Gr (b) device at zero
voltage (black curve), at positive voltage (red curve, FV) and at negative voltage (blue
curve, RV). The dashed line shows the Fermi level energy (EF) and there are indicated
the Schottky barriers of InSe with gold Φ0B,Au and with graphite Φ0B,Gr.
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Fig. 4-11 a-c) Band diagram of an Au-InSe-Gr device at zero voltage (black curve), at
reverse or negative voltage (blue curve) and at positive or forward voltage (blue
curve). The dashed line shows the Fermi level energy (EF) and there are indicated the
Schottky barriers of InSe with gold Φ0B,Au and with graphite Φ0B,Gr. d-f) Same
diagrams of panels (a-c) with indicated the electron injection and the current flow in
dark conditions. g-i) Same as panels (d-f) but under illumination conditions.
Conversely, in the case of graphite electrodes the reported work function values are
𝜒𝐺𝑟 ≈ (4.5~4.7) eV,426 and thus the expected contact with InSe falls in the range
0
from not rectifying (𝜙𝐵,𝐺𝑟
≈ −0.1 eV) to slightly rectifying (0.15 eV). Considering
0
the variation in the predicted barrier values, a small Schottky barrier 𝜙𝐵,𝐺𝑟
≈ 0.05

eV has been chosen considering that a small variation of this value would not change
the experimental results. Fig.4-10b shows the schematic band structure of the
Au-InSe-Gr device with three different bias voltages (see also Fig. 4-11 for a more
detailed version of the band diagram). In this case the asymmetry in the contact
barriers with the two different electrodes generates a preferred direction for the
current flow. In the forward voltage (FV) mode the Au-InSe contact is forward biased
while the Gr-InSe is reversely biased. In such configuration the electrons can flow
easily since the only barrier is small and is located at the Gr-InSe reversely biased
contact and the total resistance of the device is small and should be limited by the
sheet resistance of InSe (the total voltage in this situation drops across the InSe
channel and at the InSe/electrode interfaces).52,415 In the SPCM map recorded at VSD =
1 V shown in Fig. 4-9c the observation of a positive photocurrent located at both the
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Au-InSe and the Gr-InSe interfaces is consistent with the band diagram of Fig. 4-10b
in FV voltage configuration (see also Fig. 4-11). On the other hand, in the reverse
0
voltage (RV) biasing the strong Schottky barrier 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
is reversely biased and thus

only a small current can flow through the device, which is characterized by a large
resistance dominated by the Au-InSe contact resistance (with the voltage dropping
mostly across this interface).

4.2.4 Determination of Au/InSe Schottky barrier height
0
In order to estimate the barrier height 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
the study of temperature dependency

I-Vs of the device kept in dark has been carried out and reported in Fig. 4-12a. The
I-Vs recorded while increasing the temperature from room temperature (T = 297 K) to
T = 452 K show a current increase both in the forward bias and in reverse bias and a
decrease of the rectification. All these I-Vs have been fitted using Equation 4-7 and
based on the results the saturation current 𝐼0 and the temperature are used to make
Richardson plot of ln(𝐼0 ⁄𝑇 2 ) vs. 1000/𝑇 shown in Fig. 4-12b. By rewriting
Equation 4-4 as:
ln(𝐼0 /𝑇 2 ) = ln(𝐴 𝐴∗ ) −

0
𝑞 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢

𝑘𝑇

,

(4-8)

0
one can see that the slope in the Richardson plot gives the barrier height 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
. From
0
the fit shown in Fig. 4-12b a barrier height of 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
= (0.46 ± 0.06) eV can be

extracted, which is comparable to the value ~0.5 eV predicted by the Schottky-Mott
rule.52,398,422

Fig. 4-12 a) Current-voltage characteristics of Au-InSe-Gr recorded at different
temperatures in dark conditions. b) Richardson plot of the saturation current of
Au-InSe-Gr extracted from fits to the I-Vs in panel (c). Inset: natural logarithm of the
series resistance (RS) extracted as a function of temperature.
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4.2.5 Optoelectronic performance
After having established the energetic of the devices under study, the characterizations
of the optoelectronic performances of the Schottky diode are followed. Fig. 4-13a
shows the current recorded as function of time I-ts with the device kept under a square
wave modulated illumination at 530 nm. At the beginning of the traces, when the
device is kept in dark, the current flowing through it is on the order of few pA both in
FV and in RV bias (VSD = 2 V and VSD = -2 V respectively). After switching on the
illumination a positive photocurrent at VSD = 2 V and a negative photocurrent at VSD =
-2 V can be observed. The photodiode geometry allows detecting an external
illumination also in absence of an applied voltage as can be seen in the I-t recorded at
zero bias that shows a negative photocurrent under illumination. From the plot it is
evident that both the magnitude of the photocurrent and the response time change
dramatically under FV and RV biasing. To better appreciate this fact, Fig. 4-13b plots
the previous I-t in a semi-logarithmic representation with the current in absolute value.
The dark current recorded at the beginning of the trace, at zero bias and at -2 V, is on
the order of 1 pA (comparable to the noise floor of the setup), while at 2 V is about
two orders of magnitude larger. After switching on the illumination, the photocurrent
with the device in FV biasing grows to of approximately 3 nA, which is about one
order of magnitude larger than the current generated at zero bias and in RV both
showing a similar photocurrent of 300 and 400 pA respectively.
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Fig. 4-13 a-b) Current in linear scale (a) and current absolute value in logarithm scale
(b) at different VSD (-2 V, 0 V, 2V) recorded in an Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode as a
function of time (I-t curves) while turning on and off a 530 nm light source with a
power density of 33.4 mW/cm2. c) Light (green) and dark (gray) current extracted
from a series of I-t curves as a function of bias from -5 V to 5 V while the 530 nm
light source under on and off state. d) Rising time (yellow) and decay time (purple) as
a function of bias from -5 V to 5 V extracted from I-t curves.
The strong bias dependency of the photocurrent can be seen in Fig. 4-13c where the
total current flowing through the device has been collected in dark and under
illumination extracted from I-ts recorded at different bias in the range -5 V to 5 V. At
negative voltages the photocurrent shows only a weak dependency on the applied
voltage, going from -0.42 nA at -5 V to -0.30 nA at 0 V corresponding to an increase
rate of ∼0.03 nA/V. At positive voltages the rise is much faster and one can extract a
rate of ∼2 nA/V, approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the reverse
biased regime. This large change in the magnitude of the photocurrent is accompanied
by a change in the time response of the device. According to the definition of the
rising time 𝜏𝑟 and the decay time 𝜏𝑑 using the 10%-90% rule,321 in which the time
that takes for the signal to go from 10% of the saturation to 90% of this value can be
extracted, as shown in Fig. 4-13a, in the case of 𝜏𝑟 . Already inspecting the traces in
Fig. 4-13a and b one can see that both rising and decay times are much faster when
the device is operated at zero bias and at -2 V compared to 2 V. This fact is clearly
visualized in Fig. 4-13d where the extracted rising and decay times are plotted as a
function of voltage. For negative voltages the extracted rising times of 40 ms are
probably upper bounds limited by the time resolution of the measurement setup while
the decay times are on the order of 280 ms, contrarily when a positive voltage is
applied the rising times increase to more than 13 s and the decay time can reach 1.8 s,
showing a change in response time of more than one order of magnitude when passing
from FV to RV biasing.
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Fig. 4-14 a) Experimental (blue dots) and fitted (red curves) dark and under various
530 nm illumination powers I-V curves plotted in semi-logarithmic scale based on
current absolute value. b-d) The fitted parameters I0, series resistance Rs, ideal factor n
(b), open circuit voltage (Voc) (c) and short circuit current Isc (d) as a function of 530
nm illumination power density extracted from panel a. f) Experimental photocurrent
as a function of illumination power at 530 nm recorded at three different bias (-1 V, 0
V, 1 V).
The illumination power dependency of the device was also investigated. Fig. 4-14a
shows a set of I-Vs plotted in semi-logarithmic scale and recorded at room
temperature with the device kept in dark and under illumination at 530 nm with power
densities going from 1.2 mW/cm2 to 18 mW/cm2. The I-Vs can be fitted using
equation 4-5 and the results are shown in Fig. 4-14a and b. As can be seen from Fig.
4-14a the agreement between the I-Vs predicted by the Schottky model and the
experimental I-Vs is excellent, which can reproduce well the increase in both the
saturation current in reverse biasing and in the forward voltage current. Fig. 4-14b
shows the dependency of the Schottky diode ideal factor, series resistance and reverse
saturation current on the incident optical power. When increasing the illumination
power the ideal factor n, which is related to the recombination mechanism of the free
charge carriers in the device, increases from 2.2 to 2.7, at the same time the series
resistance decreases of approximately one order of magnitude, going from 500 MΩ to
70 MΩ and the reverse saturation current increases linearly with the illumination
power going from 2 pA to 20 pA. The linear increase in I0 can be explained by the
0
lowering of the Schottky barrier 𝜙𝐵,𝐴𝑢
under illumination,427,428 also confirmed by

the lower value of the Schottky barrier estimated using the temperature dependency of
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the I-Vs under illumination shown in Fig. 4-15. The increase in the ideality factor is
consistent with the lower barrier and indicates the activation of additional non-ideal
recombination paths under high light intensity and large number of photogenerated
charge carriers. The higher illumination power also induces a decrease of Rs, which
can be understood from an increase of the carrier density in InSe. Writing the current
flowing in a semiconductor assuming only drift processes, I = (N + P) q v,52 where (N
+ P) is the density of free carriers and v is the drift velocity, one can see that the
resistance, which is proportional to (N + P)-1, is expected to be inversely proportional
to the optical power POpt. The middle panel of Fig. 4-14b shows the excellent
agreement between the experimental Rs values and the theoretical function Rs (POpt) =
a · POpt-1 + b with a and b as fitting parameters equal to respectively 570
MΩ·cm2/mW and 55 MΩ.

Fig. 4-15 Temperature dependent I-V curves recorded in dark (a) and under 530 nm
illumination with the power of 93.2 μW (b) with a high condition of ~10-6 mbar. c)
The Schottky barrier extraction at the bias of 1.2 V and -1.2 V in dark and light
conditions, clear observation is that the Schottky barriers (ΦB, light, 1.2 V = 35.2 meV, ΦB,
light, -1.2 V = 163.8 meV) under illumination both at 1.2 V and -1.2 V bais smaller than
them in dark (ΦB, dark, 1.2 V = 342.9 meV, ΦB, light, -1.2 V = 657.1 meV).
Apart from the fitting parameters defined by the diode current-voltage equation, two
important quantities especially relevant in solar cells and photodiodes are the
open-circuit voltage VOC and short-circuit current ISC. Fig. 4-14d and e show the
power dependency of these two quantities. As can be seen from the good agreement
between the fit and the experimental plots, VOC depends logarithmically on the
incident power and ISC depends linearly on the power. These two dependencies
confirm that the photocurrent is predominantly caused by the photovoltaic effect as
opposed to thermoelectric effects (that can be also the source of photocurrent at zero
bias). The linearity of the short-circuit current is also evident in the log-log plot of the
photocurrent generated at zero bias voltage versus illumination power, shown in Fig.
4-14f. From a power law fit to the equation 3-5, Iph = A•Pα,321 using the exponent 𝛼
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as the only fitting parameters, it can be determined that at 0 V 𝛼 = 0.94 and that in
reverse bias at -1 V 𝛼 = 1. Contrarily, at 1 V in the forward voltage regime the
photocurrent shows a sublinear dependency on the incident power with 𝛼 = 0.66.
The voltage dependency of 𝛼 can be explained by the different photocurrent
generation mechanism in reverse and forward bias.321,370 In the reverse bias (and zero
bias) cases, the presence of an (intrinsic) electric field in the device promotes the
formation of a depletion region that causes the photodetector to operate as a normal
photodiode with fast operation speed, but limited responsivity. In this case, the
photogenerated electron-hole pairs in InSe can be efficiently separated by the electric
field present at the Au/InSe interface and the minority carriers can quickly drift away
from the InSe and can be collected into the Au electrode. This fast removal of the
photogenerated minority carriers from the InSe channel prevents the trapping of these
carriers and the subsequent photogain mechanism that can result in lower response
speed. For forward bias the external electric field is applied in the opposite direction
in respect to the intrinsic one, thus reducing the depletion layer width. In absence of
such a space charge region, the minority carriers can get trapped by holes trapping
centers. The trapping processes effectively increase the lifetime of the majority
carriers and introduce photogain in the system, which can increase the responsivity at
the expenses of the response speed. The value close to 1 assumed by 𝛼 in the reverse
biasing and zero bias conditions confirms that hole trapping centers are not effective
in these regimes, corresponding to a linear dependency of the photocurrent on the
illumination power (and a power independent responsivity). On the other hand, the
participation of traps in the FV regime reduces the value of 𝛼 to 0.66, which
indicates that the rate of carriers trapping increases with the illumination power and
thus at high injection level fewer carriers participate to the total current as compared
to low injection. This is consistent with the voltage dependency of the response time
and responsivity of the device which shows slower photodetection with higher
responsivity in the FV biasing and faster photodetection but with lower responsivity
in the RV biasing.
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4.3 Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode

Following a similar fabrication routine of Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode and taking
advantage of the larger work function of Pt (WPt ≈ 5.5 eV),395 Pt-InSe-Gr diodes with
larger Schottky barrier height have been demonstrated. After fabrication, the
optoelectronic performance evolution of a Pt-InSe-Gr device has been followed in
time when exposed to air and finally it can achieve a robust and stable Schottky diode
behavior.

According

to

the

scanning

photocurrent

mapping

and

temperature-dependent characterization, the Schottky barrier height of diodes is
determined to be ~540 meV with an open circuit voltage of ~0.6 V. The hysteresis in
I-V characteristics of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diodes also has been discussed.

4.3.1 Sample fabrication
The Pt-InSe-Gr devices also are fabricated using an all-dry deterministic transfer
technique (see section 2.4) to stack thin mechanically exfoliated graphite and InSe
flakes onto pre-patterned platinum electrodes. Briefly, bulk graphite (HQ Graphene,
The Netherlands) and InSe (grown by the Bridgman method) are mechanically
exfoliated onto Gel-Film (WF 4 x 6.0 mil Gel-Film from Gel-Pak, Hayward, CA,
USA). After optical identification with a microscope, a graphite flake with at least one
long straight edge and uniform thickness of ≈ 15 layers, is firstly transferred onto a
280 nm SiO2/Si substrate covering only one of the previously evaporated platinum
electrodes (Pt/Cr thickness 45 nm/5 nm, electrode separation 30 μm). Then a
homogeneous InSe flake (≈ 20-30 layers) is deposited bridging on one side the
uncovered platinum electrode and on the other the graphite flake. Fig. 4-16 shows the
microscope photographs of five Pt-InSe-Gr devices investigated in section 4.3 and 4.4.
In the case under investigation, by exploiting the electron affinity of InSe (𝜒𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 ≈ 4.6
eV) and the large difference in work function between graphite (𝑊𝐺𝑟 ≈ 4.5-4.7 eV)
and platinum (𝑊𝑃𝑡 ≈ 5.5 eV),395,398,415,422-425 one can achieve a large barrier difference
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between the Gr-InSe contact and the Pt-InSe one, the first being ohmic and the second
yielding a finite Schottky barrier.

Fig. 4-16 Five Pt-InSe-Gr devices fabricated on SiO2/Si substrates based on
asymmetric Gr-Pt electrodes.

4.3.2 How the Pt-InSe-Gr devices evolve into Schottky diodes
After the fabrication of such a device, the evolution of its electrical and
optoelectronics characteristics can be followed by recording current-voltage
characteristics (I-Vs) in dark and under controlled illumination. Since it is known that
InSe is sensitive to the environmental conditions, all the electrical and optoelectronic
characterizations discussed in this section were recorded under high vacuum condition
(~10-6 mbar) while the device aging was carried out in ambient conditions.370 The top
panel of Fig. 4-17a shows the I-Vs of pristine sample 1 recorded in dark (black curve)
and under controlled illumination at 530 nm (green curve) with power density 0.05
W/cm-2 and a spot size of diameter ≈ 600 μm. The pristine I-V recorded in dark is
slightly asymmetric with maximum a current of the order of 1 nA, while under
illumination at 530 nm the current increases significantly both at positive and negative
bias, reaching respectively 1000 nA and -1300 nA. From the photocurrent one can
calculate the responsivity of the device using the formula 𝑅 = 𝐼𝑃ℎ / 𝑃𝐷𝑒𝑣 ,321 where
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𝑃𝐷𝑒𝑣 is the total optical power hitting the device, finding 𝑅 = 6 A/W for a bias
voltage of 1 V. The bottom panel of Fig. 4-17a shows the I-V characteristics of the
same Pt-InSe-Gr device after being passivated for two weeks in air, which present
marked differences from the pristine state ones. Both the current recorded in dark and
that under illumination are much lower in the aged state than these in the pristine state,
with a maximum current of 4 pA at 1 V and 0.5 pA at -1 V in dark and 0.8 nA at 1 V
under illumination. At zero voltage, one can observe a current of -0.3 nA flowing in
the device, usually referred to short circuit current ISC, and similarly, one can also find
an open circuit voltage VOC (defined as the voltage for which no current flows in the
device) of ∼0.6 V. Importantly both ISC and VOC were absent in the I-Vs under
illumination of the device in pristine state. These observations together with the
reduction of the absolute current indicate the evolution of the device into a Schottky
photodiode. This phenomenon can be attributed to a passivation of the defects in InSe
due to the interaction with air-species as have been discussed in chapter 3,370 which
leads to the formation of a sizeable Schottky barrier by promoting a Fermi level
pinning. Additional optoelectronic measurements on device 1 in its pristine state and
after passivation can be found in Fig. 4-18 and Fig. 4-19, respectively.

Fig. 4-17 Current-voltage characteristics of a Pt-InSe-Gr device (sample 1 (a) and
sample 5 (b)) recorded in dark (black curve) and under 530 nm illumination with
power density 0.05 W/cm-2 (green curve) just after fabrication (top panel) and after
two weeks (bottom panel). In the graph there are indicated the hysteresis region, the
open circuit voltage VOC and the roman numbers that indicate the consecutive
measurement steps (I-IV).
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Fig. 4-18 The characterization of a Pristine Pt-InSe-Gr device. a-b) Current-voltage
characteristics of a Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode just after fabrication in dark and under
illumination with increasing power in linear scale (a) and semi-logarithmic scale (b).
The optical picture of the device is shown by inset panel in (a). c) Absolute value of
the photocurrent generated in the device as a function of optical power recorded at
two different bias voltages. The solid lines represent power law fits to the data with
the exponent α indicated in the plot.

Fig. 4-19 The characterization of a Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode after degradation. a-b)
Current-voltage characteristics of a Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode after air passivation in
dark and under illumination with increasing power in linear scale (a) and
semi-logarithmic (b). c) Absolute value of the photocurrent generated in the device as
a function of optical power recorded at three different bias voltages. The solid lines
represent power law fits to the data with the exponent α indicated in the plot. d-f)
Current-time curves recorded respectively at Vds = 1 V (d), 0 V (e) and -1 V (f) under
a square-wave modulated illumination.
Another important feature of these devices visible in the I-V under illumination of Fig.
4-17a is the presence of a counterclockwise hysteresis in the forward voltage region.
In fact, when the bias is swept from 0 V to 1 V a lower current (corresponding to
larger resistance) flows through the device as compared to the sweep from 1 V to 0 V
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(the difference between the curves is highlighted by the light green shaded region). It
is important to note that both the Schottky diode electrical behavior and the
counterclockwise hysteresis are reproducible phenomena that can be observed in all
the five devices investigated. In a second example, Fig. 4-17b shows the I-Vs of
sample 5 in pristine state and after passivation, which shows a similar behavior.

Fig. 4-20 a) Current-voltage characteristics of the device recorded under 530 nm
illumination as a function of air exposure time (sample 3). b) Evolution of the current
hysteresis (extracted at VDS = 0.7 V) and the open circuit voltage as a function of air
exposure time.
Fig. 4-20a shows a set of the I-Vs recorded from -1 V to 1 V under 530 nm
illumination during the passivation in air of sample 3 plotted in a semi-logarithmic
scale. Both the reduction of current (the reverse current IR at negative bias decaying
rapidly to few nA and the forward current also decreasing from hundreds of nA to less
than 1 nA) and the development of the open circuit voltage (Voc, from ≈ 0 V to more
than 0.5 V) and short circuit current (Isc) can be obviously followed in several days,
which indicates that the change of device is not abrupt and that the intermediate states
can be investigated. Though the magnitude of this current hysteresis depends on the
passivation time (among other variables such as voltage bias range and temperature),
even in the passivated state it can be observed (see bottom panel of Fig. 4-17a-b). The
evolution of the Voc and current hysteresis at a fixed forward voltage is further
summarized, shown in Fig. 4-20b as a function of passivating time, which suggests an
interplay effect between Schottky barriers, whose height determines among other
properties the magnitude of VOC, and charge trapping/detrapping processes in the
device. From these data one can find that between 50 and 150 hours, the device
presents a sizeable VOC larger than 0.2 V and hysteresis values around 0.1-10 nA,
which can be used for an optoelectronic memory (will be discussed in section 4.4).
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4.3.3 Scanning photocurrent microscopy and band diagram
structure
After air passivation, the scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) is employed to
establish the band diagram structure of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode. The details of the
system can be found in section 2.6 in chapter 2. Fig. 4-21a shows the current maps
recorded with bias voltages of 0 V (left), 0.6 V (center) and 1 V (right), where blue
indicate negative current and red positive (the current of the map taken at 0.6 V has
been multiplied by a factor 5 for better comparison). Fig. 4-21b shows the map of the
light reflected during a SPCM measurement (see Fig. 4-16 for a microscope optical
picture of sample 2) with contours highlighting the important features (green InSe
flake, grey Pt electrode edge, yellow Gr electrode edge). From these maps one can see
that the photocurrent is generated inside the InSe flake area, indicating that the
photoresponse observed depends on InSe and not on other effects (e.g. Pt-SiO2
interface, Pt electrodes). The map taken at 0 V (and similarly the maps recorded at
negative voltages, not shown here) shows only a negative photocurrent generated at
the Pt-InSe interface, without any contribution from the Gr-InSe side. When
increasing the voltage to 0.6 V (comparable to the value of VOC estimated in “global”
illumination), apart from the negative photocurrent generated at the Pt-InSe interface,
the appearance of a second region of positive photocurrent can be observed at the
Gr-InSe interface. The total photocurrent, which can be found by integrating the
current map in x and y directions after removing the dark current (estimated from the
average current generated when the laser illuminates the regions outside the InSe
flake), at 0.6 V is approximately 0 since the positive and negative contributions cancel
each other. In the rightmost current map taken at 1 V, one can observe only a positive
photocurrent at the Gr-InSe and the disappearance of the negative photocurrent region
at the Pt-InSe side.
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Fig. 4-21 Scanning photocurrent microscopy of a Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode and band
description. a) Scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) image of the Pt-InSe-Gr
sample 2 device with zero bias voltage applied (left), 0.6 V approximately the open
circuit voltage (middle) and 1 V (right). b) Spatial map of the intensity of the reflected
light from the device collected during the SPCM measurement at 0 V. c) Top:
schematic band diagram of the device in the three biasing conditions shown in panel
(a). Bottom: schematic of the local photocurrent generation at 0.6 V.
From the SPCM measurements discussed above, a schematic band diagram of the
device has been proposed and shown in the top panel of Fig. 4-21c at the three bias
conditions. The generation of negative photocurrents on the Pt side observed up to 0.6
V indicates the presence of a Schottky barrier between Pt and InSe ΦB,Pt , which is
reversely polarized for negative voltages. This barrier induces an intrinsic electric
field that can separate electron-hole pairs in absence of an external field and generate
a short circuit current at 0 V (visible in the SPCM map taken at 0 V). On the other
hand, the absence of photocurrent at the Gr-InSe interface indicates an ohmic or low
barrier contact on this side. The bottom panel of Fig. 4-21c shows a scheme of the
local photocurrent generation at 0.6 V, a bias condition close to the open circuit
voltage.
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4.3.4 Determination of Schottky barrier height of Pt/InSe

Fig. 4-22 Temperature-dependent characterization of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diodes. a-c)
I-Vs as a function of temperature (a), current absolute value at 1 V and -1 V extracted
from the I-Vs in Panel a (b), and the Richardson plot as a function of forward bias (c)
in dark. d-f) I-Vs as a function of temperature (d), current absolute value at 1 V and -1
V extracted from the I-Vs in Panel a (e), and the Richardson plot as a function of
forward bias (f) under 530 nm illumination. g) Schottky barrier heights of Pt-InSe in
dark and under 530 nm illumination vary upon the applied forward voltage. h-i) Short
circuit current (Ics, h) and open circuit voltage (Voc, i) as a function of temperature.
In Fig. 4-22, the temperature-dependent electrical and optoelectronic measurements
have been performed on the Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode, which are employed to
estimate the Schottky barrier height of Pt-InSe interface both in dark and under
illumination. The I-Vs recorded as a function of temperature of the device kept in dark
and illuminated by 530 nm LED has been presented in Fig. 4-22a and Fig. 4-22d,
respectively. All the I-Vs recorded while increasing the temperature from room
temperature (T = 296 K) to T = 466 K show a current increase both in the forward
bias and in reverse bias and a decrease of the rectification. This behavior can be
observed more obviously by plotting the current absolute value extracted at 1 V and
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-1 V as a function temperature in Fig. 4-22b and Fig. 4-22e. Based on the current
value extracted at various voltages from the temperature-dependent I-Vs and the
temperature, the Richardson plot in dark and under illumination have been shown in
Fig. 4-22c and Fig. 4-22f. Using Equation 4-6, one can calculate that the slope in the
Richardson plot gives the barrier height at different bias. From the plot shown in Fig.
4-22g the barrier height of Pt-InSe at 0 V in dark and under illumination are
determined to be 542 ± 6 meV and 238 ± 2 meV. Fig. 4-22h-i show both the short
circuit current (Isc) and open circuit voltage (Voc) tend to decrease with the growth of
temperature, which corresponds to a Schottky barrier shrinking while heating up the
device

Fig. 4-24 a) Voltage-current characteristics of a Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode at large
reverse biased condition (-40 V) under illumination of 530 nm LED. The inset shows
a semi-logarithmic presentation reproduced based on the current absolute value. b)
Normalized photoresponsivity as a function of illumination wavelength of a
Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode recorded at reverse bias regime and plotted in linear (left
axis) and semi-logarithmic scale (right axis). c) Transmission (left axis) and
reflectance (right axis) spectrum of a thin InSe flake. The inset shows the optical
picture of the thin InSe flake deposited onto the PDMS substrate and the white spot
indicates the illumination position.
To further identify the quality of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diode, two additional
characterizations under larger reverse bias regime also have been performed on these
devices. Fig. 4-24a shows a I-V recorded from -40 V to 1 V, which indicates a robust
Schottky rectification behavior without breakdown. Taking advantage of the ultrafast
operation speed under reversely biased condition, one can determined the electrical
band gap without considering the influence of the traps existing in the devices. Fig.
4-24b shows the normalized photoresponsivity as a function of incident photon
energy in linear (right axis) which indicates the generated photocurrent originates the
photons absorbed by InSe (see Fig. 4-24c), and semi-logarithmic scale (left axis),
from which the electrical band gap of InSe can be determined to be ~1.23 eV.
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4.4 Optoelectronic memory effect based on Pt-InSe-Gr
Schottky diode
By utilizing the trapping/detrapping operation mechanism, optoelectronic memories
also can be realized employing these 2D Schottky diodes based on the metal
semiconductor (M-S) junction between Pt and InSe and the ohmic contact between
graphite and InSe. These devices are capable of switching between a low resistance
state (LRS) and high resistance state (LRS) thanks to the application of an external
voltage together with illumination. In this way one can store information with a
retention time of the order thousands of seconds and a switching ratio up to 100. This
work will pave the way to the investigation of 2D optoelectronic memories based on
Schottky diodes. Note that this section is mainly based on the submitted paper
“Optoelectronic memories based on InSe Schottky diodes” where I am the first
contributor.

4.4.1 Background
Information technology, which deals with storing, retrieving, transmitting, and
manipulating data or information, has strongly shaped our society in the last decades.
This profound change was made possible by the invention of novel devices, such as
smartphones and personal computers. In order to deal with larger and larger quantity
of data, great research efforts have been dedicated to investigate memory elements
and nowadays novel memory technologies based on various nanoscale phenomena are
generating interest both in the scientific community and in the industry. 429-433 One
interesting device is the optoelectronic memory (OEM), which is a multi-functional
device capable of optical sensing, data storage and data processing.434,435 In this
device external illumination and applied voltages are used to store and manipulate bits
of information. This combination of both optical stimuli and electrical readout voltage
has potential for developing a larger switching ratio between a low resistance state
(LRS) and a high resistance state (HRS) and also to perform additional functions apart
from storing information.
As introduced in chapter 1, two-dimensional (2D) materials, have exhibited attractive
electrical and optical properties for the fabrication of optoelectronic memories, thanks
to their broadband photo-detection ability (from ultraviolet to infrared regime),
excellent

photoresponsivity

and

gate

tunability.374,429,436,437

Moreover,

their
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mechanical flexibility, optical transparency and the easiness of fabrication of van der
Waals heterostructures make 2D materials suited for the production of memory
devices on flexible and transparent substrates.66,214,438,439 In literature, various
optoelectronic memory effects mechanisms that can take place in planar 2D materials
devices have been reported, including charge trapping/detrapping,440-452 Schottky
barriers and grain-boundaries.453-456 Among these different operation mechanisms, one
of the most studied is the charge trapping/detrapping that has been demonstrated in
different ways. One of the first example of 2D material based OEM was reported by
Roy et al. using a graphene/MoS2 van der Waals heterostructure that showed both
highly sensitive photodetection and gate-tunable persistent photoconductivity (PPC),
functioning as a rewritable OEM.457 Alternatively, Bertolazzi and coauthors
demonstrated a 2D floating gate memory device based on a MoS 2-graphene
heterostructure in a field-effect transistor geometry.446 Other 2D memories, based on
localized electronic levels, have also been reported.440,442,458-462 Sangwan and
coauthors reported a memory effects originating at the grain boundaries in
single-layer MoS2.455 A symmetric back-to-back Schottky diode based on CuIn7Se11
and Au electrodes has been used both to store information and to perform image
sensing by Lei and coauthors.454 However, despite these previous works, to our
knowledge an investigation on 2D based Schottky diode OEMs devices (that have the
advantage of a simple device geometry) is still lacking in the literature.

4.4.2 Optoelectronic memory basis and operation

Fig. 4-24 Current-voltage characteristics of sample 3 in dark and under illumination at
530 nm and power density 0.5 mW/cm2. The colors in the curve under illumination
indicate the time at which each point was collected according to the color bar in the
top left corner.
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As previously discussed in section 4.3, the Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diodes present both
an obvious current hysteresis and a robust rectification behavior at large reverse
condition, which thus motivates to think how the hysteresis evolves at larger bias
range. Fig. 4-24 shows I-V curves recorded from sample 3 from -10 V to 10 V in dark
and under illumination. A counterclockwise hysteresis can be observed in both I-Vs,
while the hysteresis of I-Vs under illumination is much larger than that in dark
conditions. Based on the observation that the application of a negative (positive)
voltage in presence of illumination brings the device to a high (low) resistance state,
one can define the application of a large negative voltage as an “erase” operation (E,
writing of a logic ‘0’) and a large positive voltage as a “write” operation (W, writing
of a logic ‘1’). Additionally, an “idle” state (i) in absence of voltage and a “read” state
(R) where a small positive voltage is applied both in dark condition are defined, in
which the high or low resistance can be assessed.
A first example of a OEM operation has been shown in Fig. 4-25a where the
Pt-InSe-Gr device (sample 4) is subjected to three consecutive “write”, “read”,
“erase”, “read” cycles (with “idle” states in between each operation) with an operation
time T of 150 s. The top panel shows the voltages applied to the device in the different
states, 10 V for “write”, -5 V “erase”, 3 V “read” and 0 V “idle”. The middle panel
shows the current flowing through the device as a function of time in the range
between -0.05 nA and 0.3 nA. Starting from the left, in the first “write” operation
(0-150 s) the current jumps to positive values larger than the current meter saturation
(10 nA) and in the “idle” operation (150-300 s), and also in all the subsequent ones,
the current is close to zero with the device being at rest. In the first “read” operations
(300-450 s) an initial increase in current has been observed, which saturates around
200 pA. During the “erase” operation (600-750 s), the current jumps to large negative
values, and in the subsequent “read” (900-1050 s), the current increases to a
maximum value of 3 pA. The large difference in the current observed during the “read”
operations when the device is a logic status of ‘1’ or ‘0’ (200 pA and 3 pA
respectively), indicates a change in the device resistance as shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 4-25a in a semi-logarithmic scale. The resistance of the device (calculated
dividing the voltage applied by the current observed) shows a difference of two orders
of magnitude between the ‘1’ state and the ‘0’, respectively characterized by
resistances of ≈ 15 GΩ and ≈ 1000 GΩ giving a ratio between HRS and LRS equal to
67. In the remaining two “write”, “read”, “erase”, “read” cycles the device shows a
similar behavior and the overall performance can be assessed through the histograms
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of the current and of the resistance shown on the right side of Fig. 4-25a. The clear
separation between the peaks in the histograms corresponding to the ‘1’ and ‘0’ states
demonstrates that through the application of large positive or negative voltages
together with illumination at 530 nm, one can reliably tune the resistance of the
sample between two states and store information.

Fig. 4-25 Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky operated as a photomemory. a) Three consecutive
“write”/”read”/”erase”/”read” cycles of the Pt-InSe-Gr device (sample 4). The “write”,
“erase” and “read” operations are performed applying respectively a voltage of 10 V,
-5 V and 3 V, in between different operations in an idle state the device is kept at 0 V.
During the “write” and the “erase” operations 530 nm illumination is applied onto the
device (power density 0.5 W/cm2). The top panel shows the source-drain voltage as a
function of time, the central panel shows the current recorded and the bottom panel
shows the resistance of the device in semi-logarithmic scale. b) Resistance of the
device recorded at 3 V (“read”) after writing (blue circles) and erasing (red circles)
the photomemory as a function of the operation cycle time T. c) Ratio between the
resistance of the ‘0’ status and that of the ‘1’ status as a function of T.
In the previous working example of the InSe-based OEM, an operation time T of 150
s resulted in a switching ratio of ≈ 67 between the resistances corresponding to the ‘1’
and ‘0’ states. Then now one can turn to the investigation of the performance of OEM
for shorter T, since the “write” and “erase” time could determine the final resistance
achieved by the system. The same measurements shown in Fig. 4-25a have been
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repeated for values of T ranging from 0.5 s to 150 s. Fig. 4-25b shows a logarithmic
plot of the average resistance of the system extracted at 3 V (“read”) in the ‘0’ and ‘1’
states as a function of T (called respectively R’0’ and R’1’). Starting from values of T
smaller than 10 s, one can see that the resistances in both the ‘1’ and ‘0’ states have
similar values around 20 GΩ. After the initial plateaus, for larger T the resistance of
the ‘0’ state increases reaching a value of 1000 GΩ at T = 150 s, while the resistance
of the ‘1’ states fluctuates between 10 and 20 GΩ. From this measurement it is evident
that the resistance of the ‘0’ state determines the dependency of the ratio R’0’/R’1’ on T,
as also shown in Fig. 4-25c, and ultimately the performance of the OEM (the smallest
operation time for this OEM, sample 3, to function is 8 s, with a ratio R’0’/R’1’ larger
than 2). Note that this characteristic time present variations between different samples,
e.g. sample 4 shows a slightly faster operation time of 4s. See additional
measurements of samples 1 and 3 under memory operation cycling in Fig. 4-26.

Fig. 4-26 Memory operations of sample 1 (a) and sample 3 (b).
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Fig. 4-27 Long-term operation of the photomemory. a) Long term operation of the
Pt-InSe-Gr device (sample 5) with 900 “write”/”read”/”erase”/”read” consecutive
cycles demonstrated. Top: current recorded and the bottom panel, bottom: resistance
of the device in semi-logarithmic scale. b-c) Retention time during a “read” operation
of the logic state ‘1’ (b) and ‘0’ (c).
After discussing the basic operations of the OEM, which can encode 1 bit of
information by switching between a low resistance state and a high resistance one, the
investigation of the long-term operation and reproducibility is carried out. To perform
this test, sample 5 was used, which shows similar characteristics to sample 4. Fig.
4-27a shows a long-term measurement in which 900 consecutive memory operations
(W-i-R-i-E-i-R-i) with T = 5 s for a total time of 36000 s have been performed. The
top panel shows the current flowing through the device recorded during the first ∼20
cycles and the last ∼20 cycles while the bottom panel shows the extracted resistance.
From the plots one can see that the switch between the HRS and the LRS is very
reproducible and that the memory continues to function properly even after 900
consecutive “write”-“erase” operations. The values of the resistance in the two states
do not change substantially during the measurement demonstrating the reliability of
the device as a memory.
Additionally, the retention time of the memory to store either a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ also have
been tested. To do this the memory device was kept in “write” or “erase” state for 1
hour, then in “idle” state for 1 hour and finally a “read” operation was performed for
an additional hour. Figs. 4-27b-c show the current recorded during the “read”
operations in the two logic states. At 0 s the difference between the current
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corresponding to the ‘1’ and to the ‘0’ states is large being approximately 1 nA in the
‘1’ and 1 pA in the ‘0’, respectively a low resistance state and high resistance one.
After applying the “read” voltage of 3 V both a monotonous decrease in the current of
the ‘1’ state and an increase in the current of the ‘0’ state have been observed. One can
expect that after waiting for a large enough time these two currents should converge
to the same value (a value comprised between 1 pA and 1 nA) thereby losing the
information stored in the logic status of the memory. To model this process these two
curves have been simultaneously fitted to an exponential decay or growth
(respectively for the ‘1’ and ‘0’) by imposing the same saturation value for the current
at infinite time. From the best fits shown in Figs. 4-27b-c one can find that the time
constants in the ‘1’ and ‘0’ cases are respectively equal to 1.6 × 103 s and 1.2 × 106 s.
The lower of these two quantities is the one that determines the retention time of the
memory, which demonstrates that it is capable of storing information for at least 1
hour in the “idle” state and for more than 1000 s in the “read” giving a total retention
time of more than 5000 s.

4.4.3 Transport mechanism
Finally, a transport mechanism has been proposed to explain the OEM operation
based on the experimental findings. The device evolution in air discussed in Fig. 4-20
shows a clear increase of the open circuit voltage of the device as a function of air
exposition time. This observation indicates that the Pt-InSe Schottky barrier height is
affected by the InSe air-induced passivation process, i.e. the interaction between the
intrinsic defect in the exfoliated InSe flakes and oxygen species present in air.370,377,463
Interestingly, in the literature there are various examples of systems where oxygen
and chalcogen vacancies determine the Schottky barrier properties and give rise to
memory effects.453 Here, the memory effect in Schottky diode devices can be
attributed to the trapping and detrapping of charge carriers, promoted by the
application of an external voltage together with illumination. In general, the Schottky
barrier height is related to the total charges trapped at distance 𝛿 from the interface
by:323,464
ΦB,Pt = 𝑊𝑃𝑡 − 𝜒𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒 −

𝛿𝑄
𝜀

,

(4-9)

where 𝑄 is the trapped charge per unit of area and 𝜀 is the permittivity of the
material. According to this equation a decrease in the number of negative charges
trapped induces a lowering of the barrier height, which in turn leads to a decrease in
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the resistance of the device according to the formula of the current density of a diode:
𝐽(𝑉) = 𝐴∗ 𝑇 2 exp (−

ΦB,Pt
𝑘𝑇

𝑉

) [exp (𝑛𝑘𝑇) − 1],

(4-10)

where 𝐴∗ is the Richardson constant, 𝑇 is the temperature and 𝑛 is the diode ideal
factor.415

Fig. 4-28 Model of the photomemory operation. a) Proposed schematic band diagram
of the Pt-InSe-Gr photomemory starting from the memory in state ‘0’ under idle
conditions in the top left panel.
A proposed schematic band diagram of the system has been shown in Fig. 4-28, with
a set of donor trap levels localized close to the conduction band of InSe (see also Fig.
4-21). (1) The top leftmost panel of Fig. 4-28 shows the diagram of the device at zero
bias in the “idle” state (and logic state ‘0’). In this configuration InSe presents a larger
𝐻𝑅𝑆
barrier with Pt with height ΦB,Pt
and a negligible one with Gr. It has been assumed

that most of the traps are filled, except from the ones located in the space charge
region close to the Pt-InSe interface where an electric field is present. (2) By
increasing the voltage to small positive values (“read”) the Pt-InSe Schottky barrier
becomes forwardly polarized and the relative depletion region shrinks. Conversely, in
the reversely-biased Gr-InSe contact a depletion region starts to form. In such a
configuration most of the voltage drops at the two interfaces and the electrons injected
from the graphite have to overcome an extended positively charged depletion region
at the Pt-InSe side giving rise to a small current (HRS). (3) In the “write”
configuration the Pt-InSe Schottky barrier is in forward biasing and the voltage can
drop in the InSe channel in addition to the two interfaces between InSe and electrodes.
The electric field can destabilize the donor traps and reduce the trap occupation,
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which in turn reduces the Pt-InSe barrier height according to Equation 4-9 and the
size of the associated depletion region. Moreover, the presence of illumination can
promote this charge detrapping process by introducing trap-to-band transitions. (4-5)
In the subsequent “idle” and “read” operations, the device presents a small barrier on
𝐿𝑅𝑆
𝐻𝑅𝑆
the Pt side ΦB,Pt
< ΦB,Pt
, which allows more current to flow through the device

according to Equation 4-10 (LRS). In equilibrium, in absence of strong electric fields,
the traps can get occupied again in time and the device slowly evolves to the HRS.
This is compatible with the smaller retention time observed for in the LRS in respect
to HRS (see Figs. 4-27b-c). (6) In the last “erase” step, a large negative voltage puts
the Pt-InSe Schottky barrier in reverse bias, which causes the voltage to drop at the
Pt-InSe side. The traps in the InSe channel and at the Gr-InSe interface are filled,
thereby increasing the Pt-InSe Schottky barrier and increasing the resistance of the
device (HRS).

4.5 Conclusions
In summary, thanks to the air passivation effect of the defects in thin InSe, various
Schottky devices based on thin InSe with different van der Waals electrical contacts
have been investigated. In the case of Au electrodes, a rectifying Schottky contact
with a sizeable barrier between InSe and Au bas been found and estimated to be ≈ 460
meV by temperature dependent measurements, which is consistent with Schottky–
Mott rule. While in the case of graphite, the contact gives rise to a negligible contact
barrier (smaller than 100 meV) thanks to the similar electron affinity of thin InSe and
graphite. Exploiting this strong contact barrier difference, a Au–InSe–Gr Schottky
diode, based on symmetric pre‐patterned gold electrodes and with asymmetric van der
Waals contacts, has been fabricated. The asymmetric contacted device shows I–
V curves that follow perfectly the Schottky diode equation in a large bias range.
Furthermore, also the optoelectronic measurement of the devices is in agreement with
the predicted Schottky diodes behaviors under reverse and forward biasing conditions.
Following a similar fabrication routine of Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode and taking
advantage of the larger work function of Pt (WPt ≈ 5.5 eV), Pt-InSe-Gr devices also
have been designed and demonstrated. Interestingly, it is found that after the
fabrication of such a device, its electrical characteristics evolve in time when exposed
to air and finally can achieve a robust and stable Schottky diode behavior, with a
Pt-InSe Schottky barrier height of ≈ 540 meV and an open circuit voltage of ≈ 0.6 V,
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which

are

confirmed

by

scanning

photocurrent

microscopy

and

temperature-dependent measurements.
Another important feature of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diodes is the presence of a
counterclockwise hysteresis in the I-Vs in the forward voltage region. Based on the
observation that the devices take a larger hysteresis under illumination than that of in
dark, the investigations of optoelectronic memory effect based on Pt-InSe-Gr
Schottky diodes has been introduced. It is found that these devices are capable of
switching between a low resistance state and a high resistance one thanks to the
application of an external voltage together with illumination, which can store
information with a retention time of the order thousands of seconds and a switching
ratio up to 100.
These results show the reliability of electronic and optoelectronic properties of van
der Waals Schottky contacts. The easiness of fabrication, which comes from the van
der Waals stacking by dry deterministic transfer, and the reproducible Schottky barrier
formation are important factors for future applications of 2D semiconductors–metal
systems.
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5
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND STRAIN ENGINEERING
OF THIN INSE

This chapter is devoted to the study of the mechanical properties of InSe
and the use of strain engineering to tune the electrical and optical
properties of InSe through controlled mechanical deformations. First, the
Young’s modulus of InSe, which describes the “stiffness” of the material,
will be experimentally determined using buckling metrology method.
Subsequently, biaxial strain is used to tune the electrical and optical
properties of thin InSe flakes, including piezoresponse, band gap
modulation, and strain engineered optoelectronic devices will be also
investigated.
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5.1 Flexibility of thin InSe: determination of Young’s
modulus

The buckling-based metrology method has been employed to experimentally
determine the Young’s modulus of thin InSe, and a value E = 23.1 ± 5.2 GPa has been
obtained. Moreover, a comparison between thin InSe Young’s modulus and that of the
other 2D semiconductors indicates that thin InSe is one order of magnitude more
flexible than transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), which contributes to an
efficient strain transfer from flexible substrates to InSe flakes. Note that this section is
mainly based on the published paper “InSe: a two-dimensional semiconductor with
superior flexibility” in Nanoscale where I am the first author.465

5.1.1 Background: the challenge for determination the
flexibility of 2D flakes
As has been introduced in chapter 1, 2D materials are promising candidates for future
flexible electronics and optoelectronics applications due to their combination of
remarkable mechanical, electrical and optical properties.466 In fact, from the
mechanical point of view, 2D materials are similar to polymers, as they are very
elastic and resilient to large deformations,225,467 while keeping electronic performance
comparable to that of crystalline 3D materials.179,214
While the electrical and optical properties of 2D materials can be explored with
conventional experimental tools developed to test 3D materials and thin film devices,
probing the mechanical properties of 2D materials is more challenging, as neither
bending nor tensile test macroscopic setups can be employed. Nanoindentation,467-470
the analysis of the dynamics of the nanomechanical resonators,471 and the microscopic
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adaptation of tensile tests setups or Brillouin scattering have been developed to
characterize the fundamental mechanical properties of 2D materials such as their
Young’s modulus.472-475 Although powerful, these techniques require dedicated setups
and rather complex data acquisition and/or analysis. Alternative to these methods,
Stafford and coauthors introduced the buckling metrology method,476 a simple and
elegant way to measure the Young’s modulus of thin polymeric films by studying the
buckling instability, which arises when the film is deposited onto a compliant
substrate, and it is subjected to uniaxial compression.477 Under these conditions, the
trade-off between the adhesive forces between film and the bending rigidity of the
film leads to a rippling of the thin film with a characteristic wavelength that depends
on the elastic properties of the film and the substrates. This elegant method to
characterize the mechanical properties of thin films has been extensively used to study
coatings and organic semiconducting materials.476,478 However, it has been scarcely
employed to study 2D materials,479-482 and it seems that it has been mostly overlooked
by the 2D materials community until Nestor Iguiñiz and coauthors revisited this
method to determine the Young’s modulus of 2D transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs) flakes.483 Compared with conventionally employed approaches,467-475
i.e.,nanoindentation, nanomechanical resonators, blister test, and micro-Brillouin light
scattering, the buckling metrology method provides a way with simplicity, fast
measurement speed, and straightforwardness of the data analysis for measuring the
mechanical properties of 2D materials, which thus also can be used for the
determination of thin InSe flakes Young’s modulus.

5.1.2 Determination Young’s modulus of thin InSe
2D thin InSe flakes were mechanically isolated from high quality single crystalline
InSe ingots grown by Bridgman method. The details about the bulk crystal growth,
characterizations, and exfoliation process have been shown in sections 2.2 – 2.4 of
chapter 2. In order to measure the mechanical properties of thin InSe flakes through
the buckling metrology method, the InSe flakes have to be deposited onto a very
complaint substrate and subjected to uniaxial compression. In the case of InSe
deposited on top of Gel-Film (by Gel-Pak®), the flakes undertake a buckling
instability when the compression strain in the InSe is above a critical value of
approximately 0.07%. Due to the competition between the buckling of the flakes and
the adhesion with the substrate, a wavy pattern (ripples) appears on the flakes.484
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Interestingly, the period of these ripples (λ) is independent on the initial pre-stress of
the elastomeric substrate and depends only on the mechanical properties of the flake
and substrate:476,484,485
𝜆 = ℎ[

8𝜋3 (1−𝜈s2 )𝐸f
3(1−𝜈f2 )𝐸s

]

1⁄
3

5-1

where h is the thickness of the flake, νs and νf are the Poisson’s ratio of substrate and
flake, Es and Ef respectively correspond to the Young’s modulus of the substrate and
flake. It is very important to point out that this equation is valid under certain
assumptions:483 a) the flake should follow a sinusoidal rippling, b) Ef / Es >> 1, c) the
substrate should be much thicker than the flake, d) the amplitude of the ripples should
be much smaller than their wavelength (thus the shear forces are neglected), e) the
adhesion between the flake and substrate is strong enough to prevent slippage, and f)
all the deformations are assumed to be elastic. Therefore, for a known substrate one
can extract the Young’s modulus of InSe by measuring the period of ripples for flakes
with different thickness.
Fig. 5-1a shows a schematic drawing of the fabrication process followed to apply the
uniaxial compression to InSe flakes. Firstly, a Gel-Film substrate with rectangular
shape is slightly bent to induce a uniaxial expansion on its topmost surface. Then thin
InSe flakes are transferred onto the bent surface by mechanical exfoliation with Nitto
tape (see section 2.3 of chapter 2) and releasing the substrate stress to yield the
desired uniaxial compression. A transmission mode optical microscopy image of an
isolated InSe flake fabricated following this approach has been shown in Fig. 5-1b.
Due to the buckling instability induced ripples, one can see that the flake presents a
marked wavy pattern. The corresponding atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography
image is shown in Fig. 5-1c with the thickness ranging from 9.4 nm to 24 nm which
correspond to ~5L to ~27L. Note that the height extracted from the AFM dynamic
mode measurements contains a systematic offset that was determined to be 4.9 ± 0.5
nm in the case of InSe (this value should be subtracted from the AFM data in order to
find the real flake thickness, see section 2.3 in chapter 2). This offset, which has been
reported also for other 2D materials, can be explained by the different interaction
between the tip and either the substrate or the flake.296 It is important to notice that
this offset does not influence the determination of the Young’s modulus of InSe and
thus it wasn’t subtracted from the data presented in this section. Fig. 5-1d shows the
sinusoidal line profile shape of the ripples. From Figs. 5-1c-d, one can see that the
wavelength λ of the ripples presents a strong dependency on InSe flake thickness.
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Fig. 5-1 The wrinkled thin InSe flakes. a) The schematic diagram of fabricating
wrinkled InSe flakes on the Gel-Film substrate by using the buckling metrology
method. b-c) Transmission mode optical pictures (b) and surface morphology
recorded by AFM (c) of a wrinkled InSe flake with thicknesses (h) of ∼6L and ∼24L.
d) The line profiles of the wrinkles with different thicknesses recorded at the positions
marked in panel c (green line, 6L; blue line, 24L).

Fig. 5-2 The determination of Young's modulus of thin InSe flakes. a) Grayscale
transmission mode optical microscopy images of wrinkled patterns on InSe flakes
with thicknesses ranging from 9.4 nm to 32 nm. b) The line cuts along the FFT
maxima extracted from the optical images in panel a.
As shown in Equation (5-1), the Young’s modulus of thin InSe can be determined by
measuring the wavelength of the buckling induced ripples as a function of flakes
thickness. Fig. 5-2a shows six grayscale transmission mode optical images of the
ripples produced on InSe flakes with different thicknesses. The wavelength of the
ripples can be accurately extracted through the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of these
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images which has been shown in Fig. 5-2b. Note that rippled patterns with
wavelengths smaller than ∼0.8 μm and amplitude <10 nm cannot be well-resolved
with optical microscopy.483 In Fig. 5-3, it presents how the wavelength of the ripples
can be determined in such cases. Figs. 5-3a-b show the optical pictures of an ultrathin
wrinkled InSe flake (1-3 layers) that has been deposited onto the Gel-film substrate
recorded respectively with reflection mode (a) and transmission mode (b). One can
see that the ripple wavelengths of InSe flakes with different thickness cannot be well
resolved directly based on these optical photographs. Panel c shows the intensity of
the blue channel of the transmission image shown in Fig. 5-3b. The line with arrows
indicates the position of the shown line profiles of the transmission. Fig. 5-3d shows
the surface morphology of the same region in the panels a and b recorded using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) that is capable of resolving the ripples in the thin
regions of the flake, and the ripple wavelengths are obtained from 1L to 3L InSe
flakes.

Fig. 5-3 a-b) Optical pictures of a wrinkled InSe flake deposited onto Gel-film in
reflection illumination mode (a) and transmission (b). c) Intensity of the blue channel
of the transmission image. The line with arrows indicates the position of the shown
line profiles. d) AFM phase topology. Notice that the wrinkles (with wavelength <
800 nm) in the thinnest regions, which are visible in the AFM image, could not be
observed optically.
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Fig. 5-4 shows a summary of the wavelength values measured from 20 InSe flakes
with thicknesses (measured by atomic force microscope) ranging from 6.4 nm to 32
nm (~1-2 layers to 27 layers). The experimental data points follow a marked linear
trend, as expected from Equation (5-1). Based on the slope λ/h = 146 ± 11 one can
determine the Young’s modulus of InSe. Using the known values of the Poisson’s
ratio of PDMS (Gel-Film) νs = 0.5 and InSe flake νf = 0.27,486,487 and the Young’s
modulus of Gel-Film Es = 492 ± 11 kPa,483 the Young’s modulus of thin InSe flakes is
determined to be E = 23.1 ± 5.2 GPa, a value much smaller than the reported Young’s
modulus of other 2D materials.

Fig. 5-4 Relationship between the wavelength of the wrinkles and the thickness of the
InSe flakes. The red dashed line represents the linear fit based on the data and the
light red shaded area indicates the uncertainty of the fitting. The squares indicate the
wavelengths of the ripples are extracted using optical method and the circles indicate
the wavelengths of the ripples are extracted based on the atomic force microscope
measurements.
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Fig. 5-5 Summary of the experimentally measured Young's modulus values of isolated
two-dimensional species (semimetals, semiconductors, insulators and topological
insulators). The different values of the Young's modulus of 2D materials reported in
the literature are compared with the value of InSe obtained in this work E = 23.1 ± 5.2
GPa (centered at the black dashed line with the blue shaded area indicating the
experimental uncertainty).
In order to put this value in a more general context of 2D materials, a graphical
comparison between the Young’s modulus values for various isolated 2D materials
available in the literature with a semi-logarithmic scale plot in Fig. 5-5. The highest
and lowest Young’s modulus values reported in the literature for each material are
indicated through the error bar. The four differently colored regions are employed to
indicate semimetal, semiconductor, insulator and topological insulator groups,
respectively. The value determined with buckling method of thin InSe Young’s
modulus is shown with a black dashed line with a surrounding blue shadow (that
represents the uncertainty of the measurement result). According to the plot, the thin
InSe flakes have a Young’s modulus value which is around two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of graphene and one order of magnitude lower than MoS 2 flakes.
This value of the Young’s modulus is among the lowest values reported for 2D
materials up to date and is comparable only with that of metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs, ~5 GPa).488 Notably, this small value for the Young’s modulus of InSe is in
agreement with theoretical calculations, which predicts an isotropic Young’s modulus
for monolayer InSe of 57 GPa, which is also much smaller than the predicted values
for MoS2 and graphene.486 All the details displayed in Fig. 5-5 are also summarized in
Table 15 to facilitate a quantitative comparison between different materials.
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Table 15 The comparison of Young’s modulus of two-dimensional (2D) materials
measured at room temperature and ambient environments. Legend: “Isolation
method”; ME: mechanical exfoliation, CVD: chemical vapor deposition, VDWE: Van
der Waals epitaxy. “Testing method”; (1) Spring constant scaling, (2)
Nano-indentation, (3) Compliance maps, (4) Electrostatic deflection, (5) Blister test,
(6) Constant force maps, (7) Nano-resonator, (8) Bimodal AFM, (9) buckling
metrology method, (10) Micro-tensile method.

Semimetal

Type

Materials

Isolation
method

# of layers/
thickness

InSe

ME

Graphene

ME
CVD
ME
CVD

~1-2L to
27L
1-100L
1L
1-108L
1-2L

ME
CVD
ME
CVD
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
CVD
reduced
ME
ME
ME

Bi2Te3
Bi2Se3

MoS2

WS2
WSe2
BP
GaS
GaSe
GaTe
h-BN
Graphene
oxide
Mica
Na0.5 – Fluo
Vermiculite

Topologi
cal
insulator

Insulator

semiconductor

MoSe2

Young’s modulus (GPa)
(Testing method)
highest
lowest
23.1±5.2 (9)

Ref.

This work
467,489

5-10L
1-2L
3-8L
1L
4-12L
15-25 nm
~5-20 nm
~10-30 nm
~10-30 nm
1, 15 nm
1L
1L
2-14L
12-90L
>2L

430 (1)
160 (2)
200 (7)
197±31
(5)
224±41 (9)
177.2±9.3 (10)
236±65 (9)
272±18 (2)
167±7 (2)
163±39 (9)
Zz:58.6±11.7, Ac: 27.2±4.1 (2)
173±15 (2)
~50 (2)
82±13 (2)
~75 (2)
25±16 (2)
1160±100 (2)
223±16 (2)
207.6±23.4 (6)
250±150 (1)
200±30 (2)
170±40 (1)
21±9 (1)
175±16 (6)

VDWE

5-14 nm

11.7-25.7 (2)

503

VDWE

7-12L

17.48-25.45 (2)

504

1000±100 (2)
1000±50 (2)
330±70 (2)
264±18 (2)

490,491
190,492
493,494

483
472
483
493
483,495
496
497
497
497
117,498
499
469
500
501
502

The low Young’s modulus value of thin InSe has implications in its applicability in
flexible electronics, strain engineering or sensors. For example, applying or
transferring strain to a 2D material with low Young’s modulus requires less force than
transferring the same amount of strain to a stiffer 2D material. To understand the role
of the Young’s modulus in the transfer of strain to a 2D materials deposited on a
substrate, a three-dimensional axisymmetric finite element analysis (FEA) using the
software COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.1) has been performed. The solver that
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was used in COMSOL is MUMPS (Multifrontal Massively Parallel Sparse direct
Solver). To model the system composed of a three-dimensional substrate and an
atomically thin flake, the geometry with a very large aspect-ratio has been employed
in the simulation. The system was modelled in an axisymmetric representation, and
the substrate was modelled with a cylinder and the flake by another cylinder located
on the top-center of the substrate. The complete mesh consists of 72214 elements
(Minimum quality: 0.335, average quality: 0.9758). Fig. 5-6 shows some cross
sections of the model with superimposed the mesh elements and Fig. 5-7 shows the
three dimensional visualization of the model.

Fig. 5-6 Pictures of the axisymmetric geometry used in COMSOL to simulate the
train transfer from a substrate (green) to a flake deposited on top (yellow) taken at
different magnifications.

Fig. 5-7 Pictures of the final 3D geometry used in COMSOL to simulate the strain
transfer from a substrate to a flake deposited on top taken at two different
magnifications.
The results shown in Fig. 5-8 are calculated for a thin InSe with a thickness of 10 nm,
diameter 20 µm and Young’s modulus EInSe = 23.1 GPa, placed on a substrate with a
thickness of 1000 μm and a diameter of 10000 µm. The interface between the InSe
flake and the substrate is modeled using perfect bonding. In each step of the
simulation the substrate is firstly expanded and then the total expansion induced in the
InSe flake can be extracted, from which the strain transfer for all the different
substrate Young’s modulus values are calculated. The calculations for MoS2 (EMoS2 =
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250 GPa) and graphene (EGraphene = 1 TPa) also have been presented,467,483,490 which
show that, independently from the Young’s modulus of the 2D material, for very small
values of the substrate Young’s modulus no strain is transferred from the substrate to
the 2D flake, while for very large values the strain transfer approaches 100%. In
between these two limits one can see that the strain transfer present in all three cases a
similar sigmoidal shape and is shifted along the horizontal axis. The onset of transfer
of each curve depends on the 2D material Young’s modulus being the lowest for InSe
and the largest for graphene. For 2D flakes with lower Young’s modulus the strain
transfer is larger than for flakes with larger Young’s modulus (given the same
substrate Young’s modulus). Since no atomistic details are taken into account in the
simulation, the real absolute value of strain transfer for a given substrate Young’s
modulus can differ from the calculated one. Nevertheless, the general shape of the
strain transfer curve and the trend observed should hold true for all the different 2D
materials.

Fig. 5-8 Strain transfer as a function of the substrate Young's modulus calculated from
finite element analysis for InSe, MoS2 and graphene. The grey shaded regions indicate
the Young's modulus values of polymer substrates typically used in flexible and
printed electronics.

5.2 Biaxial strain tunability in ultrathin InSe
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InSe flakes are subjected to biaxial strain through the substrate expansion upon
temperature increase. The effective strain transfer from the substrate to the thin InSe
is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. The band gap change upon biaxial strain is
determined through photoluminescence measurements, finding a gauge factor of up to
~200 meV/%. Furthermore, the effect of biaxial strain on the electrical properties of
the InSe devices has also been characterized. In the dark state, a large increase of the
current is observed upon applied strain which gives a piezoresistive gauge factor
value of ~450-1000, ~5-12 times larger than that of other 2D materials and of
state-of-the-art silicon strain gauges. Moreover, the biaxial strain tuning of the InSe
band gap also translates in a strain-induced redshift of the spectral response of our
InSe photodetectors with ΔEcut-off ~173 meV at a rate of ~360 meV/% of strain,
indicating a strong strain tunability of the spectral bandwidth of the photodetectors.
Note that this section is mainly based on the published paper “Giant Piezoresistive
Effect and Strong Bandgap Tunability in Ultrathin InSe upon Biaxial Strain” in
Advanced Science where I am the first author.505

5.2.1 Background
Strain engineering, the modification of the optical, magnetic, electrical, and
optoelectronic properties of a given material by applying an external mechanical
deformation to its crystal lattice, is establishing itself as one of the most prospective
strategies to controllably modify the properties of two-dimensional (2D)
materials.506-510 In fact, the lack of dangling bonds on their surface makes them
extremely resilient to the mechanical deformation without fracture,225 even
approaching the theoretical limit (predicted by Griffith) for defect-free materials.511,512
The capability of applying very large deformations together with strain sensitive
band-structures makes 2D materials a very suitable family of materials for strain
engineering.
During the last years, multiple works studying the strain tunability of the bandgap of
several 2D semiconductors, including transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs),
black phosphorus (bP) and other 2D semiconductors, have been reported (see Table
16).283,513-549 Very recently, InSe has shown sizeable larger strain tunability with
respect to transition metal chalcogenides (TMDCs) and black phosphorus upon
uniaxial strain loading and local strain modification.283,547,550-552 According to the
works reported for TMDCs and bP, biaxial strain usually yields stronger bandgap
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tunability than uniaxial strain because of the larger lattice deformation in both crystal
orientations.549 Although recent calculations also predicted that biaxial strain should
have a stronger effect on the InSe band structure than uniaxial strain, 486,553,554 its
experimental realization was still lacking.

5.2.2 Sample fabrication
The Au-InSe-Au devices are obtained by following a fabrication process similar to the
one described in previous chapters. Briefly, the selected InSe flake is first
deterministically placed to bridge a pair of gold electrodes that have been
pre-patterned on target polycarbonate (PC) substrates. Subsequently, a larger thin
h-BN flake (30-50 layers) is placed on the top of the active region in the device to
provide a full insulating encapsulation to slow down the environmental induced
degradation of InSe. Fig. 5-9 shows a comparison of current evolution of the InSe
devices with and without h-BN degradation as a function of time under continuous
illumination at a fixed bias of 1 V. To prevent the influence of contamination in the air
all these fabrication steps are carried out under ambient conditions within 30 minutes.
In Fig. 5-10, one can find the details of a Au-InSe-Au device fabricated on the PC
substrate. Fig. 5-10a shows the schematic (top panel) and optical images obtained
with reflection (middle panel) and transmission (bottom panel) mode of a selected
ultrathin ~20 nm InSe flake (shown by inset picture) deterministically transferred
bridging two Au / Ti (50 nm / 5 nm) electrodes pre-patterned on the surface of PC
substrate. Fig. 5-10b shows the geometry (top panel) and pictures (middle and bottom
panels) of the final devices after top encapsulation with h-BN. Thanks to the
combination of high thermal expansion coefficient α = 64·10-6 °C-1 and large Young’s
modulus (E = 2.5 GPa) which can introduce a good strain transfer (see Fig. 5-8),513,531
the PC has been chosen as a substrate. A set of InSe devices on SiO2/Si substrates
with similar geometries of the devices on PC substrate but with negligible thermal
expansion coefficient (α < 1·10-6 °C-1) also have been fabricated and are shown in Fig.
5-11.555 This set of devices is employed as control samples to determine the role of the
intrinsic temperature increase, without biaxial strain, on the observed features. This
allows for the disentanglement of the temperature and strain effects on the observed
features during the measurements.
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Fig. 5-9 The current evolution during the in situ annealing of InSe devices without (a)
and with (b) h-BN encapsulation.

Fig. 5-10 Fabrication of Au-InSe-Au device on polycarbonate (PC) substrate. a, b)
Schematics (top) and optical microscopy images of a Au-InSe-Au device before (a)
and after (b) encapsulating a h-BN flake on the surface with optical microscope
reflection (middle) and transmission (bottom) mode. Insets: the optical microscopy
images of selected thin InSe flake and h-BN fabricated on Gel-Film observed with
transmission mode.

Fig. 5-11 Optical pictures of three additional Au-InSe-Au devices respectively
fabricated on 280 nm SiO2/Si (#1 and #2) and on PC (#3) substrate.
In order to minimize the influence of the traps during the temperature-dependent
device characterization, all the Au-InSe-Au devices discussed in this section have
been annealed in situ in air at ~100 °C for around 2 hours on the micro-heater
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mounted on probe station before carrying out the Raman spectroscopy and
optoelectronic characterizations. This process yields the passivation of the defects
existing in thin InSe flakes, thanks to the air species trapped at the interfaces, and
helps to reach a long-term stable working state with fast photodetection operation.370
Fig. 5-12 shows how the photocurrent flowing through the devices evolves in time
under 530 nm LED continuous illumination during the annealing process both on PC
and SiO2/Si substrates, as expected for a defects passivation process in InSe
photodetector. Raman spectroscopy measurement in Fig. 5-13 indicates there is no
structural change before and after annealing. The typical fast-operated optoelectronic
performance of the devices on SiO2/Si and PC substrate after annealing have been
respectively shown in Fig. 5-14 and Fig. 5-15. Particularly, the passivated devices
both exhibit the same unitary power exponent α at room temperature and 100 °C,
which indicates there is no active traps playing a role during the temperature
dependent measurements.

Fig. 5-12 The current evolution during the in situ annealing. a, b) The current flowing
through the device #1 at 1 V (a) and device #3 at -1 V (b) as a function of in situ
annealing time in linear and semi-logarithmic (inset) scale.

Fig. 5-13 Structural stability before and after in situ annealing of Au-InSe-Au device.
a) The optical picture of a Au-InSe-Au devices fabricated on SiO2/Si substrate before
and after annealing. b, c) Raman Spectra of InSe flake on Au (b) and on SiO2/Si (c)
recorded in pristine state and after annealing at room temperature.
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Fig. 5-14 Optoelectronic characterization of device #2 after in situ annealing. a) The
optical picture of device #2 after annealing. b, c) I-V curves recorded in dark
condition and as a function of 530 nm illumination power at 26 °C and 100 °C. d, e)
I-t curves at 1 V recorded as a function of 530 nm illumination power at 26 °C and
100 °C. f) Photocurrent value in the device at 1 V at 26 °C (square) and 100 °C (circle)
versus illumination power plot in log-log scale.

Fig. 5-15 Optoelectronic characterization of device #3 after in situ annealing. a) The
optical picture of device #3. b, c) I-V curves recorded in dark condition and as a
function of 530 nm illumination power at 26 °C and 100 °C. d, e) I-t curves at 1 V
recorded as a function of 530 nm illumination power at 26 °C and 100 °C. f)
Photocurrent value in the device at 1 V at 26 °C (square) and 100 °C (circle) versus
illumination power plot in log-log scale.
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5.2.3 Raman characterization
Raman spectroscopy is employed to characterize the strain transfer from the PC
substrate to the InSe flake upon thermal expansion. Fig. 5-16a shows Raman spectra
acquired in the 20 nm thick InSe device at different PC substrate temperatures (from
~26 °C to ~100 °C), corresponding to a biaxial thermal expansion ranging from 0%
up to 0.48%.513,531 To demonstrate the reproducibility of the thermal induced biaxial
straining approach, Fig. 5-17 addresses a second set of Raman measurements
acquired on the same sample during another heating cycle. Three Raman active
in-plane modes A1’(1), A2’’(1) and A2’(1) located at ~113 cm-1, ~198 cm-1 and ~226
cm-1, and one out-of-plane E’’(2) located at ~176 cm-1 are observed, which is
consistent with hexagonal crystal structure of ultrathin InSe with ε stacking
sequence.556 With the increase of temperature, all Raman peaks shift towards lower
Raman shifts, which is similar to recently reported experimental works on uniaxial
strained InSe due to phonon softening.547,550,557 That is the increase of the covalent
bonds length introduced by the applied tensile strain results in a weaker restoring
force of vibrations, and thus lower phonon frequencies. As a control experiment the
same measurements are also repeated on an InSe device fabricated on SiO2/Si (with
negligible thermal expansion). In this control sample the Raman peaks position shift
at much lower rate upon SiO2/Si substrate temperature increase (see Fig. 5-16b),
indicating that the shift observed in the PC based device can be mostly attributed to
the effect of biaxial strain. By subtracting the shift obtained on the SiO2/Si substrate
to that of the PC substrate, the redshift rate due to biaxial strain: -1.48 cm-1/%, -4.84
cm-1/%, -5.32 cm-1/% and -5.77 cm-1/% of biaxial strain for the A1’(1), E’’(2), A2’’(1)
and A2’(1) Raman modes, can be determined, respectively and are shown in Fig.
5-16c. Interestingly, another dataset in Fig. 5-18 acquired on a 13 nm thick InSe flake
showing very similar Raman peak shift upon straining, demonstrating that a similar
strain transfer is achieved for the 20 nm and the 13 nm InSe flakes. This good strain
transfer, even for relatively thick InSe flakes, can be attributed to the low Young’s
modulus of InSe (E = 23 ± 5 GPa,465 as shown in Fig. 5-5 and Table 15) as strain
transfer from the substrate to the flake is inversely proportional to the Young’s
modulus of the flake. Indeed, this result is consistent with that shown by finite
element calculations in Fig. 5-8, which predicts a strain transfer of ~100% for InSe on
PC substrates.465 Furthermore, in order to probe if the top h-BN encapsulation has any
effect on the strain transfer, as a complementary part, a control straining experiment
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on a ~13 layers InSe flake partially encapsulated with h-BN has been performed in
Fig. 5-19, both finding very similar results on the parts with and without
encapsulation.

Fig. 5-16 Temperature-dependent Raman Spectroscopy of thin InSe flakes deposited
on Au/PC and on Au/SiO2/Si substrates. a, b) Raman spectra of thin InSe recorded on
Au/PC (a) and on Au/280 nm SiO2/Si (b) substrates with 50× objective as a function
of temperature (from ~26 ℃ to ~100 ℃). c) Temperature-dependency of four Raman
active modes (A1’(1), E’’(2), A2’’(1) and A1’(1)) of thin InSe on PC (red) and on
Au/280 nm SiO2/Si (blue) substrate. The top axis in (c) indicates the biaxial strain
induced by the thermal expansion of the PC substrate.

Fig. 5-17 Temperature-dependent Raman Spectroscopy of thin InSe flakes recorded
during different heating cycles. a, b) Raman spectra of thin InSe (~20 nm) recorded
on Au/PC substrates during heating cycle 1 (a) and cycle 2 (b) with 50× objective as a
function of temperature (from ~26 ℃ to ~100 ℃). c-d) Temperature-dependency of
four Raman active modes (A1’(1), E’’(2), A2’’(1) and A1’(1)) of 20 nm InSe (c) and 13
nm InSe (d) on PC substrate during different heating cycles. The top axis indicates the
biaxial strain induced by the thermal expansion of the PC substrate.
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Fig. 5-18 Temperature-dependency of four Raman active modes (A1’(1), E’’(2),
A2’’(1) and A1’(1)) of two thin InSe flakes with the thicknesses of 13 nm (green) and
20 nm (red) on PC substrate. The top axis indicates the biaxial strain induced by the
thermal expansion of the PC substrate.

Fig. 5-19 The effects of h-BN encapsulation on bandgap tunability of biaxial strained
InSe. a) A thin InSe flake (∼13 layers) deposited on PC substrate before (left) and
after (right) being half encapsulated with h-BN. b) The PL energy as a function of
temperature of the InSe flake recorded at the two positions indicated by the colored
circles in panel (a) corresponding to InSe-PC and BN-InSe-PC. The blue line is a
linear fit to the data with slope 1.48 meV/°C.
The redshift rates of the Raman peaks are around 2 times larger than the value
reported for uniaxial strained thin InSe.283,547,550 This information can be highly
valuable as Raman spectroscopy is commonly used to monitor residual or built-in
strains during the device fabrication and/or growth of other 2D materials. More
interestingly, the Grüneisen parameters,558 that describes the effect of a volume
change on the vibrational properties, of the A1’(1), E’’(2), A2’’(1) and A2’(1) Raman
modes by using the obtained Raman mode shift rate, which take the values of 0.65,
1.38, 1.34 and 1.28, also can be extracted for InSe. These values are comparable with
the results in the literature reported for uniaxial strained InSe.547 The determination of
the Grüneisen parameters through biaxial straining, however, has the advantage that
(unlike in uniaxial strain) no need for assumptions about the Poisson’s ratio value of
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thin InSe.

5.2.4 Photoluminescence
The effect of the applied biaxial strain on the band gap of InSe is studied through
photoluminescence (PL). Fig. 5-20a shows PL spectra acquired on InSe flakes
transferred onto a PC substrate and onto a SiO2/Si substrate at different temperatures.
The PL spectra show a peak corresponding to the direct band gap transition at the Γ
point of the Brillouin zone and it is thus a good probe of the band gap of InSe.258,290,540
Similar to the Raman experiments, the measurements on the SiO2/Si substrates are
also used as a control experiment to probe the intrinsic shift of the PL peaks upon
temperature increase (without biaxial strain). This allows determining the biaxial
strain induced PL shift, subtracting the PL shift measured on SiO2/Si substrates (only
thermal contribution) to the PL shift measured on PC substrates (thermal + biaxial
strain contribution). Fig. 5-20a shows how the PL shift on PC substrates is much
larger than that measured on SiO2/Si substrates, indicating that biaxial strain strongly
modifies the band gap of InSe. Interestingly, it is also found a clear thickness
dependence on the band gap strain tunability: thinner flakes (7-10 layers) are more
sensitive to strain than thicker flakes (15-20 layers). To further demonstrate this
thickness-dependent band gap tunability, Fig. 5-20b summarizes the PL shift rate
measured for 19 InSe flakes (10 on PC and 9 on SiO2/Si) with the thickness ranging
from 5 to 30 layers. By subtracting the two trends obtained for the PC and the SiO2/Si
substrates, the thickness dependent band gap gauge factor, i.e., the change of bandgap
per % of biaxial strain, of InSe that ranges from 195 ± 20 meV/% (for 5 layers thick
InSe) to 63 ± 6 meV/% (for 30 layers thick InSe) can be obtained in Fig. 5-20c. This
value is among one of the largest reported values for 2D semiconducting materials so
far, as shown in Table 16 and Fig. 5-20d. Interestingly, for ultrathin flakes our
bandgap gauge factor is nearly twice that of uniaxial strained InSe,283,547 in very good
agreement with recent DFT predictions.486
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Fig. 5-20 Gauge factor of biaxial strained InSe. a) Photoluminescence spectra of thin
(7-10 layers, left) and thick (15-20 layers, right) InSe flakes deposited on PC substrate
(top) and on 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate (bottom) recorded as a function of temperature
(from RT to ~50 ℃). b) PL energy shift rate versus thickness of InSe flakes deposited
on PC substrate (red) and on 280 nm SiO2/Si (blue) substrate. The solid lines
represent the best fit for each dataset to a second order polynomial function. c)
Calculated gauge factor of biaxial strained InSe flakes as a function of layer numbers.
d) The different values of the strain tunability gauge factors of 2D semiconducting
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flakes reported in the literature with various approaches are compared with the value
of biaxial strained InSe obtained in this work (~200 meV/%).
TABLE 16 Summarized comparison of bandgap tunability of two-dimensional
semiconductors under strain engineering. The εmax refers to the maximum strain
applied on the flexible substrate or directly on a suspended 2D flake or induced by a
pre-patterned substrate. (D) and (I) indicate direct and indirect bandgap, respectively. *
Data obtained in a polyvynilacetate (PVA) encapsulated sample. ** Data obtained
based on CVD grown 2D materials.
Strain
Materials

Method/substrate
type

ΔEgmax, εmax

Gauge factor
Ref.
(meV/%)

Mechanical bending, PC

-81 meV, 1.8%

-45 ±7

520

Mechanical bending, PMMA

-33 meV, 0.52%

-64 ±5

521

Mechanical bending, PET

-38.4 meV, 0.8%

-48

522

Mechanical bending, PC

-57.5 meV, 1.37%

-42

523

Mechanical bending, PC

-44.5 meV, 1.06%

-42

524

MEMS mechanics, suspended

-49.4 meV, 1.3%

-38 ±1**

525

Mechanical bending, PVA

-300 meV, 1.7%

-125*, -61

526

Mechanical bending, PET

-36 meV, 0.64%

-56

527

Substrate stretching, PDMS

-15 meV, 4.8%

-3**

528

Mechanical bending, PI

-31 meV, 0.4%

-78 ±4

529

Thermal expansion, PC

-65 meV, 0.48%

-135

513

Pressurized membranes, suspended

-500 meV, 5%

-99

530

-12.5, -51.1

531

Uniaxial

1L MoS2

-12.5 meV, -51.1
Biaxial

Thermal expansion, PDMS, PP
meV, 1%
Pre-patterned substrate, SiO2

-50 meV, 0.565%

-110

533

AFM indentation, suspended

--, 7%

-77.3±10

519

-32 meV(D), -77

-53±10(D), -129 ±

meV(I), 0.6%

20(I)

-25 meV, 0.52%

-48 ±5

521

-46(D),-86(I)

522

-78 meV, 1.6%

-49 ±1

548

-12 meV(D), 56

-34 ±3(D), -155 ±

meV(I), 0.36%

11(I)

Mechanical bending, PC
Mechanical bending, PMMA

-36.8 meV(D), -68.8
Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PET

2L MoS2
Mechanical bending, PC
Mechanical bending, PI

meV(I), 0.8%

520

529

Biaxial

AFM indentation, suspended

--, 7%

-116.7±10

519

Uniaxial

Pre-strained substrate, Gel-Film

-90 meV, 2.5%

-36

534

piezoelectric substrate, PMN-PT

-60 meV, 0.2%

-300

532

AFM indentation, suspended

--, 7%

-22.7±6

519

Mechanical bending, PC

-40.7 meV, 1.07%

-38 ±2

523

Mechanical bending, PC

-30 meV, 1.1%

-27 ±2

535

Mechanical bending, PEN

-28 meV, 0.5%

-54.8 ±5.8

536

Thermal expansion, PP

-33 meV, 1%

-33

531

3L MoS2
Biaxial

Uniaxial
1L MoSe2
Biaxial
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Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PC

-69 meV, 1.26%

-55 ±2

523

Mechanical bending, PVA

-253 meV, 5.68%

-43**

526

Mechanical bending, PET

-27.5 meV, 0.64%

-43

527

Mechanical bending, PEN

-31 meV, 0.5%

-61.2 ±3.8

536

-11**(D), -19** (I)

541

1L WS2

-44 meV(D), -76
Mechanical bending, PET

Biaxial

meV(I), 4%

Substrate stretching, PDMS

-20 meV, 16%

-1.3**

538

Thermal expansion, PP

-95 meV, 1%

-95

531

-49 ±2

523

Mechanical bending, PC

-72.5 meV, 1.48%
-176 meV, 1.7%

-109

-137 meV, 2.56%

-53**

Mechanical bending, PEN

-20 meV, 0.35%

-53 ±3.1

536

Mechanical bending, PC

-75.5 meV, 1.4%

-54

539

Mechanical bending, PETG

101 meV, 2.1%

-48

540

Thermal expansion, PP

-63 meV, 1%

-63

531

Mechanical bending, PETG

-68 meV, 1.51%

-45

541

-22.5(D), 20(I)

542

Mechanical bending, PVA
Uniaxial
1L WSe2

Biaxial

-45 meV(D), -40
2L WSe2

Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PET

meV(I), 2%

526

Mechanical bending, PETG

-110 meV, 2.1%

-52

543

1L ReSe2

Uniaxial

Pre-strained substrate, Gel-Film

-70 meV, 1.64%

-43

544

6L bP

Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PET

110 meV, 0.92%

120

545

18L bP

Uniaxial

Pre-strained substrate, Gel-Film

700 meV, 5%

100-140

546

Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PP

132 meV, 1%

132

Biaxial

Thermal expansion, PP

67 meV, 0.3%

222

Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PP

-110 meV, 1.15%

-(90-100)

283

Uniaxial

Mechanical bending, PET

-118 meV, 1.06%

-(80-150)

547

Biaxial

Thermal expansion, PC

-26 meV, 0.13%

-200

6L bP
4-8L InSe
4-35 nm

549

InSe
This

5L InSe

work

5.2.5 Piezoresistance
The effect of biaxial strain on the electronic properties on the Au-InSe-Au
photodetector devices in the dark state is also studied. Fig. 5-21a shows the current vs.
voltage characteristics (I-Vs hereafter) in linear scale as a function of the PC substrate
temperature from ~23 °C to ~100 °C, leading to a biaxial strain in the 0% - 0.48%
range.513 A significant increase in the slope of I-Vs with temperature increase is
observed, indicating an increase of conductivity of the device upon substrate thermal
expansion (in good agreement with the observed bandgap reduction under biaxial
tension). The data is also plotted in semi-logarithmic scale (with current absolute
value) to facilitate the quantitative comparison between different datasets. The current
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at V = -1 V increases dramatically: from -0.6 pA at ~23 °C (0% strain) to -0.33 nA at
~100 °C (0.48% strain), see inset in Fig. 5-21a. In order to estimate the intrinsic
contribution of the temperature increase (without strain) on the observed current
change the same measurement also is repeated on a control device fabricated on a
SiO2/Si substrate (with very small thermal expansion) where finding a negligible
current change (Fig. 5-21b and inset). A minor increase of the current value from
-0.46 pA to -2.6 pA at -1 V, due to the increase of thermal excited carriers, is observed.
The observed larger current change in the PC device thus can be mostly attributed to a
piezoresistive response of InSe to biaxial strain. In order to quantify this
piezoresistive response, and to compare it with that of other materials, in Fig. 5-21c,
the current absolute values flowing through the devices at 1 V and -1 V both on PC
and SiO2/Si substrate as a function of temperature have been extracted. The calculated
electrical gauge factor in the investigated device, GF = (𝐼 − 𝐼0 )/𝜀𝐼0 , reaches values
of ~450 at 1 V and ~1076 at -1 V, ~5-12 times larger than that found for InSe under
uniaxial strain loading and other strained 2D materials. In fact, GF values of ~150,
~220 and ~40 have been reported for single-, bi- and tri-layer MoS2, respectively,519
upon biaxial strain and GF ~15-30 for tri-layer MoS2 upon uniaxial strain.559 For
graphene sensors GF values up to ~125 has been reported.560 Moreover, the large
gauge factor and mechanical resilience of 2D InSe makes it even more suitable as a
biaxial strain sensor than state-of-the-art silicon strain sensors (GF ~200) with a
fracture strain limit of ~0.7%.561,562

Fig. 5-21 Temperature-dependent dark current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of InSe
device fabricated on PC and on 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate. a, b) I-V curves of
Au-InSe-Au device on PC substrate (a) and on 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate (b) recorded
in dark conditions as a function of temperature (from ~23 °C to ~100 °C) in linear
scale and semi-logarithmic scale (insets). c) Temperature-dependency of absolute
values of the current flow through Au-InSe-Au devices at 1 V and -1 V on PC (red)
and on 280 nm SiO2/Si (blue) substrate. The top axis in (c) indicates the biaxial strain
induced by the thermal expansion of the PC substrate.
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5.2.6 Optoelectronic performance
The strong PL emission energy shift upon biaxial straining indicates that biaxial strain
could be an efficient strategy to tune the spectral bandwidth of InSe based
photodetectors. In order to study this possibility, the photocurrent of the InSe
photodetector upon illumination with different wavelengths at a fixed bias of 1 V and
power density of 35.4 mW/cm2 has been measured. Fig. 5-22a shows the
photocurrent spectra measured at various temperatures between ~23 °C and ~100 °C
(corresponding to a biaxial strain range of 0% to 0.48%) in the InSe photodetector
fabricated on PC. The overall spectra redshift upon biaxial strain, which is consistent
with the strain-induced reduction of the bandgap observed in the PL measurements.
This can be seen more clearly in the Tauc plot representation (see inset) that allows
for an estimation of the energy cut-off (ΔEcut-off) of the photodetector (the minimum
detectable photon energy). The theoretical foundation of Tauc plot extrapolation is
based on the energy dependence of the above-band-gap absorption, which appears
either as a square relation (direct-allowed-transition dominant) or a square-rooted
relation (indirect-allowed-transition dominated) and due to the direct bandgap a
squared plot relation can be taken for InSe.258,563,564 In order to determine whether the
observed bandgap reduction is mainly caused by the biaxial strain induced by
substrate expansion, and not by the temperature increase, another set of control
measurement was performed on an InSe device fabricated on a SiO2/Si substrate.
From Fig. 5-22b, one can see that in the control device (with negligible thermal
expansion) the redshift of the spectra is less pronounced. Therefore, one can reliably
extract the biaxial strain tunability of the energy cut-off (ΔEcut-off) directly from the
measurements on the InSe device fabricated on PC. Fig. 5-22c summarizes the energy
cut-off (ΔEcut-off) values extracted for the different biaxial strain levels showing a
marked linear trend. The slope of this linear relationship is higher than the bandgap
gauge factor giving a value of ~360 meV/%. This could be due to the intrinsic higher
uncertainty in the Tauc plot extrapolation method (given the reduced number of data
points at the absorption edge part of the spectra).
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Fig. 5-22 Temperature-dependence of photocurrent spectra of InSe devices on PC and
on 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate. a, b) Photocurrent (Iph) versus illumination photon
energy spectra recorded under a fixed illumination power intensity (35.4 mW/cm2) at
1 V as a function of temperature (from ~23 °C to ~100 °C) of Au-InSe-Au device on
PC (a) and on 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate (b). Insets: Tauc plots: (Iph·hν)2 vs. photon
energy. c) Temperature-dependence of bandgap values extracted from the Tauc plots
as a function of temperature based on the Au-InSe-Au devices on PC (red) and on 280
nm SiO2/Si (blue) substrate. The top axis in (c) indicates the biaxial strain induced by
the thermal expansion of the PC substrate.

5.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, the experimental value of the Young's modulus of thin InSe flakes
using the buckling metrology method has been found to be in the range of 18 - 28
GPa, which makes thin InSe one of the most flexible two-dimensional materials.
Motivated from this point, the effects of biaxial strain on the vibrational,
photoluminescence, electrical and optoelectronic properties of ultrathin InSe are
studied. A strong shift of the photoluminescence spectra upon biaxial strain with a
gauge factor ranging from 195 meV/% for 5 thick layers InSe to 63 meV/% for 30
layers thick InSe and a giant piezoresponse with an electrical gauge factor of ~1000 in
the dark state have been determined. Interestingly, it is further demonstrated that how
the strain tunable band gap can be exploited to tune the spectral response of InSe
photodetectors. These results indicate thin InSe is a promising candidate for future
straintronic and flexible optoelectronic applications.
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Fig. 6-1 Scheme of the topics addressed in this thesis.
In this thesis, two-dimensional (2D) III - VIA semiconducting materials (in particular
GaSe and InSe) and optoelectronic devices have been investigated. To carry out the
planed research, a whole set of experimental techniques and tools: a deterministic
transfer setup, several optical-microscopy based methods to identify flakes, and
electrical/optoelectronic testing system, have been developed and implemented. Based
on the experimental observations and theoretical analysis, the main conclusions have
been shown in Fig. 6-1 and are summarized as follows:
1) Thin GaSe flakes and photodetectors are not stable in ambient conditions and
h-BN encapsulation is an effective way to passivate this process. The
environmental degradation of thin GaSe, which is accompanied by the variation of
surface morphology, chemical composition, crystal structure and performance of
the devices as a function of time, takes place in two main stages. At first, the
exposure to air induces degradation of the pristine GaSe creating α-Se and Ga2Se3,
accompanied by a photocurrent increase flowing through the devices. In the
second stage, Ga2O3 appears and its concentration increases in the samples
resulting in a drop of the photocurrent and leading to the final failure of the GaSe
photodetectors. It was also found that capping the exfoliated GaSe flakes with a
top h-BN flake is an effective way to prevent its environmental degradation as
well laser-induced damage (chapter 3).
2) Thin InSe photodetectors can reach long-term environmental stability in air. No
obvious changes can be observed on InSe surface morphology, chemical
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composition, and crystal structure after air exposure. However, the performance of
InSe photodetectors is strongly modified upon air exposure. This performance
variation can be attributed to the modification of the hole-trapping, induced by
selenium vacancies, upon air exposure. The pristine InSe photodetectors, with
large density of traps, present large response time and high photoresponsivity
which can be explained by the photogating effect. After air exposure, the InSe
photodetectors can work with fast operation speed and low photogain, and finally
reach a long-term environmentally stable behavior. The observed InSe device
performance change is accompanied by a decrease in photoresponse time and
photoresponsivity as well as the growth of exponent α. A statistical analysis
indicates that photoresponsivity, response time and the photocurrent scaling law
exponent α of InSe photodetectors are strongly correlated. All this can be
explained by the passivation of selenium vacancies with atmospheric species,
reducing the traps density in thin InSe photodetectors, and thus shifting the
photocurrent generation mechanism from photogating to photoconductive effect
(and making the devices to work as a back-to-back Schottky diode (chapter 3)).
3) The defects passivation in thin InSe introduced by air species can further reduce
the fermi level pinning at the metal-InSe contact interface, thus various Schottky
contact based on thin InSe with different van der Waals electrical contacts have
been investigated. In the case of Au electrodes, a rectifying Schottky contact with
a sizeable barrier between InSe and Au has been found and estimated to be ≈ 460
meV by temperature dependent measurements, which is consistent with Schottky–
Mott rule. While in the case of graphite, the contact gives rise to a negligible
contact barrier (smaller than 100 meV) thanks to the similar electron affinity of
thin InSe and graphite. Exploiting this strong contact barrier difference, a Au–
InSe–Gr Schottky diode, based on symmetric pre‐patterned gold electrodes and
with asymmetric van der Waals contacts, has been fabricated. The asymmetric
contacted device shows I–V curves that follow perfectly the Schottky diode
equation in a wide bias range. Furthermore, also the optoelectronic measurement
of the devices is in agreement with the predicted Schottky diodes behaviors under
reverse and forward biasing conditions (chapter 4).
4) Following a similar fabrication routine of Au-InSe-Gr Schottky diode and taking
advantage of the larger work function of Pt (WPt ≈ 5.5 eV), Pt-InSe-Gr devices
also have been designed and demonstrated. Interestingly, it is found that after the
fabrication of such a device, its electrical characteristics evolve in time when
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exposed to air and finally can achieve a robust and stable Schottky diode behavior,
with a Pt-InSe Schottky barrier height of ≈ 540 meV and an open circuit voltage
of ≈ 0.6 V, which are confirmed by scanning photocurrent microscopy and
temperature-dependent measurements. It is worth to note that the Pt-InSe-Gr
Schottky diodes can work at large reverse bias condition (chapter 4).
5) Another important feature of Pt-InSe-Gr Schottky diodes is the presence of a
counterclockwise hysteresis in the I-Vs at the forward regime. Based on the
observation that the devices take a larger hysteresis under illumination than that of
in dark, the investigations of optoelectronic memory effect based on Pt-InSe-Gr
Schottky diodes has been introduced. It is found that these devices are capable of
switching between a low resistance state and a high resistance one thanks to the
application of an external voltage together with illumination, which can store
information with a retention time of the order thousands of seconds and a
switching ratio up to 100 (chapter 4).
6) The experimental value of the Young's modulus of thin InSe flakes using the
buckling metrology method has been found to be in the range of 18 - 28 GPa,
which makes thin InSe one of the most flexible two-dimensional materials
(chapter 5).
7) Motivated from the superior flexibility of thin InSe, the effects of biaxial strain on
the vibrational, photoluminescence, electrical and optoelectronic properties of
ultrathin InSe are studied. A strong shift of the photoluminescence spectra upon
biaxial strain with a gauge factor ranging from 195 meV/% for 5 layers thick InSe
to 63 meV/% for 30 layers thick InSe and a giant piezo response with an electrical
gauge factor of ~1000 in the dark state have been determined. Interestingly, it is
further demonstrated that how the strain tunable band gap can be exploited to tune
the spectral response of InSe photodetectors (chapter 5).
In general, these results demonstrate great promise, such as the high-quality van der
Waals Schottky diode, superior mechanical properties and strain tunability. But this
thesis also pinpoints some of the most urgent challenges in the future research of 2D
III-VIA semiconductors, like environmental degradation and property modification.
These results, on the one hand, can promote the development of this field, on the other
hand, are able to continuously inspire the enthusiasm from the researchers on 2D
materials. However, it is important to point out that most of the works in this thesis
are still at initial stages, the following subjects require further efforts.
The role of defects/traps in the thin GaSe/InSe-based photodetecting system requires
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further investigation. The interaction between air species and thin GaSe/InSe
photodetectors demonstrates how significant roles that the traps play during the
device operations. Controllable modification of traps levels in the 2D semiconductor
is very important for future electrical and optoelectronic applications. It is necessary
to present a systematic study of how the role of the starting InSe bulk could give shed
more light about the variability observed in the literature.
Considering the practical industry application, it is necessary to clarify that how the
O2 and/or H2O interact with defect sites during this passivation processes and carry
out the quantitative investigations under control conditions, thus one can engineer the
device performance under a control manner.
Novel 2D van der Waals heterostructures design and fabrication will continue to get
attention. The successes of InSe-based diodes show the reliability of electronic and
optoelectronic properties of van der Waals Schottky contacts. The easiness of
fabrication, which comes from the van der Waals stacking by dry deterministic
transfer, and the reproducible Schottky barrier formation are important factors for
future applications of 2D semiconductors–metal systems. Moreover, at present, most
of the 2D semiconductor-based Schottky contact investigations are focused on the 3D
metal – 2D semiconductor system, whose tunability is usually limited by the effect of
strong fermi level pinning. This problem can be overcome by using 2D metals, which
are bounded with 2D semiconductors through van der Waals interaction. The future
work will uncover the great potential of 2D metals for device applications.
Novel flexible optoelectronics should be included in the future work plan. The
superior mechanical properties of thin InSe, i.e. ultralow Young’s modulus, allows
efficient strain transfer from the flexible substrates to flakes. Until now, most strain
engineering discussions of thin InSe are based on the symmetrically contact devices,
the investigations about how the strain influence the transport properties of rectifying
devices, such as Schottky diodes and p-n junctions, remain further exploration.
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Fig. 6-1 Esquema de los temas tratados en esta tesis.
En esta tesis, se han investigado materiales semiconductores bidimensionales (2D) III
- VIA (en particular GaSe e InSe) y dispositivos optoelectrónicos. Para llevar a cabo
la investigación planificada, se ha desarrollado e implementado un conjunto completo
de técnicas y herramientas experimentales: un sistema de transferencia determinista,
varios métodos basados en microscopía óptica para identificar los copos y un sistema
de medición eléctrico/optoelectrónico. Con base en las observaciones experimentales
y el análisis teórico, las principales conclusiones se muestran en la Fig. 6-1 y se
resumen a continuación:
1) Los fotodetectores y los copos delgados de GaSe no son estables en condiciones
ambientales y la encapsulación de h-BN es una forma eficaz de pasivar su
degradación. La degradación ambiental del GaSe delgado, que va acompañada de
la variación de la morfología de la superficie, la composición quí
mica, la
estructura cristalina y el rendimiento de los dispositivos en función del tiempo,
tiene lugar en dos etapas principales. Al principio, la exposición al aire induce la
degradación del GaSe prí
stino creando α-Se y Ga2Se3, acompañado de un
aumento de la fotocorriente que fluye a través de los dispositivos. En la segunda
etapa, aparece Ga2O3 y su concentración aumenta en las muestras dando como
resultado una caída de la fotocorriente y conduciendo al fallo final de los
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fotodetectores de GaSe. También se descubrió que cubrir los copos de GaSe
exfoliados con un copo de h-BN superior es una forma eficaz de prevenir su
degradación ambiental, asícomo el daño inducido por láser (capítulo 3).
2) Los fotodetectores basados en copos delgados de InSe pueden alcanzar una
estabilidad ambiental a largo plazo en el aire. No se pueden observar cambios
obvios en la morfología de la superficie de InSe, la composición química y la
estructura cristalina después de la exposición al aire. Sin embargo, el rendimiento
de los fotodetectores de InSe se modifica considerablemente con la exposición al
aire. Esta variación de rendimiento se puede atribuir a la modificación del
atrapamiento de huecos, inducido por las trampas debidas a vacantes de selenio,
tras la exposición al aire. Los fotodetectores de InSe prí
stinos, con gran densidad
de trampas, presentan un tiempo de respuesta elevado y una alta fotorrespuesta
que se puede explicar por el efecto “fotogating”. Después de la exposición al aire,
los fotodetectores InSe pueden trabajar con una velocidad de operación rápida y
una

baja

ganancia

de

fotocorriente,

y

alcanzan

un

comportamiento

ambientalmente estable a largo plazo. El cambio observado en el rendimiento de
los dispositivos de InSe se acompaña de una disminución en el tiempo de
respuesta y la magnitud de la fotorrespuesta, así como el crecimiento del
exponente α. Un análisis estadístico indica que la fotorreactividad, el tiempo de
respuesta y el exponente α de la ley de escalamiento de la fotocorriente de los
fotodetectores de InSe están fuertemente correlacionados. Todo esto puede
explicarse por la pasivación de las vacantes de selenio con especies atmosféricas,
reduciendo la densidad de trampas en los fotodetectores delgados de InSe, y
cambiando así el mecanismo de generación de fotocorriente de “fotogating” a
efecto fotoconductivo (y haciendo que los dispositivos funcionen como un diodo
Schottky tipo “back-to-back” (capítulo 3)).
3) La pasivación de defectos en copos delgados de InSe, introducidos por especies
atmosféricas, pueden reducir aún más la fijación del nivel de Fermi en la interfaz
del contacto metal-InSe, por lo que se han investigado varios contactos Schottky
basados en InSe delgado con diferentes contactos eléctricos de tipo van der Waals.
En el caso de los electrodos de Au, se ha encontrado un contacto Schottky
rectificador con una barrera considerable entre InSe y Au y se ha estimado que es
≈ 460 meV mediante mediciones dependientes de la temperatura, lo cual es
consistente con la regla de Schottky-Mott. En el caso del grafito, sin embargo, el
contacto da lugar a una barrera de contacto insignificante (menor de 100 meV)
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gracias a la afinidad electrónica similar de InSe delgado y grafito. Aprovechando
esta fuerte diferencia de barrera de contacto, se han fabricado diodos Schottky
Au-InSe-Gr, basados en electrodos de oro simétricos pre-fabricados y con
contactos asimétricos de tipo van der Waals. Los dispositivos con contactos
asimétricos muestran curvas IV que siguen perfectamente la ecuación del diodo
Schottky en un amplio rango de voltaje. Además, también la medición
optoelectrónica de los dispositivos está de acuerdo con los comportamientos
predichos para los diodos Schottky en condiciones de polarización inversa y
directa (capítulo 4).
4) Siguiendo un protocolo de fabricación similar al del diodo Schottky Au-InSe-Gr, y
aprovechando la función de trabajo más grande de Pt (WPt ≈ 5.5 eV), también se
han diseñado y demostrado dispositivos Pt-InSe-Gr. Curiosamente, se encuentra
que después de la fabricación de dicho dispositivo, sus características eléctricas
evolucionan con el tiempo cuando se exponen al aire y finalmente pueden lograr
un comportamiento de diodo Schottky robusto y estable, con una altura de barrera
Pt-InSe Schottky de ≈ 540 meV y una Voltaje de circuito abierto de 0.6 V, que
se confirma mediante microscopía de fotocorriente de barrido y mediciones
dependientes de la temperatura. Vale la pena señalar que los diodos Schottky
Pt-InSe-Gr pueden funcionar en condiciones de polarización inversa grande
(capítulo 4).
5) Otra caracterí
stica importante de los diodos Schottky Pt-InSe-Gr es la presencia
de una histéresis en sentido antihorario en las curvas I-V en el régimen directo.
Basándose en la observación de que los dispositivos toman una histéresis mayor
bajo iluminación que en la oscuridad, se ha investigado el efecto de memoria
optoelectrónica basadas en diodos Schottky Pt-InSe-Gr. Se ha encuentrado que
estos dispositivos son capaces de conmutar entre un estado de baja resistencia y
uno de alta resistencia gracias a la aplicación de un voltaje externo junto con
iluminación, que puede almacenar información con un tiempo de retención del
orden de miles de segundos y una relación de conmutación de hasta 100 (capítulo
4).
6) Se ha encontrado que el valor experimental del módulo de Young de los copos
delgados de InSe utilizando el método de metrología de pandeo estáen el rango de
18-28 GPa, lo que hace que el InSe sea uno de los materiales bidimensionales más
flexibles (capítulo 5).
7) Motivado por la flexibilidad superior de copos delgados de InSe, se han estudiado
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los efectos de la deformación biaxial sobre las propiedades vibratorias,
fotoluminiscentes, eléctricas y optoelectrónicas de copos de InSe ultradelgados.
Se ha observado un fuerte cambio de los espectros de fotoluminiscencia con la
aplicación de deformación biaxial con un factor de galga (“gauge factor”) que va
desde 195 meV /% para 5 capas de InSe de espesor a 63 meV /% para 30 capas de
InSe de espesor y una respuesta piezoresistiva gigante con un factor de galga
eléctrico de ~1000 en el estado oscuro. Curiosamente, se demuestra además cómo
se puede aprovechar la sintonización con deformación de la banda prohibida para
ajustar la respuesta espectral de los fotodetectores de InSe (capítulo 5).
En general, estos resultados demuestran una gran promesa, como el diodo Schottky
con contactos tipo van der Waals de alta calidad, las propiedades mecánicas
superiores y capacidad de ajuste de la banda de energía prohibida con la deformación.
Pero esta tesis también señala algunos de los desafí
os más urgentes en la
investigación futura de semiconductores 2D III-VIA, como la degradación ambiental
y la modificación de propiedades. Estos resultados, por un lado, pueden promover el
desarrollo de este campo, por otro lado, son capaces de inspirar continuamente el
entusiasmo de los investigadores por los materiales 2D. Sin embargo, es importante
señalar que la mayorí
a de los trabajos de esta tesis aún se encuentran en etapas
iniciales, los siguientes temas requieren mayores esfuerzos.
El papel de los defectos/trampas en los fotodetectores basados en GaSe / InSe
requiere más investigación. La interacción entre las especies ambientales y los
fotodetectores basados en copos delgados de GaSe/InSe demuestra la importancia que
tienen las trampas durante la operación de los dispositivos. La modificación
controlable de los niveles de trampas en los semiconductores 2D es muy importante
para futuras aplicaciones eléctricas y optoelectrónicas. Es necesario un estudio
sistemático en el futuro de cuál es el papel del InSe en volumen inicial dado que
podrí
a arrojar más luz sobre la variabilidad observada en la literatura.
Teniendo en cuenta las aplicaciones prácticas en la industria, es necesario aclarar
cómo el O2 y/o H2O interactúan con los sitios de defectos durante estos procesos de
pasivación y llevar a cabo las investigaciones cuantitativas en condiciones de control,
por lo que se puede diseñar el rendimiento del dispositivo de manera controlada.
El novedoso diseño y fabricación de heteroestructuras 2D de van der Waals
continuará recibiendo atención. Los éxitos de los diodos Schottky basados en InSe
muestran la fiabilidad de las propiedades electrónicas y optoelectrónicas de los
contactos de tipo van der Waals. La facilidad de fabricación, que proviene del
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apilamiento de materiales de van der Waals por transferencia determinista seca, y la
formación reproducible de la barrera de Schottky son factores importantes para las
aplicaciones futuras de los sistemas de metal y semiconductores 2D. Además, en la
actualidad, la mayorí
a de las investigaciones de contacto de Schottky basadas en
semiconductores 2D se centran en el sistema de semiconductores 2D de metal 3D,
cuya sintonización suele estar limitada por el efecto de una fuerte fijación de nivel
fermi. Este problema puede superarse mediante el uso de metales 2D, en contacto con
semiconductores 2D a través de la interacción de van der Waals. El trabajo futuro se
centrará en investigar el gran potencial de los metales 2D para aplicaciones de
dispositivos.
En el plan de trabajo futuro deberí
a incluirse una nueva optoelectrónica flexible. Las
propiedades mecánicas superiores del InSe delgado, es decir, el módulo de Young
ultrabajo, permite una transferencia de deformación eficiente desde los sustratos
flexibles a los copos. Hasta ahora, la mayorí
a de las discusiones sobre ingenierí
a de
deformaciones de InSe delgado se basan en los dispositivos con contactos eléctricos
simétricos, las investigaciones sobre cómo la deformación influye en las propiedades
de transporte de los dispositivos rectificadores, como los diodos Schottky y las
uniones p-n, requieren una exploración más profunda en el futuro.
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